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Abstract

The occurrence of extreme precipitation events in New Zealand regularly results in devas-

tating impacts to the local society and environment. In order to examine the occurrence of

extreme precipitation in New Zealand, extreme horizontal atmospheric moisture fluxes are

considered through an application of the emerging concept of atmospheric rivers (ARs).

An automated AR detection algorithm is applied to construct the first climatology of ARs

in the New Zealand region over the period 1979-2019. A distinct seasonality exists in AR

occurrence in New Zealand, which aligns with seasonal variations in the mid-latitude jet

streams and consequently, mid-latitude cyclone tracks. In particular, the formation of the

unique Southern Hemisphere winter split jet appears to enable AR occurrence to persist

in northern regions of New Zealand, while the southern regions of the country exhibit a

substantial (30%) reduction in AR occurrence as the polar jet shifts southward during

winter. ARs making landfall on the western coast of New Zealand (90% of all events) are

characterised by a dominant north-westerly moisture flux associated with a distinct dipole

pressure anomaly; low pressure to the south-west and high pressure to the north-east of

New Zealand. The hydrological impact of ARs is considered through the adoption of a

five-point categorical scale that was developed for the West Coast of the USA. The West

Coast of the South Island of New Zealand is identified as the region that experiences the

strongest and most dramatic relationship between the occurrence of ARs and precipitation,

with up to 74% of total precipitation and 93% of extreme 6-hourly precipitation occurring

within 12 hours of detected ARs. ARs account for a maximum of 27% of both total and

extreme precipitation at other locations studied around New Zealand. Extreme 6-hourly

precipitation on the West Coast is up to 50 times more likely to occur within 12 hours of

a detected AR than during non-AR conditions. All other locations exhibit small (a risk

factor less than 2) or no increased risk of precipitation during ARs. Precipitation totals

from the most intense ARs (category 5) on the West Coast exceed 1000 mm (within 60

hours), which is one of the largest AR precipitation amounts documented globally. In

order to further comprehend the influence of ARs on local hydrological extremes and haz-

ards, further examination of the meso-scale atmospheric controls of AR-related extreme

precipitation associated with the Southern Alps of New Zealand should remain a priority.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The occurrence of extreme precipitation presents an extraordinary dichotomy between haz-

ards and benefits for societies globally, carrying environmental consequences that directly

affect livelihoods (Ralph et al., 2019a). Accordingly, the timing and characteristics of ex-

treme precipitation are of broad interest to communities that are vulnerable to impacts

ranging from flooding and landslides to drought and reservoir depletion. In New Zealand,

the occurrence of extreme precipitation events has caused significant damage, ranging from

the destruction of property and infrastructure to environmental contamination and the loss

of life. A single mid-latitude cyclone making landfall on the West Coast of the South Island

of New Zealand on 26 March 2019, resulted in significant flooding, destroying the Waiho

Bridge (State Highway 6), isolating the northern and southern halves of the West Coast of

the South Island and costing the local community an estimated NZ$4.09 million (ICNZ,

2019). Conversely, hydrological resources are crucial in New Zealand, especially in relation

to hydroelectric power generation and agricultural purposes (Fitzharris, 2016). The lack of

precipitation in New Zealand has resulted in regular agricultural droughts and occasionally,

insufficient power generation (Fitzharris, 1992). The climatology of extreme precipitation
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

has not yet been presented for New Zealand, the development of which would not only

enhance the understanding of the atmospheric controls on extreme precipitation and aid

in hazard mitigation, but would also provide a platform for discussing how the occurrence

and severity of these events may change in the future under the changing thermodynamics

of the atmosphere (Espinoza et al., 2018).

In the early 1990s, coincident with the development of atmospheric modelling and

remote sensing techniques, filamentary horizontal pathways of atmospheric moisture were

identified in global analysis of moisture flux (integrated vapour transport; IVT) and were

formally named atmospheric rivers (ARs; Newell et al., 1992; Zhu and Newell, 1994). ARs

are long, transient, synoptic-scale plumes of poleward moving water vapour that often

originate from tropical moisture sources (Neiman et al., 2009). From these source regions,

moisture is generally transported to higher latitudes by atmospheric processes associated

with a low-level jet stream ahead of a cold front of an extratropical cyclone (Gimeno et

al., 2016; Ralph et al., 2018). On average, there are approximately three to five ARs

present in each hemisphere at any given point, occupying 10% of the globe’s surface area

and accounting for 90% of the moisture transport in the mid-latitudes (Zhu and Newell,

1998). The majority of AR research and forecasting has occurred in the USA and Europe,

which has demonstrated the fundamental importance of such phenomena for mid-latitude

hydrology.

Horizontal transport of moisture through the atmosphere is key to understanding pre-

cipitation, as the occurrence of precipitation events cannot be solely described by processes

of evaporation and condensation alone. A typical column of global atmosphere only con-

tains 17% of the water that falls to the ground over the course of a day, the imbalance

(remaining 83% of water) must therefore be accounted for by the horizontal transport of

moisture through the atmosphere (Trenberth et al., 2003). To discuss the occurrence of

precipitation events, an understanding of the horizontal atmospheric moisture fluxes must

first be established with reference to the thermodynamic mechanisms that control such

fluxes. The global redistribution of atmospheric moisture is controlled by the horizontal

moisture flux that is a product of the atmospheric moisture flux and horizontal wind.
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Since the vast majority of atmospheric moisture is located in the lowest levels of the atmo-

sphere, it is the development of synoptic scale weather systems that primarily govern the

global redistribution of moisture (Sherwood et al., 2010). Such a dependency on surface

winds results in preferential pathways of moisture through processes of convergence and

the development of lower-level frontal jets, which in the mid-latitude regions, are primarily

controlled by cyclonic activity (Zhu and Newell, 1998).

The weather of New Zealand, situated between 34°S and 48°S in the south-west region of

the Pacific Ocean, is conducive to the occurrence of ARs through the regular passage of mid-

latitude cyclonic systems (Guan and Waliser, 2015). The importance of ARs to extreme

precipitation in New Zealand has only recently been considered, initiated from global-scale

studies of atmospheric reanalysis data. Global-scale estimates suggest that ARs occur on

40 days of every year in New Zealand, accounting for 50% of extreme precipitation and 80%

of annual runoff (Paltan et al., 2017; Waliser and Guan, 2017). Such events in New Zealand

have the potential to significantly impact the local hydrosphere (Kingston et al., 2016a)

and cryosphere (Little et al., 2019). A climatology of New Zealand ARs and systematic

study of national-scale AR impacts is yet to be developed and thus forms the central theme

of this thesis. The global detection, categorisation, forecasting, and communication of ARs

is a primary objective for atmospheric scientists as identified at the second International

Atmospheric River Conference in 2018 (Ramos et al., 2019). Such research enables a

direct dialogue between scientists, hazard managers, hydrological engineers, media, policy

makers and the public by linking conceptual understandings of mid-latitude dynamics to

the occurrence of extreme weather events. Since their discovery, the AR science sub-

discipline has grown exponentially with a vast array of studies demonstrating that these

phenomena are fundamental for mid-latitude hydrology (Ralph et al., 2017a).

Atmospheric rivers and extreme precipitation

The occurrence of ARs is ubiquitous with enhanced precipitation, typically as the plume

of moisture laden air encounters land and interacts with topography (Neiman et al., 2008;
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Ralph and Dettinger, 2011; Ralph et al., 2018). Approximately 50% of all precipitation

that falls in mid-latitude regions is attributed to the occurrence of ARs (Dettinger et al.,

2011; Viale et al., 2018). Furthermore, 90% of all flooding and 80% of all levee breaches in

the West Coast of the USA occur during ARs (Ralph et al., 2006; Florsheim and Dettinger,

2015). The financial cost of individual ARs on the West Coast of the USA are within the

tens to hundreds of millions of dollars, reaching up to NZ$6 billion for the most destructive

events. Total damages from European ARs are estimated up to NZ$13 billion (Rutz et

al., 2014; Waliser and Guan, 2017; Corringham et al., 2019). Along with the hazardous

nature of these events, they also play a key role in the provision of water resources. ARs

account for approximately 60% of all snowfall that occurs in the Sierra Nevada and the

Andes (Guan et al., 2010; Viale et al., 2018). In addition, ARs are reported to end 74%

of droughts on the West Coast of the USA, while accounting for 85% of total annual

precipitation variability (Dettinger, 2013; Dettinger and Cayan, 2014).

The identification of ARs in New Zealand only began in the mid 2010s, approximately

10 years after identification studies and AR field campaigns were established in the USA.

Through manual observations, ARs were found to be associated with the eight largest floods

in the Waitaki River, the single most important river for hydroelectric power generation in

New Zealand (Kingston et al., 2016a). The largest snow accumulation and glacier ablation

events in the Southern Alps have also been identified as associated with ARs (Cullen et al.,

2019; Little et al., 2019). These examples are the only regional-scale assessments of New

Zealand AR impacts, however, the scope of these limited studies are relatively narrow with

focused research questions. Notwithstanding the apparent high importance of ARs for New

Zealand climate and hydrology, there have been no national-scale systematic assessment

of AR occurrence, magnitude and impacts.

Atmospheric rivers detection techniques

Object-orientated detection algorithms are becoming increasingly common for meteorolog-

ical applications, particularly for the forecasting and tracking of extreme weather events.
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Such techniques are commonly utilised to study impactful meteorological phenomena such

as extratropical cyclones (Neu et al., 2013; Catto, 2018), tropical cyclones (Zarzycki and

Ullrich, 2017), tornadoes (Clark et al., 2012), fronts (Berry et al., 2011) and persistent

ridging/blocking (Gibson et al., 2020). Similar automated techniques are being developed

for ARs (Shields et al., 2018).

Automated detection of atmospheric phenomena such as ARs provides a highly useful

approach for developing and analysing large datasets that would otherwise be impractical

through manual classification. For ARs, automated detection of events through historical

datasets facilitates an understanding of the physical processes determining their occurrence

along with the attribution of impacts. Multiple AR detection techniques (ARDTs) have

been utilised to study ARs at a global scale using various global atmospheric reanalyses

(e.g. Wick et al., 2013; Rutz et al., 2014; Guan and Waliser, 2015; Mundhenk et al.,

2016). The majority of studies that use ARDTs at the regional scale focus on the USA

(Guan and Waliser, 2015; Mahoney et al., 2016; Gershnov et al., 2017) and Europe (Lavers

et al., 2012; Eiras-Barca et al., 2018; Ramos et al., 2018). Notable applications of ARDTs

outside of these two locations have been in Antarctica (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014), the

Arctic (Mattingly et al., 2018; Nash et al., 2018; Vázquez et al., 2019), India (Yang et

al., 2018; Lakshmi et al., 2019), Iran (Esfandiari and Lashkari, 2020) and South Africa

(Blamey et al., 2018).

The various detection algorithms that have been presented over the past decade have

led to the formation of the Atmospheric Rivers Tracking Method Intercomparison Project

(ARTMIP), an international effort to quantify uncertainties and reveal insights in AR

science such as algorithmic and regional variabilities through the use and comparison of

detection algorithms (Shields et al., 2018, 2019; Ralph et al., 2019b). Early findings from

ARTMIP indicate that AR characteristics can vary considerably based on the algorithmic

technique and location of the study domain (Ralph et al., 2019b; Guan and Waliser, 2019).

Thus, the individual nuances of running ARDTs in various locations must be understood

for the development of such algorithms to be globally beneficial. In addition to AR de-

tection techniques, AR categorisation techniques have emerged as a method to provide a
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scale of AR intensity, examine the potential impacts of ARs of different magnitude and

enhance situational and forecast awareness (Ralph et al., 2019a). The techniques attempt

to distinguish between beneficial and hazardous AR events based on the magnitude of the

moisture flux, duration of AR and the precipitation intensity. Developing an understand-

ing of the relationship between moisture flux intensity and precipitation not only allows

for an enhanced understanding of the atmospheric controls on extreme precipitation, but

also provide valuable estimates of precipitation intensity and associated damage valuable

to emergency managers, water managers, the media and the public. The application of

such techniques has been restricted to the West Coast of the USA, however AR occurrence

rates and associated hazards observed at other mid-latitude locations indicate that the

application of AR categorisation techniques, beyond the West Coast of the USA, would be

beneficial to a wide range of societies.

There has currently been no focused application of an ARDT in the south-west region

of the Pacific Ocean (including New Zealand). The specific characteristics of New Zealand

make this an important omission. For instance, unlike the western coasts of the USA and

Europe, New Zealand is a relatively small landmass surrounded by ocean and can thus

receive high moisture fluxes (and in theory, ARs) from any direction. Additionally, the

position of New Zealand allows for both extratropical and tropical cyclonic systems to

influence the country (Lorrey et al., 2014), and thus the spatial structure of ARs may have

additional complexities. Finally, as previous global impact studies were based on reanalysis

data that are known to have biases in their representation of precipitation extremes (e.g.

Naud et al., 2014; Gibson et al., 2019) and with coarse spatial scales relative to the size

and topographic complexity of New Zealand, further quantification of the importance of

ARs is needed.
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1.2 Research objectives and thesis structure

Given the presumed (but largely unquantified) importance of ARs across New Zealand, the

overarching aim of this research is to provide a detailed and systematic assessment of ARs

for New Zealand over a 40-year period (1979-2019). To achieve this aim, three research

objectives are investigated to:

• Detect ARs in New Zealand using the Guan and Waliser (2015; henceforth GW15)

ARDT and assess the atmospheric mechanisms controlling their occurrence and dis-

tribution.

• Categorise ARs based on a scale proposed by Ralph et al. (2019a; henceforth R19)

to investigate the spatial and temporal distribution of ARs in New Zealand, with a

specific focus on the north-south distribution of extreme events.

• Examine the relationship between IVT, AR occurrence and precipitation in New

Zealand.

This thesis is divided into the following seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents a synthesis of

theoretical material, building on the concepts detailed here (Chapter 1), by discussing the

atmospheric mechanisms controlling precipitation in New Zealand, the global development

of AR science and the impacts of ARs from both a global and New Zealand perspective.

The methodology developed to examine the three research objectives is detailed in Chapter

3, including a description of the physical environment followed by an introduction to the

AR algorithms techniques used to assess moisture flux extremes in the atmosphere.

The results of this thesis are presented in two chapters based on the research objec-

tives they address. The first chapter of results (Chapter 4) presents the application of

the GW15 detection algorithm (the first research objective), which begins with a detailed

description of the local hydroclimatology along with an initial AR seasonality. Chapter

4 also includes a study of the synoptic scale controls on the occurrence of ARs detected
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by GW15. Chapter 5 presents the results of AR categorisation as calculated by R19 (the

second research objective), with a detailed examination of the seasonality of ARs at various

locations throughout New Zealand. The relationship between atmospheric moisture flux,

AR occurrence and precipitation is investigated in this chapter with direct reference to the

results of the R19 AR categorisation (the third research objective). Chapter 6 discusses

and interprets the key findings presented in the previous two result chapters (Chapters 4

and 5) and explores the associated implications and opportunities of the developed AR

climatology. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by collating the key findings that are made in

the preceding chapters and explores possible avenues for future research.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical review

2.1 Introduction

The occurrence of precipitation is a fundamental component of a region’s climatology, pro-

viding a freshwater resource while also accounting for a vast array of environmental hazards

from floods to landslides. Comprehending the mechanisms that control the occurrence and

magnitude of precipitation, and particularly extreme precipitation, is paramount to un-

derstanding how to manage freshwater resources and mitigating hazards. The aim of this

chapter is to present the broad atmospheric mechanisms controlling precipitation in New

Zealand and to explore the emerging concept of atmospheric rivers as a suitable model for

classifying precipitation in New Zealand. The presented elements of context frame the aim

and overarching objectives of this research.

The initial focus of this chapter is on the general principles of atmospheric circulation,

discussing concepts of scale and mechanisms of flow. Water vapour is presented as a fun-

damental property of the atmosphere and the horizontal fluxes of moisture are introduced.

A description of the general circulation of the South Pacific is presented, which leads into

an introduction of the climatological setting of New Zealand. The mechanisms that control
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the distribution and magnitude of precipitation in this mid-latitude location are described.

Both mid-latitude and tropical cyclones are identified as drivers for precipitation extremes

in New Zealand. These two types of cyclonic systems are addressed individually to empha-

sise differences in form and origin and their relationship to moisture and moisture transport

through the atmosphere. Through the discussion of extreme moisture fluxes, the presented

theoretical review enters the realm of event-based hydrometeorological research. The con-

cept of the atmospheric river is introduced and explored as a phenomenon that generates

conditions susceptible to extreme precipitation. The remaining section of this chapter is

devoted to the discussion of atmospheric rivers; their controlling thermodynamics, impacts,

detection, future variability, and presence in the New Zealand scientific research. The im-

pacts of atmospheric rivers in New Zealand are reflected on, highlighting the opportunities

for further research in this field along with the benefits of developing a local climatology.

2.2 Aspects of the atmosphere

2.2.1 Dimensions of the atmosphere

The consideration of spatial and temporal scales of atmospheric phenomena is fundamen-

tal to the discussion of climatology and extreme meteorological events. Characterising

processes that occur in the atmosphere by their dimensions of space and time allow for

the unequivocal demarcation between fields of study and adequately confining the scope

of research (e.g. boundary layer meteorology and synoptic climatology; Orlanski, 1975).

Classifications of scale are based on established linkages between the scale of activity and

the dominating processes at that scale (Panofsky, 1955; Orlanski, 1975). Furthermore,

motion at smaller (larger) spatial scales tends to have a shorter (longer) temporal scale

(Holton, 2004). Atmospheric phenomena are not discrete events, but rather continuous

events that are interconnected through various spatial and temporal scales. The interpre-

tation of atmospheric processes recorded at a point on the earth’s surface therefore requires

an understanding of global circulation to comprehend all controlling factors on observed
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conditions (Doswell, 1987). Through this insight, a synoptic scale perspective is required

in order to comprehend the initiation of atmospheric phenomena experienced at the local

scale, such as extreme precipitation events. The widely used division of atmospheric phe-

nomena is presented in Figure 2.1 with terminology of scales labelled and phenomena of

interest highlighted.

Figure 2.1: Spatial and temporal scales associated with atmospheric phenomena of interest
highlighted in blue. Adapted from Oke (1987) and Sturman and Tapper (2006).

The remaining principle of dimension is the vertical depth of the atmosphere that is

divided based on thermal properties. The troposphere is the lowest level of the atmosphere,

extending from the surface to an average of approximately 10-12 km altitude. The defining

property of the troposphere is a decrease in pressure and temperature with altitude and

since air is compressible, over 80% of the mass of air is contained within the troposphere,

approximately the lowest 10% of the atmosphere (Sturman and Tapper, 2006). The upper
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extent of the troposphere is bounded by a temperature isotherm, known as the tropopause,

where the temperature gradient reverses (Hoinka, 1997; König et al., 2019). The decreasing

temperature gradient and subsequent buoyant displacement defines the troposphere as the

vertical envelope where the vast majority of vertical motion occurs resulting in the typical

weather that is observed. The temperature of the troposphere is strongly controlled by the

underlying surface through emitted radiant energy along with the vertical distribution of

turbulent heat fluxes. Due to the uneven heating of the surface, the maximum height of

the troposphere varies, mainly due to latitude, reaching maximum altitudes at the equator

(15 km) and lowest altitudes at the poles (9 km).

2.2.2 Atmospheric pressure

Air density (ρ) is directly proportional to pressure (p) and inversely related to temperature

(T ), as defined by the equation of state (buoyancy principle): increased air temperature

consequently reduces air density (Holton, 2004).

ρ = p

RT
(2.1)

where R is the specific gas constant. Atmospheric pressure decreases with a non-linear

relationship with altitude (Figure 2.2), resulting in a pressure gradient directed away from

the surface which decreases rapidly with altitude. The change in pressure (dp) through-

out the depth of the atmosphere (dz) is proportional to the product of air pressure and

gravitational acceleration (g).

dp

dz
= −ρg (2.2)

With the substitution of the equation of state (Equation 2.1):
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dp

dz
= pg

RT
(2.3)

Alternatively, the thickness between two altitudes in the atmosphere (z1 and z2) can

be expressed as the hypsometric equation where air temperature is clearly the governing

component:

z2 − z1 = RT

g
ln
(
p1

p2

)
(2.4)

2.2.3 Atmospheric water vapour

Atmospheric water forms a fundamental component of the global hydrological cycle. While

the atmosphere only contains approximately 0.001% of the total water on the planet, the

short residence time (11 days) allows for the largest moisture flux between reservoirs at rates

of 100 - 400 km3 a-1 (Shuttleworth, 2012). The presence of water in the atmosphere not only

facilitates hydrological mass fluxes, but is also fundamental to the distribution of energy

throughout the globe through the transport and release of latent heat and interactions

with radiation (Sherwood et al., 2010). Water vapour enters the atmosphere through

evaporation, a change of state primarily controlled by the energy available given the air

mass is not saturated (Oke, 1987). If there is enough energy at the surface of a water

body, water molecules will spontaneously depart into the atmosphere, changing state and

expending energy, known as the latent heat of vapourization. Water molecules in the

atmosphere will also condensate on the surfaces, dependent on how close the air is to

saturation (Sherwood et al., 2010). The amount of moisture an air parcel can hold is

known as the saturation vapour pressure (e∗) and is solely dependent on the temperature

of the air (Clausius-Clapeyron equation):
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the vertical pressure profile through the lower atmosphere. The
highest peaks of the Southern Alps of New Zealand exceed 3000 m, approximately at the
altitude of the 700 hPa pressure level.

de∗

dT
= Le

RT 2 (2.5)

where L is the latent heat of vaporisation and e is the vapour pressure. Under typical

conditions experienced in the lower atmosphere, this relationship describes theoretically,

that the saturation vapour pressure (carrying capacity) of the atmosphere will increase by

approximately 7% for each degree rise in temperature (Held and Soden, 2006).

Relative humidity (RH, in percentage) is commonly used as a measure of the amount
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of moisture in the atmosphere relative to the total possible amount of water that could be

contained. RH is given as the ratio between measured vapour pressure exerted by water (e)

and the theoretical saturation vapour pressure (e∗) at the given temperature. Furthermore,

the humidity mixing ratio (r) is the ratio between vapour pressure and air pressure, where

0.622 is the ratio between the molecular weights of dry air and water vapour.

r = 0.622e
p

(2.6)

From the mixing ratio, specific humidity (q) can be calculated as the amount of water in

the atmosphere:

q = r

1 + r
(2.7)

or expanded:

q = 0.622e
p− 0.378e

[
mass of vapour

total mass of air

]
(2.8)

Atmospheric moisture reduces exponentially with height; at the tropical tropopause, e∗

is approximately 4 orders of magnitude lower at the top of the troposphere than at the sur-

face, directly related to vertical variations in temperature (Clausius-Clapeyron equation),

with 90% of atmospheric moisture content below 500 hPa and 50% below 850 hPa (Barry

and Chorley, 2003; Sherwood et al., 2010). The total amount of water in a vertical column

of the atmosphere is expressed as integrated water vapour (IWV ; km m-2) expressed as:

IWV = 1
g

∫ ptop

psfc

qdp (2.9)
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where g is gravity, q is specific humidity (g kg-1), ptop is an upper pressure level of mea-

surement, psfc is the pressure level at the surface (Payne and Magnusdottir, 2015; Ralph

et al., 2017b). IWV may be measured through a range of techniques such as point-based

dropsondes (Ralph et al., 2017b), satellite imagery (Ralph et al., 2004), LIDAR (Ferrare

et al., 2006; Navas-Guzmán et al., 2014) and GPS signals (Hass et al., 2011). Through

the use of global atmospheric models and reanalysis, distributed wind vectors (zonal and

meridional) through the depth of the atmosphere may be used to calculate the total flux of

moisture through the atmosphere, known as the integrated vapour transport, IVT (Newell

et al., 1992; Zhu and Newell, 1998).

IV Tx = 1
g

∫ ptop

psfc

uqdp (2.10)

IV Ty = 1
g

∫ ptop

psfc

vqdp (2.11)

where u and v are the respective zonal and meridional wind velocities. It is common to

only express vapour transport as the IVT magnitude (Ferreira et al., 2016):

IV T =

√√√√√1
g

∫ ptop

psfc

uqdp

2

+
1
g

∫ ptop

psfc

vqdp

2

(2.12)

or as a vector (Payne and Magnusdottir, 2015; Mattingly et al., 2016, 2018; Ralph et al.,

2017b):

IV T = 1
g

∫ ptop

psfc

qvdp (2.13)

where v is the wind vector. The value of ptop varies between authors, typically between a
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range of 500 hPa (Payne and Magnusdottir, 2015) to 200 hPa (Mattingly et al., 2016), with

the most common upper pressure level equal to 300 hPa (Newell et al., 1992; Gorodetskaya

et al., 2014; Guan and Waliser, 2017). As much of the atmospheric moisture is below

500 hPa, the pressure level chosen is not expected to introduce significant differences.

Furthermore, from a study of 400 dropsondes, Ralph et al. (2017b) calculated that only

3% of IWV and 5% of IVT occurs between 500-200 hPa, stating that the vast majority

of moisture transport occurs below 500 hPa. The transport and convergence of moisture

throughout the atmosphere is the principal factor controlling the occurrence of precipitation

(Trenberth et al., 2003).

2.2.4 Precipitation

As an airmass becomes saturated (100% RH), either by gaining moisture or cooling, con-

densation will occur (Oke, 1987). Saturation occurs when the rate of water condensation

is greater than the rate of evaporation. Through the understanding of the vertical tem-

perature structure of the lower atmosphere, it becomes apparent that vertical motion is

a significant mechanism that causes saturation, cloud development and subsequently, pre-

cipitation through cooling.

Vertical uplift can occur due to convection (forced or free), cyclonic (and frontal) lifting

and orographic effects (Sturman and Tapper, 2006). Free convection is the buoyant uplift

of air parcels through differential heating through the atmosphere. Air parcels close to the

surface may undergo heating and become less dense than the overlying parcel of air, re-

sulting in vertical motion. Forced convection is the vertical motion of air through dynamic

processes such as turbulence, deflection and motion associated with pressure gradients.

Uplift is also characteristic of cyclonic systems, particularly associated with frontal activ-

ity in mid-latitude regions. As fronts (distinct boundaries between air masses of different

temperatures) advance, the air mass either undercuts (advancing cold front) or overlies

(advancing warm front) another mass of air resulting in the vertical uplift of air. Fronts

produce much of the precipitation that is experienced in mid-latitude locations, with cold
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and warm fronts producing distinctly different precipitation regimes mainly due to how

rapidly the air is forced to rise (Trenberth et al., 2003). The final mechanism for vertical

motion is orographic effects; the vertical forcing of air due to topography. As a moist

airmass is advected towards elevated terrain, it will be forced upwards and subsequently

cooled, forcing moisture to condense and coalesce which may eventually lead to precipita-

tion. These various mechanisms, associated with the moisture content and vapour flux of

the atmosphere, broadly govern the global distribution of precipitation. Extremes in any

of these mechanisms and properties can lead to the occurrence of extreme precipitation.
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2.3 New Zealand climatology

The position of New Zealand in the South Pacific Ocean (34°S - 47°S) facilitates a maritime

mid-latitude climate (Figure 2.3). Weather conditions vary significantly along the length

of the country with warm subtropical air masses prominent in the north and colder, polar

air masses being more influential to the south. The mid-latitude position of New Zealand

dictates that the climate is broadly controlled by two global-scale dynamical features: the

westerly wind belt (45°S) and the position of the semi-permanent subtropical high-pressure

zone (SHPZ; 30°S). The westerly wind belt develops as subsiding poleward flowing air in

the lower troposphere is deflected relative to earth’s rotating surface due to the apparent

colriolis force (Holton, 2004). The resulting strong westerly wind dominates the progression

of weather systems within this mid-latitude region. The high pressure systems associated

with the SHPZ are driven by convergence and radiative cooling between 25-35°S, which

causes broad scale subsidence of poleward flowing air in the upper tropical troposphere

(Numaguti, 1993; Holton, 2004). The influence of these global circulation features on New

Zealand vary seasonally, with the westerly wind belt broadly shifting northward in winter

while the SHPZ extends southward in the summertime (Trenberth, 1991). These seasonal

variations are in association with the latitudinal movement of the intertropical convergence

zone (ITCZ) due to variation in incoming solar radiation and consequent shifting of the

Hadley circulation cell (Numaguti, 1993). Typically, high pressure (anticyclones) pass over

the north of the country (embedded within the SPHZ) while low pressures (depressions)

typically transit to the south of the country (Chappell, 2013). However simplistic, this

premise serves a purpose for understanding the occurrence of variable weather conditions.

2.3.1 Mid-latitude jet streams and westerly circulation

The polar jet stream is a maximum zonal wind core that develops along the polar front,

the thermal gradient between cold polar air and warmer subtropical air at approximately

50°S (located in the tropopause at 300 hPa; Kidston et al., 2009). The polar jet flows
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the general circulation in the South Pacific demonstrating the
location of New Zealand within the band of mid-latitude westerlies.

westerly due to coriolis deflection, with the magnitude of the flow being determined by

the strength of the temperature gradient. Through the pressure-temperature relationship

(Equation 2.3) it is apparent that pressure decreases with height more rapidly in cold air

than in warm air, subsequently producing a pressure gradient solely due to the thermal

properties of the air masses. The increased pressure gradient induces a gradient wind, with

the resultant horizontal (along front) motion occurring as a result of the balance between

the pressure gradient force and apparent coriolis deflection (Figure 2.4). The westerly

airflow generated by the thermal gradient (the polar jet) governs the rapid progression

of frontal and cyclonic systems that dominate local weather conditions in New Zealand

(Trenberth, 1991).

The position of the jet stream oscillates latitudinally at the weekly scale primarily

due to interactions with continental landmasses and synoptic-scale systems resulting in

wave-like features (Holton, 2004; Persson, 2015). The misalignment of the polar jet often

forms into large transverse waves commonly known as Planetary or Rossby waves that

propagate eastward, along the jet stream. The conservation of absolute vorticity causes a

displaced jet stream to curve back towards the position of origin with a force proportional
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Figure 2.4: Pressure-temperature relationship and resulting thermal westerly wind (grey
arrow) which dominates the climate of mid-latitude regions. Taken from Sturman and
Tapper (2006).

to the magnitude of the latitudinal excursion from the jet’s original position, producing

oscillation (Holton, 2004). The oscillation of the polar jet stream is the origin of synoptic

scale variability in the mid-latitudes primarily by inducing uplift. As the jet meanders

equatorward, it is described as a trough and is characterised by increased vorticity. As

an air parcel exits a trough, it enters a region of lower vorticity and in order for the air

parcel to stay at equilibrium with the surrounding environment it must expand (through

the conservation of angular momentum), with divergence subsequently producing uplift

and regions of lower pressure at the surface (Doswell, 1999). The oscillations of the jet

stream therefore play a key role in the development of surface lows and subsequent mid-

latitude cyclogenesis. The general weather experienced in New Zealand is dominated by the

westerly progression of cyclonic and frontal systems, driven by vertical motion generated

by oscillations in the polar jet stream (Sturman and Tapper, 2006).

At the seasonal and annual scale, jet streams vary in both position and magnitude (Kid-

ston et al., 2009). The primary seasonal variation in the polar jet is the winter southward

migration (from 50°S to 60°S) associated due to the shifting baroclinicity poleward of the

continents (reducing meridional temperature gradients). The thermally driven subtropical

jet emerges during winter at 30°S due to the northward migration of the greatest horizon-
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tal thermal gradients (Trenberth, 1991). In the warmer months (November to April), only

the polar jet is apparent in the Southern Hemisphere which enhances in velocity and the

spatial extent narrows, centred at 50°S. The position of the jet streams govern the broad

distribution of cyclonic systems that influence New Zealand. In summer, storm tracks

tend to be centred at 50°S and during winter, storm tracks split into two distinct regions

at 60°S and 30°S associated with the polar and subtropical jets respectively (Trenberth,

1991; Kidston et al., 2009).

Southern Hemisphere split jet

A unique feature of Southern Hemisphere circulation relating to the subtropical jet is the

formation of the asymmetric split jet centred over New Zealand (Babian et al., 2018).

The South Pacific split jet is the separation in the climatological mean flow (Figure 2.5)

that occurs between the subtropical and polar jet streams. The subtropical jet diverts

equatorward (30°S), while the polar jet migrates poleward (60°S). The split jet is typically

associated with winter conditions and results in reduced upper level wind speeds over New

Zealand (Bals-Elsholz et al., 2001; Babian et al., 2018). The Southern Hemisphere split

jet is typically associated with anomalously warmer conditions in the South Pacific, while

non-split jet regimes are associated with increased southerly flows and consequently colder

conditions (Bals-Elsholz et al., 2001). Warmer alpine weather conditions in the Southern

Alps have been linked to the split jet, with split jet conditions enhancing glacial melt (Clare

et al., 2002; Cullen et al., 2019).

2.3.2 Southern annual mode

In addition to the presented weekly and seasonal variations in mid-latitude circulation,

there are additional fluctuations and recognised variability in the atmospheric flow known

as climate modes and oscillations. The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is recognised as

the dominant mode for climate variability in mid- and polar latitudes of the Southern
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Figure 2.5: Composite 150 hPa zonal wind speed during split jet (left) and non-split jet
conditions as defined by Babian et al. (2018). Figure taken from Babian et al. (2018).

Hemisphere and specifically addressed as an index for mid-latitude circulation variability

(Kidston et al., 2009). SAM describes wind speed anomalies that oscillate around Antarc-

tica (Figure 2.5), broadly governing the meridional location of the mid-latitude jet streams

(Kidston et al., 2009). A positive SAM phase is associated with the poleward movement of

the jet and associated split jet structures (Figure 2.6(a); discussed in Section 2.3.1). Neg-

ative SAM phases are associated with an equatorward shift of the polar jet in the South

Pacific, to the extent where the subtropical jet (30°S) is the sole maximum in tropospheric

wind speeds (Kidston et al., 2009).

Oscillations in SAM have clearly defined influences on precipitation and wind patterns

in the Southern Hemisphere. In New Zealand, positive SAM phases are associated with

a reduction in the westerly wind speed and increasing easterlies, which aligns with the

understanding of positive SAM being associated with the split jet (Kidston et al., 2009).

SAM phases are positively correlated to precipitation on the eastern side of New Zealand,

particularly the eastern coast of the North Island, which may be explained by increased

easterly winds, possibly advecting warming, moister air towards elevated topography in this

region. The direction of relationship between SAM and precipitation on the West Coast,

however, varies seasonally with positive SAM reducing precipitation during winter and

enhancing it in summer (Kidston et al., 2009). The primary justification for the variability
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Figure 2.6: Average wind speeds during positive (a) and negative (b) SAM phases at 500
hPa. Shaded regions are maximum wind speeds exceeding 18 m s-1, with contours every 2
m s-1 and the bold contour at 16 m s-1. The dashed line in (b) is the mean sea ice extent
during winter. Taken from Kidston et al. (2009).

of precipitation response during positive SAM is reduced westerly flow in summer, while in

winter there is a much more subdued response from wind off the West Coast of the South

Island (Kidston et al., 2009).

2.3.3 Southern Hemisphere atmospheric moisture

The distribution of atmospheric moisture in the Southern Hemisphere demonstrates a dis-

tinct zonal pattern with a close relationship to air temperature. Maximum annual mean

atmospheric moisture of 50 kg m-2 occurs at the equator where the temperatures are high-

est and are as low as 5 kg m-2 near the South Pole (Howarth, 1983). Seasonal variations in

atmospheric moisture content are congruent with temperature variability, with mean at-

mospheric water vapour over New Zealand equal to 15 kg m2 in the winter and 20 kg m-2 in

summer (Howarth, 1983). The moisture flux in the Southern Hemisphere is closely related

to the wind field, with large moisture fluxes associated with the westerly wind belt. While

the seasonal variation in moisture fluxes over New Zealand is minimal, the enhanced sum-

mer westerlies to the south of New Zealand produce a narrow band of increased moisture

flux at 50°S, whereas the drier winter atmosphere along with diminished westerlies gener-
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ally results in reduced moisture fluxes (Howarth, 1983). The meridional component also

demonstrates a seasonal variability with increased northerly moisture flows in the northern

Tasman Sea during summer compared to subdued meridional flows in the winter (Howarth,

1983). These atmospheric conditions demonstrate the relationship between moisture and

temperature, the seasonality in the westerly wind flow and the increased summer merid-

ional mass fluxes associated with cyclonic activity. The combination of these thermal

and dynamic processes broadly govern the seasonal variability of moisture fluxes in New

Zealand.

2.3.4 New Zealand precipitation

The precipitation mechanisms discussed in Section 2.2.2 all contribute to the precipitation

regime of New Zealand. The relative importance of each mechanism is largely controlled by

the presence of topography. The spatial distribution of annual mean precipitation in New

Zealand is presented in Figure 2.7, with the wettest locations situated on the windward

side of significant relief and driest regions located in the lee of the Southern Alps. The

mid-latitude maritime location of New Zealand allows for consistent advection of moist

air masses. The Southern Alps are an extensive mountainous chain approximately 300

km long running the axial length of the South Island (42°S - 46°S). The Southern Alps

act as a barrier to the prevailing mid-latitude westerlies producing distinct regionalization

of precipitation regimes (Henderson and Tompson, 1999). The mountain chain produces

extreme orographic precipitation (up to 12000 mm a-1) on the West Coast of the South

Island, while areas to the east of the mountains are the driest in the country, receiving

less than 500 mm a-1 (Henderson and Tompson, 1999; Kerr et al., 2011). The consid-

erable high alpine region (29 named peaks over 3000 m.a.s.l.) also generates conditions

conducive to substantial snowfall and consequently, the existence of approximately 3144

glaciers (Fitzharris et al., 1999; Chinn, 2001).

The North Island of New Zealand has significantly less orography and therefore the

occurrence of precipitation is more strongly influenced by frontal systems, local convection
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Figure 2.7: Spatial distribution of annual median precipitation in New Zealand between
1981 and 2010. Map modified from NIWA (2012).
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and storms of tropical origin (Chappell, 2013). The lower latitude and consequent higher

temperatures of the North Island increase the relative importance of convective precipita-

tion, experiencing much less spatial variability in mean annual precipitation (Figure 2.7).

Northerly and easterly flows bring the heaviest precipitation to northern regions of New

Zealand associated with the passage of depressions to the north of the country (Chappell,

2013). The North Island exhibits little seasonal variation in monthly precipitation with

only small increases observed at selected sites in winter (Chappell, 2013). The West Coast

of New Zealand does not experience notable variability in monthly precipitation, with only

slight increases in summer monthly rainfall being observed in alpine locations (Macara,

2016).

New Zealand orographic precipitation

Orographically forced convection along the Southern Alps is fundamental to the distri-

bution of precipitation across the South Island of New Zealand and requires further ex-

amination (Wratt et al., 2000; McCauley and Sturman, 1999). Barrier-normal, maritime

flows associated with north-westerly oriented frontal systems result in substantial precip-

itation on the windward side of the topographic barrier (McCauley and Sturman, 1999;

Henderson and Tompson, 1999). Similar precipitation mechanisms are observed in the An-

des, South America (Viale and Nũnez, 2011) and the Cascades, USA (Smith et al., 2005).

The synoptic situation for orographic precipitation in New Zealand has long been recog-

nized, occurring in conjunction with an approaching mid-latitude cyclone (depression) in

the southern part of the Tasman Sea accompanied by a blocking anticyclone to the east

of New Zealand (Wratt et al., 1996). The resultant pressure gradient and often associated

cold front produces corridors of warm, moist atmospheric flows from subtropical regions

(north-westerly winds), which are subsequently uplifted by the extensive topography of the

South Island.

The extreme amount of precipitation that is observed on the West Coast of the South

Island of New Zealand cannot be explained solely by uplift of a single moist parcel of
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air (Wratt et al., 1996). While a full meso-scale description for orographic precipitation

has not been developed, the seeder-feeder mechanism is proposed as the current accepted

conceptual model (Wratt et al., 1996; Sturman and Tapper, 2006). As moist air cools

adiabatically as it undergoes forced ascent, the moisture condenses forming clouds, named

a feeder cloud. The amount of moisture typically within a low level feeder cloud is unable

to account for the extreme precipitation that is observed at the surface. These conditions

may occur concurrently to condensation at upper levels of the troposphere which forms

a seeder cloud. When precipitation from the seeder cloud falls through a feeder cloud,

additional coalescences occurs that increases precipitation to volumes greater than would

be possible by each cloud mass individually (Katzfey, 1995; Wratt et al., 1996). Such

conditions may arise during an approaching cold frontal system with a pre-existing cloud

bank (seeder cloud) and moist lower level air (warm conveyor belt), which would then

undergo orographic uplift and condensate (Katzfey, 1995).

While forced uplift along the Southern Alps induces significant precipitation on the

windward side, orographic spillover also occurs, resulting in elevated precipitation on

the leeward side of the topographic barrier (McCauley and Sturman, 1999). Orographic

spillover is associated with the same synoptic setting as orographic precipitation on the

windward side, indicating that any orographic precipitation event is capable of produc-

ing spillover given suitable conditions. Enhanced horizontal wind speeds, combined with

instability (increasing vertical lifting), allow for frozen hydrometeors to be advected up

to approximately 30 km beyond the barrier of the Southern Alps, sometimes resulting in

between 11% and 70% of storm total precipitation to fall on the leeward side of the bar-

rier (Chater and Sturman, 1998). The relative importance of spillover rapidly diminishes

eastward of the alpine barrier (Figure 2.7). In the Pukaki Valley, precipitation at the

head of the valley along the highest elevations of the Southern Alps exceed 10000 mm a-1,

which reduces to less than 1000 mm a-1 50 km down valley, a 90% reduction in annual

precipitation (Kerr et al., 2011). Kingston et al. (2016b) also identify orographic spillover

as the driver for elevated river flows in the lee of the Southern Alps, with the largest flood

events associated with north-westerly conditions, similar synoptic conditions conducive to

orographic precipitation. The presence of the Southern Alps is the dominating feature
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controlling the distribution of precipitation in the South Island of New Zealand.

2.3.5 New Zealand mid-latitude cyclones

Mid-latitude cyclones are the largest weather systems that occur on the planet, extending

the entire depth of the troposphere and into the lower stratosphere. The spatial structure

and frequency of such weather systems also enables them to primarily govern all surface

winds and advection of air masses in the mid-latitudes (Trenberth, 1991; Sinclair, 1995).

The approximate weekly passage of mid-latitude cyclones is the dominant synoptic feature

that governs the weather of New Zealand (Sturman and Tapper, 2006).

The mechanism of mid-latitude cyclogenesis (frontal-wave model) considers that per-

turbations in the polar front combined with upper level divergence, allow for cold, polar

air to undercut warmer subtropical air that results in vertical and rotating motion. In the

Southern Hemisphere, the rotating wind of a cyclonic system generates a cold front on the

western side as polar air shifts equatorward, with a warm front eastward of the cyclonic

systems, advecting warm air poleward. The cold front is of particular interest, as warm,

moist air is quickly forced to rise up the slope of the cold front whilst being advected hori-

zontally by the thermal wind component. The orthogonal motion of warm, moist air along

the cold front forms a lower level jet known as the Warm Conveyor Belt (WCB; Carlson,

1980). The WCB is positioned in the warm sector of the cyclone, immediately ahead of a

cold front and typically produces the heaviest precipitation associated with a mid-latitude

cyclone. The other form of precipitation commonly associated with mid-latitude cyclones

is through frontal uplift along the warm front, typically bringing lighter but persistent

precipitation than a cold front due to the slower moving nature of the warm front (Carl-

son, 1980). The occurrence of mid-latitude cyclones controls the passage of fronts and

subsequently, moist northerly flows.
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2.3.6 New Zealand tropical cyclones

In addition to the passage of mid-latitude cyclones and related frontal systems, the other

influential weather systems for New Zealand are tropical cyclones and depressions of trop-

ical origin. A tropical cyclone (TC) is a rotating wind system around a central warm, low

pressure core that is typically smaller but more intense than mid-latitude cyclones. TCs

develop over tropical and sub-tropical oceans where the sea surface temperature is greater

than 26.5°C and where wind shear is low throughout the troposphere (i.e. uniform wind

speed and direction; Pielke and Pielke, 2000). Through these requirements, the formation

of TCs is restricted to specific regions close to the equator (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Origin of all tropical cyclones between 1960 and 1980. Taken from Pielke and
Pielke (2000).

TC formation is not due to dynamical processes associated with the jet stream as

discussed in Section 2.3.1, but rather through localised thermal (latent and sensible heat)

and dynamic processes (vorticity; Pielke and Pielke, 2000). A TC develops through local-

scale convection of warm moist surface air, drawing energy and moisture from air overlying

warm oceans. The warm, buoyant air rises in the core of a TC and centripetal acceleration

produces circular motion around the core. The core of a tropical cyclone has a vertical

profile that does not extend above the tropopause due to the ambient thermal inversion at
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this altitude. Along with intense surface winds circulating around the TC core, convective

activity produces long quasi-circular rain bands capable of producing extreme precipitation

(Pielke and Pielke, 2000). A TC will diminish once it is no longer situated over a warm

ocean, typically losing the essential energy and moisture sources.

In the south-west Pacific, TCs typically occur between November and February with

peak occurrence in January, when ocean temperatures are at a maximum (Sinclair, 2002).

The mid-latitude location of New Zealand (poleward of 30 °S) restricts TCs from regularly

reaching the country; TCs with true cyclonic characteristics (i.e. hurricane force winds

and a warm core) influence the country approximately once every four years (Chappell,

2013). Ex-tropical cyclones and other depressions of tropical origins, however, make landfall

in New Zealand typically three times annually between November and April, commonly

bringing extreme precipitation events (Sinclair, 1993b, 2002; Chappell, 2013; Lorrey et al.,

2014). A warmer and moister atmosphere, in conjunction with high ocean temperatures,

allows for dynamical systems of tropical origin to reach New Zealand. The process of

exporting TCs poleward is known as extratropical transition (ETT) and occurs when a TC

tracks into the mid-latitudes. During ETT, TCs begin to lose their tropical characteristics

as they cool and encounter greater wind shear through the increasing westerly flow. ETT

typically occurs when a TC becomes embedded in a mid-latitude trough and translated

into a higher latitude, during which the intensity of the surface winds reduces and the TC

forms into a larger synoptic system with similar features to a mid-latitude cyclone. ETT

requires elevated sea surface temperatures paired with large scale meridional poleward

flows, which are typical summer conditions (Lorrey et al., 2014).

The precipitation regime of New Zealand is influenced by all processes discussed in this

section. It is apparent throughout the discussion of these various mechanisms that the

moisture content of the atmosphere is crucial for producing precipitation. The advection

of moisture is fundamental to the formation of precipitation, such as moist air undergoing

uplift through orographic or frontal processes. The fundamental atmospheric dynamics

that produce precipitation are introduced and the current understanding of their influence

on New Zealand climatology is presented. Atmospheric moisture and moisture fluxes are
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the phenomena that relate all dynamics to precipitation processes and further examination

of these atmospheric properties may allow for an enhanced understanding of the occurrence

of precipitation in New Zealand.
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2.4 Atmospheric rivers

Observations of the global distribution of atmospheric pollution throughout the 1990s pre-

sented the perplexing discovery of concentrated regions of constituents (particularly carbon

monoxide) far from any potential source, which was unable to be described by mean wind

vectors or vertical motion (Reichle et al., 1990). In order to explain these findings, Newell

et al. (1992) studied the global distribution of water vapour, a spatially inhomogeneous

atmospheric constituent that is commonly calculated as part of global atmospheric reanal-

ysis datasets. Filamentary, poleward structures of anomalous tropospheric water vapour

flux appeared to be channelling moisture from the tropics into mid-latitude regions, far

from the source of evaporation (Newell et al., 1992). These features were initially named

Tropospheric Rivers (Figure 2.9), the unintentional discovery of which would later become

fundamental to the field of hydrometeorology. The name of this phenomenon was refined

in following years to become Atmospheric Rivers (ARs; Zhu and Newell, 1994).

Figure 2.9: The initial observations of filamentary structures in global plots of atmospheric
vapour flux as presented in the seminal publication by Newell et al. (1992). Figure taken
from Newell et al. (1992).
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Once identified, it was recognised that these transient filaments of moisture account

for over 90% of the total mid-latitude poleward moisture flux, while occupying 10% of

the globe’s circumference (Zhu and Newell, 1998). Since ARs account for such a funda-

mental component of the atmospheric moisture transport it is reasonable that they are

also paramount for mid-latitude hydrology. The large water content of atmospheric rivers,

combined with their moist neutrality, provide conditions conducive to heavy precipitation

if they undergo upward motion, either through interaction with topography or frontal as-

cent (Neiman et al., 2008; Ralph et al., 2019a). An AR encountering a landmass is known

as landfalling and the resultant forced convection and consequent orographic precipitation

associated with landfalling ARs are well documented (Neiman et al., 2008; Ralph and

Dettinger, 2011; Viale and Nũnez, 2011). In the broadest understanding for hydrological

impacts, ARs contribute up to 50% of all precipitation that falls in mid-latitude regions

(Dettinger et al., 2011; Newman et al., 2012; Lavers and Lillarini, 2015; Viale et al., 2018).

A myriad of additional publications further explore associated hydrological impacts, with

ARs accounting for 50% of snowfall (Guan et al., 2010), 90% of floods (Ralph et al., 2006;

Konrad and Dettinger, 2017), 80% of levee breaches (Florsheim and Dettinger, 2015) and

85% of precipitation variability (Dettinger and Cayan, 2014) in mid-latitude regions. Since

their discovery in 1992, ARs have been receiving exponentially increasing attention (Fig-

ure 2.10), with fewer than 10 publications addressing them prior to 2004, to over 600

publications between 2004 and 2016 (Figure 2.10; Ralph et al., 2017a).

A typical AR consists of a concentrated band of low-level moisture, often associated with

mid-latitude cyclogensis, frontal activity and lower level jets (Gimeno et al., 2016). While

ARs are described as large poleward fluxes of moisture from the tropics, the providence

of water within an AR may not necessarily be tropical: the source of moisture within an

AR may originate either through locally uplifted moist air from frontal convergence or

from transportation of pre-existing tropospheric moisture (Bao et al., 2006; Rutz et al.,

2014). Due to the nature of ARs being transient, synoptic-scale plumes of water vapour

embedded primarily within the westerly wind belt of mid-latitude ocean basins, it is the

western coasts of major landmasses that are most strongly impacted by AR occurrence

(Neiman et al., 2009; Guan and Waliser, 2015). Locations such as the West Coast of the
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Figure 2.10: Number of references to ARs in the scientific literature annotated with key,
seminal AR publications. Adapted from Ralph et al. (2017a)

USA, European West Coast, South America, South Africa and New Zealand are identified

as key locations for AR occurrence and associated impacts (Figure 2.11; Gimeno et al.,

2016). On average, there are 3 to 5 ARs present in each hemisphere at any given point

(Zhu and Newell, 1998; Guan and Waliser, 2015).

Irrespective of the global-scale prevalence of ARs, the vast majority of AR research has

been focused on the West Coast of the USA (Wick et al., 2013; Ralph et al., 2013; Payne

and Magnusdottir, 2014; Rutz et al., 2014; Guan and Waliser, 2015; Gershnov et al., 2017)

and western Europe (Lavers et al., 2012; Eiras-Barca et al., 2018; Ramos et al., 2018;

Ridder et al., 2018). Due to the origin of moisture associated with North American ARs,

they have received colloquial names such as the Pineapple Express, Hawaiian Fire Hose

and the Maya Express (Gimeno et al., 2016). A selection of notable AR studies has been

conducted outside of these two locations, addressing AR occurrence and impacts in the

Arctic (Nash et al., 2018), Antarctica (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014), Greenland (Mattingly

et al., 2016, 2018), South Africa (Blamey et al., 2018), South America (Viale et al., 2018),

India (Yang et al., 2018), Spain (Eiras-Barca et al., 2018), Iran (Esfandiari and Lashkari,

2020) and New Zealand (Kingston et al., 2016a; Cullen et al., 2019; Little et al., 2019).
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Figure 2.11: The global distribution and frequency of landfalling Atmospheric Rivers (red
circles) as detected by Guan and Waliser (2015). The typical pathways of atmospheric
rivers as interpreted by Gimeno et al. (2016) are shown with blue arrows. Adapted from
Guan and Waliser (2015) and Gimeno et al. (2016).

The AR concept has received considerable criticism since discovery with members of

the technical audience arguing that the definition and study of AR’s is duplicative of other

mid-latitude atmospheric research (Ralph et al., 2017a, 2019b). A common comparison

is with warm conveyor belts (WCB; Carlson, 1980) and tropical moisture exports (TME;

Knippertz et al., 2013. A WCB is a region within an extratropical cyclone, located low

in the troposphere ahead of a cold front, characterised by dynamically uplifted moisture

and heat that undergoes substantial horizontal advection associated with the pre-cold-

frontal jet stream (Harrold, 1973; Carlson, 1980). WCBs are responsible for forming the

typical comma-shaped low level cloud bank and subsequent precipitation associated with an

advancing cold front (Carlson, 1980; Dettinger et al., 2015). In contrast, a TME has been

used to refer to any region of intense water vapour transport in tropical and subtropical

regions (Knippertz and Wernli, 2010; Knippertz et al., 2013). Driven by hemispheric-

scale surface temperature gradients, poleward flowing moist air is ‘exported’ from tropical
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regions and can become entrained in the large cyclonic flows associated with mid-latitude

circulation (Knippertz et al., 2013).

The use of these three terms, ARs, WCBs and TMEs has not been consistent in the

literature, with a variety of studies using them interchangeably (Wernli, 1997; Bao et al.,

2006; Lavers and Lillarini, 2015; Lu and Lall, 2016). Knippertz and Martin (2007) crit-

icised the AR concept, suggesting that such events must be named WCBs due to their

dynamical association with extratropical cyclones and aligning with the terminology de-

fined by Carlson (1980). Ralph et al. (2004) provides a possible differentiation, stating

that an AR does not necessarily involve a considerable horizontal sensible heat flux, and

is instead dominated by horizontal latent heat fluxes, in contrast to WCBs that involve

both components. Another argument is provided by Bao et al. (2006), stating that the

regions defined as ARs represent transient streamlines that inhibit an understanding of

moisture provenance by not indicating moisture trajectories. Atmospheric moisture within

an AR may be sourced locally through convergence as the system tracks across the ocean or

from further away through long-distance conduits of atmospheric moisture. The ambiguity

between these two moisture sources, which can both be associated with ARs, was also

discussed by Knippertz et al. (2013), with preference given to the term TMEs to define the

poleward movement of moisture, rather than the conduit imagery associated with ARs.

Regardless of the indecisive perspectives from the scientific community, the public and

media adopted the use of AR terminology relatively quickly due to the intuitive and evoca-

tive nature of the concept (Ralph et al., 2018). An extraordinary situation arose whereby

the AR terminology entered the public lexicon without formal recognition or definition

from the technical audience (Ralph et al., 2018). The peculiar issue of definition was first

discussed by a group of about 30 scientists in 2015 at a workshop held at the Center for

Western Weather and Water Extremes (CW3E; cw3e.ucsd.edu) in San Diego (Dettinger

et al., 2015). The primary outcome of this workshop was the distinction between ARs,

WCBs and TMEs (shown graphically in Figure 2.12), but a formal AR definition was not

established, which initiated the formal request to the Glossary of Meteorology (GoM, a

publication of the American Meteorological Society) for an AR definition.
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Figure 2.12: Depiction of a typical atmospheric river and the approximate location of an
associated warm conveyor belt (WCB) and tropical moisture exports. Colours represent
IWV. Taken from Dettinger et al. (2015).

Following the initial 2015 workshop, the first International AR Conference, was held

at the CW3E in 2016 and attended by over 100 scientists, engineers and water managers

(Ralph et al., 2017a). The establishment of an AR definition was a central focus of the

conference by request of the American Meteorological Society (AMS). It resulted in an

‘energetic panel discussion’, concluding in a draft AR definition (Ramos et al., 2019; doc-

umented by Ralph et al., 2017a). A key discussion point was whether to attribute ARs

solely to extratropical cyclone dynamics, to include tropical dynamics or to even define

the phenomenon without any dynamical association (Ralph et al., 2017a, 2018; Ramos

et al., 2019). Payne and Magnusdottir (2014) and Ralph et al. (2018) reflect this sentiment

explicitly by stating that an AR is not restricted to the dynamics of a single cyclone, with

Payne and Magnusdottir (2016) later emphasising the role of the general synoptic situation

on AR development rather than a single cyclone. It is noteworthy that in the seminal AR
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observations, the conclusion was made that AR development can occur independently of

cyclogenesis, though cyclonic activity may influence AR development (Zhu and Newell,

1998). The influence of these discussions is reflected in the literature with Gimeno et al.

(2014) defining ARs as occurring solely within WCBs or extratropical cyclones. Gimeno

et al. (2016) modify this statement, proposing that ARs are often associated with extrat-

ropical cyclones, reflecting the attitude of the discussion. In a study of ARs in the Gulf of

Mexico, Mahoney et al. (2016) also add that ARs may be formed through tropical cyclone

activity alone, departing from the typical understanding of ARs on the West Coast of the

USA. Subsequent deliberation on the definition was undertaken in the form of discussion

sessions, again under the direction of the GoM, at the AGU Fall Meeting (San Francisco;

December, 2016) and the AMS Annual Meeting (Seattle; January, 2017). The key decision

from these meetings was to retain an association between ARs and extratropical dynam-

ics, however, to not restrict ARs to these conditions (Ralph et al., 2017a, 2018; Ramos

et al., 2019). Following the unprecedented consultation by the GoM, consisting of a year

and a half of discussion involving over 250 attendees, a final AR definition was formally

published, which included a graphical schematic of the typical internal structure of an AR

(Figure 2.13; glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/Atmospheric river):

“A long, narrow, and transient corridor of strong horizontal water vapor

transport that is typically associated with a low-level jet stream ahead of the

cold front of an extratropical cyclone. The water vapor in atmospheric rivers

is supplied by tropical and/or extratropical moisture sources. Atmospheric

rivers frequently lead to heavy precipitation where they are forced upward—for

example, by mountains or by ascent in the warm conveyor belt. Horizontal

water vapor transport in the mid-latitudes occurs primarily in atmospheric

rivers and is focused in the lower troposphere. Atmospheric rivers are the

largest “rivers” of fresh water on Earth, transporting on average more than

double the flow of the Amazon River.” - Ralph et al. (2018)
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Figure 2.13: The plan (a) and vertical (b) schematic of the general characteristics of
atmospheric rivers in the Northern Hemisphere as calculated from dropsonde measurements
and atmospheric reanalysis. Taken from Ralph et al. (2018).
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A variety of ongoing AR-specific research is being undertaken through formal appoint-

ments which demonstrates the growing magnitude of AR research and formally establish-

ing this sub-discipline. The CalWater programme (2008-ongoing) is a multi-institutional

project, centred in California, to study the variability of precipitation and flooding on the

West Coast of the USA (Ralph et al., 2016). The CalWater programme involves complex

field campaigns including observations from satellite, aircraft, ship and surface platforms

along with numerical modelling and analysis efforts (Ralph et al., 2016). There are nu-

merous scientific and operational outcomes of the CalWater programmes, documented

partially by Ralph et al. (2016, 2017a) and Cordeira et al. (2017), with one notable exam-

ple being the development of the ‘AR Portal’. The portal is a publicly accessible archive

which collates and presents real-time observations and forecasts of AR conditions with

the purpose of mitigating flood risks and regularly informing technical and public audi-

ences (https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/arportal/; Cordeira et al., 2017). Another notable

advancement for AR research was the installation of ‘AR observatories’ in California in

2012, consisting of wind profiling radar, acoustic temperature profiling, GPS derived at-

mospheric water content and full surface meteorology (White et al., 2013; Dettinger et al.,

2015). Datasets developed by the AR observatories are used to enhance forecasts and

improve water management. The AR observatories have also have been used to validate

automatic detection algorithms (i.e. algorithms developed by Guan and Waliser, 2015,

description at https://ucla.app.box.com/v/ARcatalog/file/614554371295). The ongoing

establishment of AR forecast and research programmes is demonstrative of the progression

of the science, with the forecast of extreme precipitation events being of interest to a wide

variety of stakeholders (Ralph et al., 2017a; Ramos et al., 2019; Ralph et al., 2019b).

2.4.1 Global atmospheric river impacts

The continuous attribution of the largest precipitation events to ARs has grown the aware-

ness that ARs often lead to catastrophic impacts with significant economic, environmental,

ecological and social implications. The financial cost of ARs stands as a striking example

of the role that these natural phenomena have on societies. Due to the associated extreme
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precipitation, ARs on the West Coast of the USA between 1978 and 2017 have cost a

combined estimate of NZ$70 billion, with annual costs exceeding NZ$1.8 billion (Corring-

ham et al., 2019). The damages associated with ARs increase exponentially with moisture

flux magnitude and duration with individual events producing damages well in excess of

NZ$160 million (Corringham et al., 2019). Reported financial cost of extreme individual

ARs can exceed NZ$900 million following the inundation of multiple inhabited catchments

(Rutz et al., 2014). The majority of European storms resulting in NZ$1 - 13 billion of

damages are associated with ARs (Waliser and Guan, 2017) and in South Africa winter

precipitation possibly associated with ARs, between the years 2003 and 2007, accounted

for around NZ$160 million in damages (Blamey et al., 2018).

The preeminent example of US AR impacts was the failure of the Lake Oroville dam

spillway, putting hundreds of thousands of people at risk of severe flooding (Figure 2.14).

After a series of ARs on the West Coast of the USA in early 2017, reservoirs in California

were filling to capacity and at risk of overtopping. Lake Oroville (North California) suffered

extensive damage to the primary spillway during an attempt to rapidly lower the reservoir

level as the reservoir filled to capacity following these large storms that resulted in extensive

erosion to the dam face (Ralph et al., 2019a). Subsequently, on 11 February 2017, 200,000

people downstream in the Sacramento Valley were evacuated and the hydroelectric power

plant was closed due to the risk of complete failure of the primary spillways (GHRC, 2018;

Ralph et al., 2019a). Catastrophic failure did not occur, however, the substantial risk that

ARs pose on the local community brought ARs into the public consciousness and provoked

subsequent research on AR forecasting (Baggett et al., 2017; Ralph et al., 2019a).

The occurrence of AR’s and associated extreme precipitation can have significant ge-

omorphological impacts. In California, post-fire debris flows are a common form of slope

failure following wildfires paired with heavy precipitation. The occurrence of these types

of slope failures often result in fatalities and destruction of property (Oakley et al., 2017).

AR’s initiated 68% of Californian post-fire debris flows over the last 34 years, destroying

126 homes and accounting for 16 fatalities. Financial costs from a single AR initiated

debris flow can exceed NZ$63 million (Oakley et al., 2017). In a similar study of historical
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Figure 2.14: Oroville Dam spillway failure during peak discharge on 11 February 2017.
The severely damaged spillway is visible in the centre of the image, with significant erosion
occurring to the adjacent hillside triggering the evacuation of 200,000 people downstream
in the Sacramento Valley. Water can be seen over-topping the emergency spillway in the
top of the image, the absolute maximum water level of the reservoir (Photo: William
Croyle - California Department of Water Resources).

precipitation events it was recorded that ARs account for over 90% of all debris flows and

floods during the Californian winter (Young et al., 2017).

Another hazard associated with ARs is the increased avalanche risk associated with

warm, moist alpine precipitation. On the West Coast of the USA, up to 65% of all avalanche

fatalities occurred during ARs (Hatchett et al., 2017). The technical avalanche safety com-

munity are aware of the risks that AR’s pose, with a notable event in the Colorado Rockies

in 2018 being used as a case study for AR related avalanche risk management (Lazar, 2018).

On 6 April 2018, a large AR penetrated deep into the continental US, increasing the amount

of atmospheric moisture transport to over 250% above the monthly average for Colorado.
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The AR brought warm and wet conditions (freezing level exceeding 3600 m.s.a.l.) to As-

pen, Colorado, which was followed by accumulation of 31 cm of snow, producing highly

conducive conditions for avalanching that resulted in multiple avalanche related fatalities

in the following days (Lazar, 2018). The technical report from the incidents discusses the

importance of understanding and forecasting these warm, moist conditions that ARs can

bring to alpine environments and that risk management need to be explicitly aware of

approaching AR’s (Lazar, 2018).

AR impacts also extend to ecological communities that a small collection of notable

studies have outlined. A series of ARs making landfall in San Francisco in March 2011 pro-

duced extreme precipitation, resulting in an extraordinary freshening of the San Francisco

Bay, reducing the salinity of the Bay to below the critical tolerance of wild oysters (Cheng

et al., 2016). The rapid AR occurrence and subsequent freshwater discharge resulted in

the almost complete obliteration of the San Francisco Bay wild oyster population (≈ 100%

mortality rate). On the other end of the spectrum, AR related precipitation can also pro-

vide beneficial ecological impacts. AR related precipitation facilitates the natural refill of

floodplains, allowing for dynamic biogeomorphic processes to occur, stimulating the local

ecology (Florsheim and Dettinger, 2015). The movement of sediment associated with AR

precipitation also modulates habitats and facilitates the establishment of new vegetation

(Florsheim and Dettinger, 2015).

The benefits of AR’s also extend to replenishing water resources, accounting for 85%

of annual precipitation variability (Dettinger and Cayan, 2014). Furthermore, 74% of

droughts on the West Coast of the USA were broken by storm sequences associated with

AR’s (Dettinger, 2013). Current management strategies in California require reservoirs to

be kept below a certain level during winter to mitigate flood events, however, it is recognised

that the resultant loss of water storage severely hinders freshwater provisions during times

of drought (Schick, 2016, August 9; Venton, 2016). Attempts are being made to enhance

reservoir management by coupling management strategies with modern weather and water

forecasts. One example of such coupled management is FIRO (Forecast Informed Reservoir

Operations), involving the CW3E and other scientific institutions. FIRO attempts to link
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AR forecasting at weekly to seasonal scales to aid in the active management of reservoirs

and mitigate the effects of either reservoir depletion or over-topping. Such attempts to

improve water storage have engaged industry and governmental stakeholders to explore the

possibility for new forms of active reservoir management plans. With new AR forecasting

skills, reservoir managers may have enough warning before large flood events that water

will only be released when an event approaches and not maintained below a limit that is

detrimental to water supply during summer (Dettinger et al., 2011; Ralph, 2014, May 6;

Venton, 2016).

A growing subdiscipline within AR research is how these extreme hydrometeorological

events modulate cryosphere-atmosphere interactions which may result in substantial accu-

mulation or ablation. Seasonal snowfall is often a highly valuable hydrological resource,

accounting for a substantial proportion of spring and summer discharge as alpine snow

melts (Dettinger, 2013). Snowfall in the Sierra Nevada has been of particular interest,

with ARs accounting for 35% to 66% of annual snowfall (Guan et al., 2010, 2013; Huning

et al., 2017, 2019). The 30% range in snowfall estimates arise from the use of different

AR detection algorithms (Huning et al., 2017) and reanalysis data (Huning et al., 2019),

pointing to the importance of accurate quantitative analysis. In the Andes, between 39%

and 56% of all snowfall has been attributed to ARs with annual percentage ranging from

14% to 62% (Viale et al., 2018). With high latitude regions also being influenced by AR oc-

currence, explaining 73% of annual precipitation variability (Nash et al., 2018), such events

can be prominent for processes of accumulation and ablation. Snowfall in Antarctica has

also been related to AR occurrence, with up to 20% of annual snowfall falling within one

precipitation event associated with an AR (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014). The occurrence

of ARs in coastal East Antarctica is understood as the primary control on variations in

accumulation (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014).

ARs in the Arctic have received considerable attention, with a particular focus on

the Greenland ice sheet. By classifying maps of IVT (using self-organising maps), the two

largest melt years on the Greenland ice sheet (1981-2016) were linked to exceptionally moist

(high IVT) conditions (Mattingly et al., 2016). The more frequent anomalous moisture
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fluxes from lower latitudes towards the Greenland ice sheet increases the incoming longwave

radiation, and the turbulent heat fluxes, providing a source of melt that is not directly

linked to surface air temperature on the ice sheet. Anomalous atmospheric moisture fluxes

also have a connection to the onset of sea ice melt, primarily by increasing the incoming

longwave radiation and that the earlier onset of melt has been occurring in conjunction with

changes to Arctic moisture fluxes (Mortin et al., 2016). ARs making landfall in Greenland

can also produce abrupt changes to the surface meteorology including temperature increases

of 10 °C, with individual Greenland heat waves being traced to specific AR events (Bonne

et al., 2015). Additional research, while not specifically directed to ARs, furthers the

understanding of the role of moisture on the crysophere. Langhammer et al. (2018) and

Sauter (2020) demonstrate how subtropical moisture sources can impact on the Patagonia

ice cap, producing significant precipitation with the potential to modulate the long term

mass balance of this significant ice mass.

2.4.2 Atmospheric river detection

The automation of AR detection has been present in the scientific literature from the early

stages of AR research, with a detection algorithm being proposed in the third of the three

seminal AR publications (Zhu and Newell, 1998). AR identification by Zhu and Newell

(1998) is based on the comparison between the mean and maximum vapour flux magnitudes

for a given latitude band. While this technique detects distinct features that have a close

association with the filamentary moisture structures identified by Newell et al. (1992),

many other less coherent, circular and equatorward moisture fluxes were also detected. As

the geographic orientation and spatial structure of these events is fundamental to their

definition (Newell et al., 1992), it presents the challenge of developing more sophisticated

detection methods that will only identify features that would be identified as an AR based

on the specific description.

A key advantage of an automated detection technique for atmospheric phenomena is

the ability to develop large datasets and subsequent climatologies that would otherwise be
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impractical through manual observations. For the purpose of studying ARs, automated

detection of events through extended historical datasets facilitates an understanding of

the physical processes determining their occurrence along with the attribution of impacts.

Multiple AR detection techniques (ARDTs) have been utilised to study the hydrological

impact of ARs at a global scale using datasets such as global atmospheric reanalyses (Guan

and Waliser, 2015; Mundhenk et al., 2016; Waliser and Guan, 2017), remotely sensed

precipitation data (Sellars et al., 2013) and surface runoff models (Paltan et al., 2017).

The majority of studies that use ARDTs at the regional scale focus on the USA (Wick et

al., 2013; Ralph et al., 2013; Payne and Magnusdottir, 2014; Rutz et al., 2014; Guan and

Waliser, 2015; Mahoney et al., 2016; Gershnov et al., 2017) and Europe (Lavers et al., 2012;

Eiras-Barca et al., 2018; Ramos et al., 2018; Ridder et al., 2018). Notable applications of

ARDTs outside of these two locations have been in Antarctica (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014),

the Arctic (Mattingly et al., 2018; Nash et al., 2018; Vázquez et al., 2019), India (Yang

et al., 2018; Lakshmi et al., 2019), Iran (Esfandiari and Lashkari, 2020) and South Africa

(Ramos et al., 2019).

The extensive and increasing study of ARs, paired with the lack of any standardised

definition until recently, has resulted in a vast array of unique algorithms and methods being

developed independently. Through these variations in detection techniques, the calculated

AR climatological statistics may be inconsistent or even incomparable. Understanding

the role of ARs in the current climate and in future climate projections is dependent on

the choice of algorithm and location of application (Shields et al., 2018; Ralph et al.,

2019b; Guan and Waliser, 2019). To address these inconsistencies in AR research, the

Atmospheric Rivers Tracking Method Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP) was formed in

an international effort to facilitate comparison of AR detection methods and quantify

unknowns in AR science through the use and comparison of detection methods (Shields

et al., 2018, 2019; Ralph et al., 2019b).

An ARDT is typically comprised of a threshold of moisture (IWV) or moisture flux

(IVT) along with geometric requirements and temporal tests (Shields et al., 2018). Ap-

plying thresholds to gridded atmospheric (historic and forecast) data are the simplest and
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most common methods for identifying ARs. Typical excedance values for the identification

of ARs are cited as IWV ≥ 20 mm and IVT ≥ 250 kg m-1 s-1 (Ralph et al., 2004; Dettinger

et al., 2011; Rutz et al., 2014; Cordeira et al., 2017). The cited thresholds of IWV arise

from satellite and aircraft observations of atmospheric moisture, with a value of IWV ≥ 20

mm being recommended as a suitable measure of AR conditions (Ralph et al., 2004). Rutz

et al. (2014) present one of the first applications of an ARDT based on IVT, arguing that

IVT is more strongly related to precipitation than IWV, especially over complex terrain.

Interestingly, the authors also argue that geometric requirements are not required for IVT

based ARDT’s due to the fact that high IVT values naturally compare to AR definitions,

whereas high IWV fields exhibit a much wider range of geometries that require filtering.

A comprehensive list of contemporary ARDTs is collated in Shields et al. (2018).

One of the most widely used global ARDT’s was developed by Guan and Waliser (2015,

GW15), which considers a range of IVT characteristics such as magnitude, direction, and

geometry to detect discrete AR objects (specific algorithmic details provided in Section

3.4.1). GW15 has strong validation, reported to detect 94% of manually identified ARs

from satellite imagery on the West Coast of the USA (Neiman et al., 2008) and 100% of

events at the Bodega Bay AR Observatory from hourly atmospheric profiling (Ralph et al.,

2013). While the West Coast of the USA has been the focal point of AR research, GW15

has been one ARDT that is widely used, examples in the East Coast of the USA (Debbage

et al., 2017), the Arctic (Nash et al., 2018), India (Yang et al., 2018), Europe (Eiras-Barca

et al., 2018) and Iran (Esfandiari and Lashkari, 2020). There is no one measure that

defines the applicability or performance of an ARDT, however GW15 has been shown to

function consistently at a global scale and with a wide range of atmospheric models and

reanalysis products, with model resolution being the largest controlling factor on detection

ability (Guan and Waliser, 2017). There has currently been no local-scale application of

an ARDT in the South Pacific region to study the occurrence and associated hydrological

impacts.

In conjunction with the development of ARDTs, the categorisation of ARs has become

an increasingly popular aspiration of atmospheric scientists and weather forecasters (Ralph
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and Dettinger, 2011, 2012; Ralph et al., 2013, 2019a). A common categorisation of detected

AR events is through the attribution of events to measured precipitation (Rutz et al., 2014).

The 95th precipitation percentile is a widely used value to define extreme ARs and the AR

objects that produce these conditions are often described on a case by case basis (Mahoney

et al., 2016). The attribution of extreme precipitation to ARs was formally outlined by

Ralph and Dettinger (2012), which enabled a categorisation (based on a 4 category scale)

of historical ARs based on their location specific precipitation. An updated categorisation

scheme (a 5 category scale) was presented by Ralph et al. (2019a), basing the categorisation

on the maximum magnitude of the IVT flux and the duration of the AR (Figure 2.15).

These two criteria combined account for much of the variability in precipitation, with large

moisture fluxes and persistent AR resulting in heavy, prolonged precipitation (Ralph et al.,

2019a). Ralph et al. (2019a) provide descriptions for the 5 category scale to further enhance

their communicability, ranging from ‘Primarily Beneficial’ to ‘Primarily Hazardous’, based

on historical observations from the West Coast of the USA. The applicability of these terms

and associated scale has not been tested in any other location.
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Figure 2.15: The AR category (Cat) scale as proposed by Ralph et al. (2019a), consider-
ing AR magnitude and duration (taken from Ralph et al., 2019a). The descriptions and
associated hazards are based on historical AR data in the US.

2.4.3 Atmospheric rivers in a changing climate

The amount of water vapour that is contained in the atmosphere is controlled by temper-

ature. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation formally defines this relationship, stating that as

the air temperature increases, the saturation vapour pressure (i.e. the moisture carrying

capacity) of the atmosphere increases exponentially (7% °C−1; Equation 2.5; Held and

Soden, 2006). The observed global relationship between water vapour and air tempera-

ture is somewhat more complex with numerous global climate models and ocean salinity

measurements estimating the increase to be between 3 - 4.3% °C−1, almost half of the

theoretical increase that has been attributed to a weakening of the atmospheric circulation
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and convective mass fluxes under warmer climates (Held and Soden, 2006; Skliris et al.,

2016). Regardless of the discussion around the rate of moisture increase and the physical

drivers, there is strong consensus that global atmospheric moisture is increasing (Held and

Soden, 2006). Records collected from radiosondes, satellite imagery and atmospheric re-

analysis models all demonstrate relatively consistent increases in total column water vapour

(also known as IWV or precipitable water) ranging from between 1.3% to 1.9% per decade

(compiled by Sherwood et al. (2010). A fundamental product of increasing atmospheric

moisture is a resultant increase in the horizontal moisture transport, with increasing pole-

ward moisture fluxes being an accepted consequence of a warmer atmosphere, in agreement

with many global climate projections (Held and Soden, 2006). Increasing temperature gra-

dients across the globe are also expected to lead to more intense moisture flows through

the lower atmosphere, increasing the occurrence of floods (Held and Soden, 2006).

Through the understanding of a moistening atmosphere and increasing poleward vapour

fluxes through a warming climate, it is expected that the nature of ARs will change in the

future. Espinoza et al. (2018) cite the typical increase in global AR IVT magnitude to range

between 20% to 25% by 2099, however, these values are not agreed upon in the literature

with other studies finding negligible increases in mean AR IVT magnitude (Dettinger et

al., 2011; Warner and Mass, 2017). The change with the most consensus is that the most

extreme ARs with the largest vapour fluxes (cited as the 99th percentile IVT by Warner

and Mass, 2017) will become more common (Held and Soden, 2006; Dettinger et al., 2011;

Payne and Magnusdottir, 2015; Warner and Mass, 2017). As the background moisture

content of the atmosphere increases the distribution of localised IVT values will elongate

through the occurrence of larger magnitude moisture fluxes, which will likely be observed as

an increase in the most extreme ARs (Warner and Mass, 2017). The primary consequence

of the increasing moisture flux will be the increase in the frequency and severity of floods in

regions that receive substantial AR precipitation (Dettinger et al., 2011; Radić et al., 2015;

Shields and Kiehl, 2016). The seasonality is also predicted to change, with the AR season

persisting longer (Dettinger et al., 2011) and with the largest ARs occurring approximately

one month earlier (Warner and Mass, 2017). The interannual variability is also expected to

modulate, with the most intense AR years to experience more ARs (Dettinger et al., 2011).
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Changes to ARs will not be consistent throughout the world with hemispheric changes in

dynamics affecting the occurrence and magnitude of ARs. Generally, mid-latitude storm

tracks are expected to shift poleward with warming subtropical regions and an expansion

of the Hadley Cell (Held and Soden, 2006; Warner and Mass, 2017). On the West Coast

of the USA, however, studies of global climate models find an equatorward shift in ARs

associated with the subtropical jet stream (Payne and Magnusdottir, 2015; Shields and

Kiehl, 2016). In contrast, ARs making landfall in Europe were found to be controlled

by ephemeral eddy-driven jets in the Atlantic, complicating the projections of future ARs

(Shields and Kiehl, 2016). The number of projected ARs to make landfall in Europe is

projected to double by the end of the century in association with increased atmospheric

moisture and elevated air temperatures (Ramos et al., 2016).

Globally, the count of individual ARs in not expected to increase (Warner and Mass,

2017; Espinoza et al., 2018). The occurrence of ARs is highly dependent on the movement

of mid-latitude cyclones and since the number of cyclonic pressure centres in both mid-

latitude regions are not expected to increase in a warming climate (Li et al., 2014), the

global count of ARs will remain relatively constant. A constant number of ARs does not

necessarily equate to a consistent frequency of AR conditions. ARs are expected to change

geometry in a warmer climate, with AR objects becoming 25% longer and 25% wider

(Espinoza et al., 2018). Larger ARs will result in a higher frequency of AR conditions

experienced at a given location with estimates ranging between 30% (Dettinger et al.,

2011), 35% (Warner and Mass, 2017) and 50% (Espinoza et al., 2018) more AR days

experienced by the end of the century. A collation of Northern Hemisphere AR frequencies

by Espinoza et al. (2018) cite a wide range of studies which estimate AR frequency increases

ranging between 4% and 600% by the end of the century.

The final aspect of ARs in a changing climate is the variation that will occur in the

AR related precipitation phase. The air temperature at the time of AR occurrence is the

primary control on the AR precipitation phase, controlling whether an event will lead to

significant precipitation or snowfall (Huning et al., 2017; Mattingly et al., 2018; Little et al.,

2019). By the end of the century, ARs are expected to become 1.8°C warmer, consequently
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varying AR precipitation regimes (Dettinger et al., 2011). Freezing elevations during ARs

are predicted to rise by approximately 330 m, decreasing the amount of snowfall and

increasing the amount of rain falling within a typical alpine catchment (Dettinger et al.,

2011). A consequence of these varying precipitation regimes will be increased flood flows

during AR events and reduced stream flows during spring melt periods (Whan et al.,

2020). With ARs accounting for 66% of annual snowfall in alpine regions such as the

Sierra Nevada, changes in AR precipitation regimes impose distal impacts on societies that

relay on snowmelt as a hydrological resource such as the State of California (Guan et al.,

2010, 2013, 2016). The changing nature of ARs in the Southern Hemisphere has not been

addressed in the scientific literature, however, similar consequences are expected through

a warming of the global atmosphere (Espinoza et al., 2018). The potential hydrological

consequences of changing ARs further emphasise the need to record their current impact

on mid-latitude hydrology to facilitate an understand of how changing ARs may impact

the environment and society.

2.5 New Zealand atmospheric rivers

Numerous global-scale AR studies have identified New Zealand as a key location for AR

occurrence, with substantial associated impacts (Newman et al., 2012; Guan and Waliser,

2015; Gimeno et al., 2016; Paltan et al., 2017; Waliser and Guan, 2017; Espinoza et al.,

2018; DeFlorio et al., 2019). The weather of New Zealand, being situated between 34°S and

48°S in the south-west region of the Pacific Ocean, is broadly governed by the procession

of mid-latitude cyclonic systems embedded within the westerly wind belt and thus, the

exposed, maritime position allows for ARs to regularly make landfall on approximately 40

days per year (Guan and Waliser, 2015; Waliser and Guan, 2017).

Local-scale, impact-focused AR research in New Zealand has not occurred at the same

rate as it has in the West Coast of the USA and Europe. The concepts were not im-

mediately adopted by the New Zealand scientific community (Table 2.1), possibly due to
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the previously disputed nature of AR research. The first mention of AR impacts in the

New Zealand scientific community was in 2013 (Dean et al., 2013) and 2015 (Rosier et

al., 2015), discussing individual precipitation events in Nelson and Northland respectively.

These studies provide descriptions of extreme precipitation events and identify the hori-

zontal moisture fluxes as ARs. The AR concept was first discussed at the New Zealand

Meteorological Society Annual conference in 2015 by Harrington et al. (2015, November

24), however this presentation was critical of the concept due to ‘inconsistencies’ in the

AR definition and the lack of appropriate global tracking methods and instead proposed a

method for studying the meridional moisture flux without referring to such events as ARs

(Harrington et al., 2015, November 24).

The first formal application of the AR concept in New Zealand was conducted by

Kingston et al. (2016a). Through the qualitative study of moisture transport, Kingston et

al. (2016a) identified that eastward moving extratropical cyclones associated with the eight

largest floods in the Waitaki River between 1979 and 2012 have all been associated with AR

structures. The Waitaki River Basin, located on the eastern side of the Southern Alps in the

South Island, is the single most important river for hydroelectric power generation in New

Zealand and the exploratory work presented by Kingston et al. (2016a) affirms the need to

further study ARs in a systematic and quantitative manner in New Zealand. Following the

publication by Kingston et al. (2016a) and as the AR definition was being formalised by the

GoM, Dr Martin Ralph, the director of the CW3E, made a keynote presentation at the 2017

Meteorological Society of New Zealand Annual Conference (MetSocNZ) titled ‘Emergence

of the Concept of Atmospheric Rivers’, traversing the wide collection of conclusions that

have been achieved through the application of AR science, primarily on the West Coast of

the USA. At the following MetSocNZ annual conference, a presentation by Kingston (2018,

December 5) discussed New Zealand hydrometeorology, moisture sources and the role of

ARs in advecting moist tropical air masses. By this point, AR terminology was also starting

to be used by operational forecasters and media in New Zealand (NZHerald, 2018). While

the AR concept is frequently used in local media and forecasts, there are still members of

the national technical community who believe the study of ARs is duplicative, leading to

lively debate at the 2019 MetSocNZ Conference held in Wellington, New Zealand. These
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Table 2.1: The sequence of publications and presentations in New Zealand that discuss ARs,
demonstrating the emergence of AR research in New Zealand. The dotted line represents
the approximate point in time when the AR concept was formally accepted within the New
Zealand scientific literature.

Year Author Publication/Conference Title

2013 Dean et al. BAMS
The role of climate change in the two-
day extreme rainfall in Golden Bay,
New Zealand, December 2011

2015 Rosier et al. BAMS
Extreme rainfall in early July 2014 in
Northland, New Zealand - was there an
anthropogenic influence?

2015 Harrington et al. MetSocNZ Conference
The role of meridional moisture flux
anomalies in extreme coastal precipita-
tion

2016 Kingston et al. Hydrol. Process.
Floods in the Southern Alps of New
Zealand: the importance of atmo-
spheric rivers

2017 Ralph MetSocNZ Conference Emergence of the concept of atmo-
spheric rivers

2018 Kingston MetSocNZ Conference Where does our water come from - and
how does it get here?

2019 Little et al. GRL, AGU
The role of atmospheric rivers for ex-
treme ablation and snowfall events in
the Southern Alps of New Zealand

2019 Cullen et al. JRL Atmospheres, AGU
The influence of weather systems in
controlling mass balance in the South-
ern Alps of New Zealand

2019 Prince et al. MetSocNZ Conference 40-years of atmospheric rivers in New
Zealand

debates themselves were similar to the well documented debates that have persisted in the

Northern Hemisphere since AR discovery in the early 1990s, which have since been resolved

(Ralph et al., 2018).
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2.5.1 New Zealand atmospheric rivers impacts

A primary application of AR research in New Zealand has been through the attribution

of AR impacts on the local cryosphere. Cullen et al. (2019) and Little et al. (2019) both

present examinations of atmospheric vapour fluxes during extreme snowfall and ablation

events on Brewster Glacier, a small mountain glacier (2000 m.a.s.l.) in the Southern

Alps of New Zealand (44°S). Composites of IVT during the 10 largest snowfall events in

two accumulation seasons demonstrate a clear filamentary, poleward flowing AR structure

directed from the north-west of the country over the Tasman Sea and making landfall on the

South Island of New Zealand (Cullen et al., 2019). Little et al. (2019) also demonstrate that

both the largest ablation and accumulation events occur during ARs, with the proximity of

air temperature to the freezing threshold controlling whether an AR produces snowfall or

enhances melt. Little et al. (2019) speculates that the observed high IVT events observed do

not conform to the typical AR structure and therefore would be undetected by AR detection

algorithms. Such conclusions may be influenced by previously inconsistent AR definitions

and placing too much emphasis on previously proposed spatial specifications. However,

without the quantitative assessment of AR intensity, shape and structure, such conclusions

regarding the capability of detection algorithms in New Zealand remain speculative.

While there are limited peer-reviewed studies on the impact of ARs in New Zealand

(Kingston et al., 2016a; Little et al., 2019; Cullen et al., 2019), there are numerous reports

and anecdotal evidence that the occurrence of ARs in New Zealand leads to catastrophic

damage. In a reinterpretation of descriptions from Sinclair (1993a), Gimeno et al. (2016)

attribute severe precipitation (800 mm of precipitation in 5 days) in the North Island of

New Zealand to an AR associated with Cyclone Bola (March 1988), causing substantial

damage to infrastructure such as destroying bridges and roads and costing NZ$170 million

in disaster relief (Fenemor, 1997). Sinclair (1993a) compares Cyclone Bola to other similar

memorable storm events of tropical origin, most notably to the tropical depressions that

caused the sinking of the Wahine ferry in Wellington Harbour in April 1968 resulting in

the loss of 51 lives, New Zealand’s worst maritime disaster. With the interpretation offered

by Gimeno et al. (2016) on Cyclone Bola and the comparisons made by Sinclair (1993a),
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it may be possible that these exceptional weather events are associated with ARs.

A seldom discussed consequence of this interpretation is the role of TC activity on

AR development; that TCs can generate a considerable poleward moisture flux (Zhu and

Newell, 1998; Cordeira et al., 2013). As the regions of substantial AR research do not

experience regular TCs (North American West Coast and Europe), the role of TCs or

extra-tropical transitioning (ETT) on ARs are rarely addressed. However, TC activity

in the North West Pacific has been attributed to initiating moisture exports that lead to

landfalling ARs on the North American West Coast (Cordeira et al., 2013). A recent clima-

tology of ETT in the South Pacific (Lorrey et al., 2014) does not discuss moisture transport

and only addresses the synoptic and oceanographic conditions conducive for ETT in New

Zealand. The interpretations offered by Gimeno et al. (2016) raise an important question

regarding the synoptic scale controls on ARs in New Zealand and the role that tropical

dynamics may have on the country’s hydrometeorology and extreme weather events.

In New Zealand, since the media and weather forecasters have adopted the use of AR

terminology, there have been a number of notable events resulting in substantial damage.

On 25 March 2019, the West Coast of New Zealand experienced a major AR resulting in

substantial flooding that resulted in considerable damage to major transport infrastructure,

including the collapse of the Waiho Bridge (State Highway 6) at the Franz Josef Glacier

township, isolating the northern and southern halves of the West Coast of the South Island

of New Zealand. The Cropp Waterfall rain gauge, located 70 km north of the Waiho bridge,

measured a new national 48-hour precipitation record of 1086 mm during the AR (NIWA,

2019). The heavy rainfall had a major impact on the local community, isolating townships,

closing schools and businesses, along with the erosion of a historic landfill and flooding

of effluent ponds causing substantial environmental contamination. The impacts on the

local community were estimated at NZ$4.09 million (ICNZ, 2019). While the forecasters,

media and emergency managers identified and communicated the event as an AR feature,

there was no acknowledgement regarding the magnitude and potential damage of the event

with respect to previous AR’s that have made landfall at this location. The application

of categorisation techniques, such as that presented by Ralph et al. (2019), may aid in
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preparations for extreme flooding events in this location by presenting the risks involved

with incoming ARs.

2.6 Summary

Atmospheric river research in New Zealand is an incipient subdiscipline, providing early

indications that application of AR research is likely fundamental to understanding hydro-

logical extremes experienced in the country. Various global studies have identified New

Zealand as a country that experiences regular AR occurrence, however, a systematic study

of the occurrence and impact of such hydrometeorological extremes has not been con-

ducted. Observations of AR impacts from North America, South America and Europe all

demonstrate that ARs account for a large quantity of extreme precipitation events, often

resulting in devastating consequences. There is a vast array of impacts associated with the

occurrence of ARs ranging from flooding and landslides to avalanches and dam failures.

On the contrary, the lack of ARs also results in drought conditions and the possibility

of forecasting such conditions in advance provides an unprecedented opportunity for hy-

drological managers. It is apparent that the detection and forecasting of ARs have direct

consequences for society. AR detection methods have received increasing attention through

a collaborative approach to identify the validity and nuances of such algorithmic methods

in various settings globally. It is therefore imperative to apply such algorithms in various

locations and there has currently been no regional scale study of AR detection methods in

New Zealand.

The position of New Zealand within the mid-latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere

allows for the frequent passage of mid-latitude cyclones and associated frontal weather

systems. The description of these weather systems and their interaction with the Southern

Alps of the South Island is well documented in the scientific literature. The occurrence of

orographic precipitation on the West Coast of the South Island is responsible for the distinct

distribution of precipitation across the South Island of New Zealand. The description of
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the pre-cold-frontal low-level jets associated with the occurrence of orographic precipitation

is identical to the description of ARs from the Northern Hemisphere. It may therefore

be proposed that the occurrence of orographic precipitation in the South Island of New

Zealand may be principally produced by the passage of ARs. Observations of the most

extreme flood events in the Waitaki Valley in the lee of the Southern Alps confirm that the

largest floods in this location are produced through the occurrence of ARs. Additionally,

the most extreme ablation and accumulation that occur on alpine glaciers in New Zealand

have been identified to be produced by ARs. These examples warrant further systematic

research to identify the hydrological importance of ARs in New Zealand.
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Methods

3.1 Introduction

The primary purpose of this chapter is to introduce the approach employed to develop

the first climatology of New Zealand atmospheric rivers (ARs); the primary aim of this

thesis. Section 3.2 provides an overview of the geographical locations considered within

New Zealand throughout this research, describing their broad physical and climatological

characteristics. Section 3.3 describes the retrieval of atmospheric data that serves as the

primary basis of analysis. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 introduce the AR detection and categorisa-

tion techniques respectively and introduce a novel approach to combine the two techniques

to further study ARs in New Zealand. The composite and anomaly analyses undertaken to

develop an understanding of the atmospheric controls on AR climatology are presented in

Section 3.6. The precipitation datasets used throughout this thesis to assess AR impacts

are introduced in Section 3.7.
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3.2 Geographical setting

New Zealand is located in the south-west Pacific Ocean between 34°S and 47°S. The rel-

atively small landfall of the country allows for a primarily maritime climate, situated

between the Tasman Sea to the west and the Pacific Ocean to the east. The topography of

the South Island of New Zealand is dominated by a 300 km long mountain chain (consis-

tently exceeding 1000 m.a.s.l.) running the axial length of the island (42°S - 46°S), known

as the Southern Alps, with 29 named peaks exceeding 3000 m.a.s.l. (Figure 3.1). The

North Island of New Zealand has relatively low relief compared to the South Island, with

a comparatively small region exceeding 1000 m.a.s.l. and only three peaks exceeding 2000

m.a.s.l.

To determine latitudinal variation in AR occurrence and examine the influence of the

topographic barrier of the Southern Alps on AR characteristics, six grid cells (from the

ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis product) spanning the length of New Zealand are

selected for analysis (Figure 3.1). These locations form a latitudinal transect along the

length of New Zealand. Kaitaia is a township within the most northerly grid cell, situated

at 35.1°S. Auckland was chosen as the next location in the latitudinal transect (36.9°S) due

to being the most populous city in New Zealand with 1.6 million inhabitants (33% of New

Zealand’s population). Nelson, Hokitika and Doubtful Sound are selected to provide the

latitudinal transect of the South Island (41.3°S, 42.7°S, and 45.3°S respectively). Hokitika

is fully exposed to the westerly flow and with extensive peaks immediately east of Hokitika

(reaching 3000 m.a.s.l.), the location experiences significant orographic precipitation. Due

to the extreme nature of precipitation at Hokitika, three locations at different positions are

chosen to validate the findings from this grid cell. Dunedin (45.9°S) is selected to provide

a South Island east-west contrast to Doubtful Sound, to study the impact of the Southern

Alps and geographic position on AR development and consequential impacts.
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Figure 3.1: Map of key locations discussed in the text. Key weather stations are located
with yellow circles and the blue boxes represent the extent of the corresponding grid cell
in ERA-Interim (0.75° resolution) used to develop the AR climatologies. The landmass
of New Zealand is shown in grey and elevations exceeding 1000 m are shown in red. The
Southern Alps are clearly identified as the axial mountain range running the length of
the South Island. All weather stations are within 100 m of sea level apart from stations
adjacent to Hokitika.
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3.3 Atmospheric reanalysis data

Atmospheric data (Table 3.1) of 0.75° by 0.75° horizontal resolution were retrieved from

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis

(ERA-Interim; Dee at al., 2011) at 6 hourly time steps (0000, 0600, 1200, 1800 UTC)

for 40 hydrological years (1st April 1979 to 31st March 2019). ERA-Interim data were

downloaded using the ECMWF API Python Client in NetCDF format. A single global

parameter for the 40-year period has a file size of 12.5 GB and took approximately 4.5

hours to download using an in-house server (Linux).

Table 3.1: Details of parameters downloaded from ERA-Interim. Geopotential is down-
loaded as the gravitational potential energy of a unit of mass (shown with *) and thus must
be divided by Earth’s gravitational acceleration (g = 9.80665 m s-1) to obtain geopotential
height (m).

Parameter ID Units

Vertical integral of water vapour (IWV) 55.162 kg m-2

Vertical integral of eastward water vapour flux (IVTx) 71.162 kg m-1 s-1

Vertical integral of northward water vapour flux (IVTy) 72.162 kg m-1 s-1

2 metre air temperature 167.128 K

Geopotential (300 hPa) 129.128 m2 s-2*

U component of wind (300 hPa) 131.128 m s-1

V component of wind (300 hPa) 132.128 m s-1

Vertical integrations of water vapour transport (IVT) herein refers to the resultant vec-

tor field of the combined eastward (IVTx) and northward (IVTy) moisture flux components.

IVTx and IVTy from ERA-Interim are generated internally by the ERA-Interim reanalysis
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through integration across all model levels, from the surface to the top of the atmosphere

(60 vertical levels, surface to 0.1 hPa; Berrisford et al., 2018). Generally, pressure lev-

els from 1000 hPa to 300 hPa are used to calculate the vertical integration of atmospheric

moisture (Newell et al., 1992; Gorodetskaya et al., 2014; Guan and Waliser, 2017) however,

common upper levels of integration range from 500 hPa (Payne and Magnusdottir, 2015)

to 200 hPa (Mattingly et al., 2016) and up to 100 hPa (Viale et al., 2018). With 90% of

atmospheric moisture situated below 500 hPa (Barry and Chorley, 2003; Sherwood et al.,

2010), 75% of IVT occurring below 800 hPa (Ralph et al., 2005) and only 5% of IVT oc-

curring between 500 - 200 hPa (Ralph et al., 2017b), there is suitable justification that the

choice of the upper pressure level of integration, given that it exceeds 500 hPa, is of little

concern. Furthermore, Dettinger et al. (2018) discuss the use of internally derived verti-

cal interpolations from NASA’s MERRA-2 reanalysis, stating that reanalysis derived IVT

using all vertical model levels does not differ substantially to the author’s manual IVT

interpolations (1000 – 200 hPa). The use of internally derived integrals is desirable for

use in studies of long-term climatology, significantly reducing the computational resources

required to develop such a dataset.

In addition to reporting and discussing IVT values, the temporal integration of IVT

is also considered, named as the storm-total IVT. Storm-total IVT (in units kg m-1) is a

measure of the total amount of moisture that passes through a single point during an AR

(Figure 3.2). IVT is the instantaneous moisture flux which is given in units of momentum

and while the maximum IVT value is typically cited as being an accurate measure of

extreme precipitation (Ralph et al., 2019a), the total amount of moisture that passes a

point can also reveal additional statistics regarding the intensity and duration of an AR

relating to precipitation. Storm-total IVT is calculated through the temporal integration

of IVT of the amount of time that an AR persists. By including the storm-total IVT

throughout the analysis, the temporal component of AR events becomes recognised. A

low IVT AR that persists over time could have a higher storm-total IVT than a high IVT

AR that occurs over a short temporal span. The temporal component of a storm can be

as important as the rate of precipitation when considering hazardous hydrological events

such as surface flooding and elevated stream flows.
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Figure 3.2: An example of the calculation of time-integrated (storm-total) IVT for an AR
that persists through five 6-hourly time steps. For this example event (upper), IVT ranges
between 250 and 1000 kg m-1 s-1, with a storm mean IVT of 600 kg m-1 s-1. Temporally
integrating the instantaneous IVT values for each time step (lower) presents a measurement
of the storm-total IVT of 6.48×107 kg m-1 s-1; the total amount of atmospheric moisture
that has been advected over this location within 30 hours.

3.4 AR detection algorithm

The following section introduces the AR detection algorithm (ARDT) which is utilised in

developing an AR catalogue for New Zealand. An ARDT is typically comprised of a series

of conditions which test the magnitude, geometry and duration of the atmospheric moisture

flux. The range of possible detection techniques has resulted in a wide variety of ARDTs,

each with variations in complexity and application. ARTMIP, presented in Section 2.4.2

discusses the importance for testing the validity of ARDTs in various applications globally
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which encourages the development, use and commentary of these techniques in various

locations globally (Shields et al., 2018).

3.4.1 GW15

A publicly accessible AR detection algorithm (ARDT) developed by Guan and Waliser

(2015; herein referred to as GW15) is the ARDT employed in this study (https://ucla

.box.com/ARcatalog). The GW15 algorithm is arguably the premier publicly accessible

ARDT currently available (most current ARDTs are catalogued in Shields et al., 2018).

GW15 has good agreement with manually detected ARs (94%-100%) and has been applied

to a wide range of regional locations, more so than any other published ARDT (described

in Section 2.4.2). AR identification in GW15 is conducted on globally gridded IVT and is

based on five distinct geometric and magnitude classifications (Figure 3.3):

The following list provides further details on the various thresholds in GW15, expanding

on Figure 3.3 and presenting how the ARDT identifies AR objects.

• Magnitude – Grid cell IVT intensity is tested using a relative statistical threshold

technique bounded by a fixed lower limit of 100 kg m-1 s-1. The relative threshold

is calculated as the monthly IVT 85th percentile for each individual grid-cell for

a given 5-month window centred on that month. The 85th percentile is proposed

to be a suitable value at which extreme hydroclimatological events occur (Lavers

et al., 2012). Many previous studies use a fixed rather than relative IVT threshold,

commonly cited as 250 kg m-1 s-1, to detect ARs (Rutz et al., 2014; Gershnov et al.,

2017; Ralph et al., 2019a). The relative IVT threshold is desirable in New Zealand

as no previous climatological AR research has been undertaken in New Zealand,

therefore providing no basis to constrain AR IVT limits. The variable percentile

technique allows for identification of extreme events under various background states

that may be present across the planet. The fixed lower limit is implemented to

enable GW15 to be truly global with adequate performance in all locations. High
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of GW15. Input data shown in green (sourced from ERA-Interim)
and conditions of the algorithm shown in blue. The two primary algorithm outputs are
shown in red. Orange boxes represent the mean number of objects considered for every
100 original detected objects, pink arrows indicate the degree of filtering for each criterion
(data sourced from Guan and Waliser, 2015).

latitude regions have persistently low moisture fluxes that would critically skew the

percentile technique and a suitable lower limit of AR IVT must therefore be set to

identify filamentary structures in cold, low moisture regions (Gorodetskaya et al.,

2014).

Historically, observations of IWV were used to study hydroclimatological extremes

(i.e. Neiman et al., 2008), typically using satellite observations, such as those from

the Special Sensor Microwave Imager onboard polar-orbiting meteorological satellites

(SSM/I; Ralph et al., 2004; Wick et al., 2013). IVT was not initially used due to

the computation challenges in generating global column wind speeds that cannot be

generated from satellite retrievals alone. The relatively recent advancements of nu-

merical weather prediction models and atmospheric reanalysis techniques has allowed

for accurate global vertical wind fields to be widely available and subsequently facil-
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itate the generation of IVT fields (Ralph et al., 2019a). As an AR is defined as the

mass movement of water vapour, using the calculations of the moisture flux is advan-

tageous in detecting ARs rather than all high moisture events (IWV), which may not

have substantial horizontal moisture transport (Mahoney et al., 2016). ERA-Interim

provides suitable variables for calculation of IVT, which facilitates the application of

GW15.

• Direction coherence – IVT direction must be coherent between individual grid cells

and the mean moisture flux direction of the identified AR object. At least half of the

grid cells within an AR object must not deviate more than 45° of the mean object

IVT to avoid classifying objects with strong but chaotic (or circular) IVT fields and

to ensure meaningful directionality in detected objects.

• Global direction – The mean IVT of an AR object must flow in a poleward direction

with a poleward flux of at least 50 kg m-1 s-1. An AR must exist within a single

hemisphere and not cross the equator.

• Orientation consistency – The mean IVT of an AR object must be within 45° of

the object’s orientation of elongation, the moisture flux must flow along the AR and

not be perpendicular to it. An orientation arc is calculated by connecting the two

furthest boundary grid cells (great circle distance) and the direction of elongation is

calculated as the mean azimuth of this connecting arc.

• Length/width ratio – The length of an AR must be greater than 2000 km, a threshold

defined by Ralph et al. (2004) and Neiman et al. (2008). An AR object must also

be twice as long as the object’s effective width (length to width ratio of 2:1). The

effective width of an AR object is calculated by dividing the total surface area of the

AR by the length of the primary axis.

The result of such a classification is a mask layer (NetCDF) of all AR objects (spatial

outlines) within each 6-hourly time step in the reanalysis that satisfy such requirements.

In addition to identifying AR objects in each timestep, GW15 determines the location of

landfalling ARs using a binary land-sea mask. The landfalling location is determined as
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the location of maximum IVT within an AR object that intersects a coastline, provided the

object-mean IVT direction is landward and the length of the AR remaining upwind of the

landfalling location is greater than 1000 km (Guan and Waliser, 2015). A single landfall

location is selected for each intersecting AR and characterised by the IVT magnitude

and direction at the point of detected landfall. A landfalling AR cannot have landmass

in the upwind direction and importantly, the algorithm also restricts a single AR from

making landfall twice in one timestep. Both outputs (AR shape and landfall location) from

GW15 are employed in this study. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 provide examples of selected ARs

making landfall on various coastlines around New Zealand, chosen as they contain some

of the largest landfalling moisture fluxes at their respective locations. The six examples

given demonstrate the wide variability of shape and structure of ARs in this region. The

difference between an AR object and landfall location in GW15 is also illustrated. While

the GW15 landfall location occurs at a single point on the coastline of New Zealand, the

AR object (and associated high IVT values) can clearly cover a significant portion of the

country, far from the point of landfall detection.

Subsequent studies have made minor refinements to GW15 to improve global AR iden-

tification. These improvements included optimised axis identification, iterative testing us-

ing variable IVT percentiles, exclusion of embedded tropical cyclones (Guan and Waliser,

2019), association with frontal zones (Viale et al., 2018) and temporal feature tracking

(Zhou et al., 2018). Such enhancements to GW15 allows for a more robust algorithm that

can better identify AR objects situated within more complex meteorological settings, how-

ever, as subsequent enhancements are very recent and currently not publicly available the

initial algorithm (Guan and Waliser, 2015; GW15) is used in this current study.
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Figure 3.4: Three separate examples of ARs detected by GW15 making landfall on selected
locations around New Zealand (a, Doubtful Sound; b, Hokitika; c, Taranaki). AR outline
is shown with the green line and landfall location is identified with a grey cross. Vectors
only plotted with magnitudes above 200 kg m-1 s-1, vectors associated with the AR in bold.
The height of the 850 hPa pressure level is shown with contours at 25 m intervals. Time
stamp in UTC.
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Figure 3.5: Three separate examples of ARs detected by GW15 making landfall on selected
locations around New Zealand (a, Kaitaia; b, East Cape; c, Napier). AR outline is shown
with the green line and landfall location is identified with a grey cross. Vectors only plotted
with magnitudes above 200 kg m-1 s-1, vectors associated with the AR in bold. The height
of the 850 hPa pressure level is shown with contours at 25 m intervals. Time stamp in
UTC.
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3.4.2 ARDT post-processing

The primary post-processing of GW15 is the extraction of IVT values associated with

detected ARs (Figure 3.6). The extraction of AR IVT is conducted with a simple masking

algorithm, to remove all global IVT values that do not coincide with a detected AR outline

from GW15. This technique imitates the processing of a simple IVT threshold technique

that would extract IVT based on a given value, however in this case, IVT values are

extracted based on a masking raster.
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Figure 3.6: Example of post-processing conducted on GW15 detected ARs. The raster of
detected AR shapes (a) is overlain with global IVT magnitude (b) and the associated IVT
values within the mask are extracted (c).
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3.5 AR categorisation

In addition to the ARDT presented in the previous section, a newly proposed AR cate-

gorisation scheme developed by Ralph et al. (2019a) is applied to the 40-year catalogue of

ARs detected by GW15. Ralph et al. (2019a) introduce a category scale (Weak AR and

category 1 to 5) for ARs based on storm intensity (maximum IVT) and duration of an AR

over a given location based on historical impacts of landfalling ARs on the West Coast of

the USA (Figure 3.7). The initial application of the characterization scheme considers the

occurrence of ARs from a Eulerian perspective, where the event occurs at a given location

as a progression of meteorological conditions that occur over time with no spatial consid-

eration. Through this Eulerian perspective, an AR event becomes defined as a sequence of

conditions within each grid cell. A caveat that needs to be accepted based on this Eulerian

perspective is that for a single AR object, many different AR conditions (and consequently

categorisations) can occur during an AR based on the relative position of the location of

observation to the dynamic structure of the AR. A grid cell in the centre of the AR may

experience substantially higher moisture fluxes for a longer period of time than a grid cell

on the periphery of the AR, which will result in different categorisations.

The primary benefit of the Ralph et al. (2019a) categorisation is the partitioning of ARs

based on the expected impact, from primarily beneficial to primarily hazardous (R19 in-

tensity scale with associated descriptors of impacts presented in Table 3.2). Many ARDTs

(such as GW15) only identify an AR as a binary conceptualization of where an AR is occur-

ring regardless of the intensity; either an AR is occurring or not occurring. Without further

analysis of GW15, the severity of an AR as detected by the algorithm is ambiguous. Ralph

and Dettinger (2012) considered this inability in detection algorithms by considering the

relative severity of multiple ARs through the amount of precipitation received at a given

site. The primary issue with this technique is the high spatial and temporal variability as-

sociated with precipitation, especially in mountainous terrain producing strong orographic

effects and precipitation gradients.
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Table 3.2: The AR intensity scale and associated descriptors as proposed by Ralph et
al. (2019a), based on the maximum AR IVT and the duration of AR conditions. Table
adapted from Ralph et al. (2019a).

Duration of AR conditions (h)

Max IVT (kg m-1 s-1) ≤24 ≥24-48 ≥48

<250 Not an AR Not an AR Not an AR

≥250-500 Weak AR Cat 1 Cat 2

≥500-750 Cat 1 Cat 2 Cat 3

≥750-1,000 Cat 2 Cat 3 Cat 4

≥1,000-1,250 Cat 3 Cat 4 Cat 5

≥1,250 Cat 4 Cat 5 Cat 5

AR category Impact assessment

Cat 1 Primarily beneficial

Cat 2 Mostly beneficial, but also hazardous

Cat 3 Balance of beneficial and hazardous

Cat 4 Mostly hazardous, but also beneficial

Cat 5 Primarily hazardous

Furthermore, extreme precipitation values such as 500 mm in 3 days as presented by

Ralph and Dettinger (2012) may not be a particularly extreme event for the West Coast

of New Zealand, which can receive over 1000 mm in a 3-day period, indicating that the

techniques presented by Ralph and Dettinger (2012) are not globally transferable. Globally

resolved IVT provides a more suitable measure of AR intensity as there is a physical limit

to the amount of water vapour in a column of atmosphere and therefore the magnitude

and extremities of vapour flux fall within expected ranges throughout the mid-latitudes

(Guan and Waliser, 2017). The magnitude and statistics (local percentile) of an extreme

IVT value in the USA may also be considered an extreme IVT value in other similar mid-

latitude regions of both hemispheres, more so than for precipitation. Weather forecasting

models also estimate IVT more accurately than precipitation, therefore, more confidence

can be attributed to estimates of IVT than precipitation in either historical reanalysis

or future forecasts (Lavers et al., 2016). While IVT is not a direct measure of surface
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Figure 3.7: The AR category (Cat) scale as proposed by Ralph et al. (2019a), consider-
ing AR magnitude and duration (taken from Ralph et al., 2019a). The descriptions and
associated hazards are based on historical AR data in the US.

impacts, it is the most common measure of AR intensity which has been associated with

the potential for extreme precipitation (Neiman et al., 2009).

The original application of the R19 characterization scheme detects AR events using a

highly simplified ARDT with no consideration of the spatial structure of such events based

on a single IVT threshold of 250 kg m-1 s-1. Ralph et al. (2019a) identify this simplistic

approach and cites the ease of implementation for such a technique. The R19 characteriza-

tion in this research is developed from the complex GW15 which considers the full spatial

characteristics of individual ARs, a fully spatial ARDT (presented in Section 3.4.1). The

novel addition of a fully spatial ARDT to R19 ensures that storm intensity (maximum IVT)

identified using the category scale is restricted to spatially consistent AR objects. From

this dataset, the validity of the thresholds and descriptors of this categorisation scheme is
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discussed for New Zealand, the first application of R19 outside of the West Coast of the

USA. Such an application explores questions regarding the importance of an ARDT and

the application of techniques developed for the West Coast of the USA to the New Zealand

region.

The resulting R19 categorisation dataset consists of a 3-dimensional data cube con-

sisting of 6-hourly maps of AR category (visualised in Figure 3.8). The grid-cell specific

categorisation designates a category value (numbered 1 to 5) to each detected AR event

that persists at that given location for the duration of the AR (until the location no longer

has a GW15 object present). For example, in the initial time-step of a Category 5 AR, the

grid cell will display a number 5 that persists for the entire time that the AR is present

at that location. The resulting AR category data cube can be queried at any given time

range and any category events that occur during that time will be retrieved. An additional

consideration is that multiple ARs may be captured within the queried time. If a previous

AR is terminating in the start of the query window and an additional AR initiates later in

the query window, then the AR of greatest magnitude is presented.

3.6 Composite analysis

Composite analysis is undertaken to understand the synoptic-scale controls of landfalling

ARs. Atmospheric composites are calculated as the mean of an atmospheric variable during

the occurrence of an AR. Standardised anomalies are calculated as the difference between

the mean during an AR and the total mean divided by the standard deviation of that

particular variable. Through this analysis, the atmospheric phenomena that determine

the occurrence and location of New Zealand ARs are identified. The output of detected

landfalling ARs from GW15 easily facilitates the calculation of composites and anomalies

by providing a list of dates during which an AR has made landfall at a particular location.

The dataset of landfalling AR is segmented by location along the three distinct coast-

lines (western, northern and eastern) of New Zealand. The atmospheric controls on the
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occurrence of landfalling ARs on each coastline are established.

Figure 3.8: Schematic of the calculation of AR categories. The R19 categorisation considers
the duration and maximum IVT of an AR that are confined within spatial AR objects
detected by GW15. The upper 4 maps represent a single detected AR from GW15 at 6-
hourly time steps and the lower map represents the resultant grid-cell specific categorisation
that considers the temporal passage of GW15 ARs and associated IVT.
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3.7 Precipitation data

Precipitation data from eight weather stations are employed to explore the impacts of ARs

in New Zealand, corresponding to the six grid cell locations used for landfall analysis (Table

3.3; Figure 3.1). Data are sourced from weather stations operated by NIWA, MetService

and the West Coast Regional Council and composite records span between 10 and 39 years.

Only one precipitation record covers the full 40 hydrological year period and so to assess

the role of ARs at specific locations, multiple station records from similar locations (within

1 km) are combined to facilitate assessment over longer time scales.

Various methods are applied to the precipitation datasets to assess AR impacts through-

out this research. The proportion of total precipitation associated with ARs is calculated as

the total amount of precipitation that has occurred during (and within a temporal window

either side) of a detected AR divided by the total precipitation at each site. In addition

to total precipitation, the proportion of extreme (98th percentile) 6-hourly precipitation

that occurs during and within a temporal window of a detected AR is also calculated.

The 6-hourly time-step is the smallest unit of time used throughout this analysis as deter-

mined by the time-steps in ERA-Interim. The temporal window is applied to account for

precipitation that occurs immediately prior to or following a detected AR to account for

precipitation that falls outside the detected AR timesteps, similar to attribution techniques

used by Mahoney et al. (2016) and Ralph et al. (2019a). By presenting these values as pro-

portions, it allows for suitable comparison between sites that may receive vastly different

precipitation volumes. The final temporal buffer applied is the 3-day total precipitation

following AR initiation, a common value for comparing individual storm-total precipitation

(Ralph et al., 2019a). The 3-day temporal window remains uniform for all categories, al-

lowing for suitable comparison between precipitation totals over the same temporal period

for ARs of various magnitudes. Such analysis of precipitation proportions and storm-total

precipitation allows for analysis of the severity of AR impacts at various locations around

New Zealand. Mean annual precipitation and median non-overlapping 3-day precipitation

totals (non-zero) are presented for each study site in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Locations and associated weather stations used to calculate AR-related precip-
itation and assess the performance of the IVT250 and GW15 ARDTs and the R19 categori-
sations.

Location Station Alias Number Operational dates

Kaitaia Kaitaia Aero A53021 530201 31/12/1979 - 12/4/1985

Kaitaia Aero EWS A53026 530206 16/6/2000 - 26/12/2018

Auckland Auckland Aero C14082 740802 31/12/1979 - 29/5/2010

Mangere EWS C64972 649702 30/5/2010 - 27/9/2018

Nelson Nelson Aero G13222 132202 31/12/1979 - 5/1/1986

Nelson AWS G13322 133202 28/11/1991 - 5/11/2018

Cropp River Cropp at Hutt n/a 301913 12/7/1979 - 12/6/1982

Cropp at Waterfall n/a 311015 12/6/1982 - 31/3/2019

Hokitika Hokitika at Rapid Ck n/a 310010 1/4/1979 - 31/3/2019

Ivory Glacier Ivory at Ripplerock n/a 90102 7/11/1979 - 2/5/1980

Ivory at Ripplerock n/a 90102 2/2/2009 - 30/3/2019

Dunedin Dunedin Aero I50921 509201 31/12/1979 - 12/12/1985

Dunedin Aero AWS I50922 509202 7/11/1991 - 29/7/2018

Doubtful Sound Secretary Island F56280 562800 1/1/1995 - 13/4/2018
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Table 3.4: Mean annual precipitation and median non-overlapping 3-day precipitation
totals (non-zero) each location discussed throughout this research.

Location
Mean annual

precipitation (mm a-1)

Median 3-day

precipitation (mm)

Kaitaia 1291 7

Auckland 1136 6

Nelson 930 5

Hokitika 7630 49

Cropp River 10453 63

Ivory Glacier 7682 34

Doubtful Sound 3929 30

Dunedin 717 3

The relative risk of precipitation at various percentiles is calculated in addition to the

calculated percentages and totals described in the previous paragraph. The relative risk is a

statistical method used to compare the likelihood of an event occurring under two different

conditions (as discussed by Campsus et al., 2007 and Stevens et al., 2019). Relative risk

(RR) is calculated by comparing the probability of an event occurring under one condition

compared to the probability of the event occurring under a different condition. A 2 by 2

contingency table (Table 3.5) allows for conceptualisation of the calculation of relative risk

(Stevens et al., 2019). Calculations of the relative risk and 95% confidence intervals are

presented in Equations 3.1 and 3.2, respectively, where pthres is the precipitation threshold.
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Table 3.5: Contingency table of AR and non-AR precipitation that exceeds a given precip-
itation threshold used to calculate the relative risk and associatation of precipitation and
ARs.

AR Non-AR

Precip ≥ pthres x x′

Precip < pthres y y′

n n′

RR = x/n

x′/n′
(3.1)

ln(CI) = ln(RR) ± 1.96
√
y/x

n
+ y′/x′

n′
(3.2)

Percentile levels are used to calculate the pthres to allow for a comparison of locations

with vastly different precipitation regimes. The relative risk is calculated for both pre-

cipitation during AR events (6-hourly accumulation) and precipitation with 12 hours of

a detected AR. The null value for the risk ratio is 1 (unity) and if the 95% confidence

interval does not contain 1 then the association is statistically significant (Stevens et al.,

2019). If the relative risk and confidence intervals are greater than unity then there is a

statistically significant association between ARs and the occurrence of precipitation above

a given threshold; the risk of elevated precipitation will be greater during an AR than

during non-AR conditions.
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3.8 Summary

The methodology employed to develop an AR catalogue for New Zealand is presented in

this chapter. The AR detection technique used to develop the AR dataset is introduced

(GW15). The R19 technique is introduced as a method to categorise AR events with

respect to their intensity and duration by observing the passage of GW15 AR objects. The

study locations are introduced, the topographic features are examined and the source of

atmospheric data is presented. The New Zealand AR dataset developed in this research is

compared to rain gauge data to quantify the role that ARs have on precipitation at various

locations across New Zealand, primarily in a latitudinal transect.
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Atmospheric river detection

The detection of atmospheric rivers in the New Zealand region is described in this chapter.

An examination of the broad hydroclimatology of New Zealand is initially addressed, with

a particular focus on the seasonal variability in moisture fluxes. The GW15 ARDT is

applied to atmospheric fields of horizontal moisture transport and an initial examination

of annual and seasonal AR occurrence in New Zealand is presented. GW15 presents an

additional dataset of landfalling ARs, which is utilised to understand the synoptic-scale

controls of AR occurrence on coastlines of New Zealand.

4.1 New Zealand hydroclimatology

The total annual and seasonal mean of integrated water vapour (IWV) is higher towards

the equator, consistent with increasing temperature by latitude, with the mean annual

difference in IWV equal to 5 kg m-2 along the length of New Zealand (Figure 4.1). IWV

also tends to be lower over regions of elevated topography such as over the South Island

and the central North Island. The annual and seasonal means of IVT does not follow the

same decreasing poleward gradient as IWV.
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Figure 4.1: Full annual and seasonal composites of IWV (left) and IVT (right) for the
New Zealand region. Seasonal means shown for the warm period (ONDJFM) and the cool
period (AMJJAS).
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IVT is the vertical integration of vectors combining both water vapour and wind speed

(Equation 2.13) and so the more complex pattern of mean IVT demonstrates the impor-

tance of dynamical processes, rather than thermal, on the development of stronger vapour

fluxes. The most prominent IVT feature in Figure 4.1 is the enhanced band of moisture

flux to the south of New Zealand (50°S). While atmospheric moisture (IWV) is generally

lower towards the poles, stronger winds produce strengthened IVT. Similar to IWV, IVT

also decreases over regions of high topography which, in turn, produces a shadow of re-

duced moisture flux on the leeward side of New Zealand that is most prominent during

the cold months. To the south of the country, the mean westerly direction of IVT remains

relatively constant in all seasons, governed primarily by the westerly wind belt, whereas

the direction and magnitude of IVT is more variable to the north of the country in the

subtropical regions, northward of 30°S. During the cold months, the moisture flux to the

north of 30°S is predominantly from west to east, however, the magnitude of this flux is

markedly reduced in the warmer months and even reverses to an east to west flow in the

far north of the study domain.

4.1.1 Wind speed seasonality

To complete the understanding of IVT variability the seasonally averaged wind speed vector

magnitude (considering both zonal and meridional components) is presented in Figure

4.2. The strength and position of the westerly wind belt (850 hPa) remains relatively

constant throughout the year with mean wind speeds of approximately 16 m s-1. The wind

speed maximum is located between 50°S and 60°S and the summer maximum wind speeds

appear to be confined to a smaller latitudinal band compared to winter wind maximums.

The upper level jet (300 hPa) demonstrates larger differences between warm and cold

seasons. During warmer months the key wind feature at this level is the polar frontal jet

situated above the westerly wind belt at 50°S. In the cold season the subtropical jet at

approximately 30°S becomes the dominant upper level wind feature, while the polar jet

reduces in velocity and shifts southward towards 60°S, poleward of New Zealand. The

IVT maximums situated at 50°S are associated with the year-round persistent westerly
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wind belt in the lower troposphere (850 hPa), with seasonal variability in the position of

maximum IVT appearing to be associated with the variability in the 300 hPa wind speeds

combined with the changing water content of the atmosphere (IWV).

Figure 4.2: Mean seasonal wind speeds (vector magnitude) for the south-west Pacific.
Summer represents mean conditions between October and March while winter represents
conditions between April and September.

4.1.2 Monthly IVT percentiles

Monthly climatologies of IWV and IVT are further examined through the variation of per-

centiles (50th-99th) for each grid cell and averaged across the New Zealand region (Figure

4.3). The IWV area-averaged percentiles peak in late summer (February) and reach a min-

imum in late winter (August). IVT experiences a similar seasonality to IWV, reaching a

maximum and minimum approximately concurrently. The annual variability in IVT, how-

ever, does not remain consistent throughout all percentile levels. The upper IVT percentiles

(99th and 95th) experience greater seasonal variation than the lower level percentiles. The

lower IVT percentiles have a decreasing seasonal variation with the 50th percentile remain-

ing relatively constant throughout the year indicating that the seasonality in IVT only

varies the occurrence of extreme events, while the low background moisture fluxes remain

consistent.
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Figure 4.3: Seasonal variability of IWV and IVT by percentile (50th, 75th, 90th, 95th and
99th percentiles) for the spatial domain as shown in Figure 4.1, 20-55°S and 150-175°E.

4.1.3 Long-term trends in IVT

While seasonal means demonstrate the annual variation in horizontal moisture transport,

the long term trends in the data also need to be addressed to introduce the broader con-

text of annual and decadal variability. Monthly, seasonal and annual IVT anomalies are

presented in Figures 4.4. Monthly anomalies are calculated by taking the mean of each

month in the 40 year dataset and removing the monthly mean as calculated from the entire

dataset (i.e. April1979 −April1979−2019). Seasonal and annual anomalies are calculated in a

similar manner, however at the seasonal (summer/winter) and yearly level. All anomalies

are calculated using the mean from the entire 40 year data.

Moisture transport (IVT) variability appears to occur in a semi-regular, broadly decadal

pattern. In the 40-year data set, four distinct elevated IVT conditions occur centred at

1990, 1999, 2011 and 2018. The monthly analysis also demonstrates the persistence of these

decadal elevated IVT periods, particularly centred at 1990, 1999 and 2011. These years are

characterised by higher than average IVT occurring through the year, irrespective of season

or month. In terms of elevated IVT years, the period between 2011 and 2019 represents

a temporal span where almost every year experienced higher than average IVT with the
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exception of 2015. A notable low IVT period, apparent in all temporal scales extends

between 1992 and 1996 (Figure 4.4). The 1990’s dry period is not only characterised by

some of the lowest on average annual IVT conditions but also the longest lasting period

(5 years) of low IVT in the 40-year dataset. The monthly and seasonal plots also indicate

that average conditions of low moisture transport were also experienced in all seasons and

almost all months during the same five year period.

IVT anomalies at all temporal scales exhibit statistically significant positive increases

(at the 95% confidence level), R2 values of 0.04 to 0.17, being lower at the monthly level

and larger at the annual scale. Linear regression demonstrates that IVT is increasing at a

rate of 0.25 kg m-1 s-1 yr-1.

The theoretical understanding of atmospheric moisture content is principally based on

the temperature of the air as defined by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Equation 2.5). It

would therefore be expected that the variations in annual moisture flux may be attributed

to annual variations in air temperature. To provide an exploratory examination of this

relationship the annual mean 2 m air temperature for the New Zealand region (20-55°S and

150-175°E) is plotted against the annual mean IWV and IVT (Figure 4.5). The variability

in air temperature appears to closely follow the moisture properties of the atmosphere,

with the low IVT period in the early 1990s being associated with lower air temperature

and the elevated moisture between 2009 and 2019 associated with higher air temperature.

The relationships between air temperature and these two moisture properties are formally

examined in Figure 4.6. Air temperature is able to explain a significant proportion of

the variability in IWV with an R2 of 0.73. IWV increases at a rate of approximately

11% per °C. Air temperature accounts for less of the variability in IVT (R2 of 0.44),

however, the relationship remains significant with a 9% increase in IVT per °C. The lower

strength of the relationship between air temperature and IVT may be explained by the

dependence of IVT on horizontal winds throughout the atmosphere, which requires an

understanding of the varying atmosphere dynamics (horizontal winds), rather than just a

thermal explanation. The almost decadal variability of New Zealand moisture properties

suggest that low frequency atmospheric variability and modes are likely to play a role in
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Figure 4.4: Monthly, seasonal, and annual IVT anomalies for the New Zealand domain
(20-55°S and 150-175°.E). Red indicates positive anomalies which indicates higher than
average moisture transport and trend lines are shown in black.
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the yearly to decadal variability in atmospheric moisture in New Zealand such as the El

Niño-Southern Oscillation and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation.

Figure 4.5: Time-series of annual mean (a) IWV and (b) IVT (blue) between 1979 and
2019 compared to annual mean 2 m air temperature (yellow).

The presented relationships (Figure 4.6) are within an acceptable range of the theoret-

ical moisture increase of 7% per °C, however it must be considered that these relationships

are based on the 2 m air temperature. IWV and IVT consider moisture content through-

out the entire depth of the atmosphere and therefore, a measure of air temperature at

the surface will be unable to account for the variability of air temperature throughout the

vertical profile of the atmosphere. These results are not presented to constrain a mea-

sure of the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship but rather, to attempt to explain variations in

atmospheric moisture through initial observations of surface air temperature.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between mean annual (left) IWV and (right) IVT with mean
annual 2 m air temperature for the region of New Zealand (20-55°S and 150-175°E).
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4.2 New Zealand atmospheric river detection

The mean annual occurrence of AR objects in New Zealand as detected by GW15 is pre-

sented in Figure 4.7. AR objects occur more frequently to the south-west of New Zealand,

being detected on average approximately 40 days annually (11% of annual timesteps). The

north Tasman Sea between New Zealand and Australia experiences fewer ARs (≈ 25 annu-

ally) than the region to the east of New Zealand at the same latitude (≈ 35 annually). The

moisture shadow on the leeward side of the South Island is prominent (Figure 4.7), with

annual occurrence rates dropping from 35 events (10% occurrence rate) on the western

side of the South Island at 45°S down to 25 (7%) on the eastern side of the South Island.

AR occurrence reduces to the north-west of the domain, with less than 15 (4%) occurring

immediately off the coast of Australia above 30°S.

Figure 4.7: Mean annual count of AR objects detected in GW15 in the New Zealand region.
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The mean and standard deviation of IVT associated with GW15 ARs are presented in

Figure 4.8. The highest mean IVT occurs to the north-east of New Zealand. The lowest

mean AR IVT occurs over the landmass of New Zealand, with a notable moisture shadow

in the lee of the landmass. Interestingly, the landmass of New Zealand experiences slightly

more ARs than the immediately adjacent ocean on the western and eastern sides of the

country (Figure 4.7), but has lower mean AR IVT (Figure 4.8). It is also notable that

IVT is stronger on the windward, western side of New Zealand compared to the leeward,

eastern side. ARs occur less often in the lee of the Southern Alps and are associated with a

lower mean IVT demonstrating possibly demonstrating drying of the atmosphere as moist

air masses are transported over the Southern Alps. The mean direction of IVT associated

with ARs is in a dominant north-westerly direction throughout the entire domain. The

region with the largest mean IVT associated with AR events is located to the north-east

of New Zealand. Regions with high mean AR IVT also have larger variability (higher

standard deviations).

Figure 4.8: Mean (left) and standard deviation (right) of IVT associated contained within
detected AR objects from GW15.

The annual AR statistics are separated into summer (ONDJFM) and winter (AMJJAS)

periods to demonstrate the seasonal variations in the number of AR days and the mean

magnitude and direction of IVT associated with each season (Figure 4.9). AR occurrence
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peaks at 50°S during the summer. In winter the poleward gradient is maintained, however,

at a reduced rate and a distinct maximum in AR occurrence appears in subtropical regions

around 25°S. AR occurrence over the landmass of New Zealand is higher in summer than

in winter, with a difference of approximately 10 AR days. The AR associated IVT also

displays distinct seasonal variability. In summer, AR moisture flux is more meridional in

subtropical regions, while in winter the flow is more zonal. The magnitude of AR IVT

in the summer is also greater than in winter, with a difference of over 100 kg m-1 s-1

immediately west of New Zealand in the Tasman Sea.

Figure 4.9: Seasonal AR count and mean IVT as detected by GW15. Units of AR occur-
rence are presented in number of AR days and the sum of occurrence from both seasons is
equal to Figure 4.7.
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4.3 Synoptic-scale atmospheric controls on AR land-

fall

The GW15 ARDT provides an additional detection of landfalling AR. The vast majority

(90%) of landfalling ARs are centred on the western coasts of New Zealand (Figure 4.10).

Out of all landfalling AR events, 17% are centred on the western most grid cell in Fiordland

(extreme south-west), with 39% across Fiordland as a whole. The two northernmost grid

cells in the North Island receive 15%. Very few landfalling ARs were detected on the

eastern coast of New Zealand, with only 79 events (less than 1% of total events). The

associated IVT rose plots for individual regions align with the requirements for landfall

detection; landward flowing IVT from a maritime source. On the western coast of New

Zealand this is in a broad north-westerly direction, while being more northerly along the

Bay of Islands and Bay of Plenty. The few ARs that have made landfall on the eastern

coast of New Zealand predominantly come from a north-easterly direction, with notably

anomalous low magnitude landfall ARs from the south-west. The combined rose plot is

dominated by the west coast ARs which far outnumber the contrasting east coast ARs.

4.3.1 Atmospheric conditions during landfalling ARs

Figure 4.11 shows the large-scale atmospheric conditions associated with landfalling AR

events in the three sectors defined in Figure 4.10 (western coast, northern coast, and eastern

coast). Since a large proportion of ARs make landfall on the western coast (90%), the com-

posite for the western coast is very similar to that for all landfalling ARs. The subtropical

and polar jets are both identifiable by 300 hPa wind speed maximums at 30°S and 55°S,

respectively. Wind vectors are consistently westerly, with a north-west component over

southern NZ. The composite for northern coast landfalling ARs, however, demonstrates a

substantial meridional component in the subtropical jet, producing a more northerly air-

flow directed towards New Zealand. The composite for eastern coast landfalling AR events

demonstrates a clear split jet stream over New Zealand, with weak
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Figure 4.10: Count and landfall location of landfalling ARs detected by GW15 from 1979-
2019. The gridded outline of New Zealand is the coastline of the country as represented in
ERA-Interim with a 0.75 by 0.75-degree grid resolution. No grid cells received AR counts
between 1600 and 2301, with the most westerly grid cell receiving the maximum count of
2302. Combined IVT rose includes detected landfalling ARs from the entire country.
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upper level winds over New Zealand and an enhanced westerly jet at higher latitudes to

the south.

The relative position of the largest pressure gradients appears to be the primary control

on the location of landfall as shown by the geopotential height anomalies (Figure 4.11).

ARs that make landfall on the western coast of New Zealand are associated with a dipole

pattern of lower pressure to the south-west of the country and higher pressure to the north-

east, producing geostrophic winds directed towards the western coast of New Zealand. For

northern coast events, the low-pressure in the Tasman Sea is positioned further north

than in western coast events, and with high pressure located further southward, resulting

in northerly geostrophic winds that originate from the subtropics. Pressure composites

during eastern coast landfalling ARs are particularly notable for a large area of higher

pressure to the south-east of New Zealand and a smaller lower pressure region to the north

of the country. These anomalies disrupt the dominant westerly wind flow, enabling the

conditions required for an east coast landfalling AR to occur.

Composites of IVT during landfalling events show that western coast landfalling ARs

are typically associated with enhanced north-westerly moisture fluxes extending across the

Tasman Sea from eastern Australia to New Zealand (Figure 4.12). Regions of reduced IVT

extend either side of this enhanced north-west moisture flux, which align with the centres of

the dipole pressure anomalies present during these events (Figure 4.11). Elevated moisture

fluxes associated with northern coast ARs are positioned further north than western coast

ARs, similarly, with associated reduced IVT either side of this moisture flux plume in

the centre of the pressure anomalies. Eastern coast ARs present the greatest difference

compared to the other IVT anomalies, with enhanced moisture flows extending north-east

of New Zealand. Notably, during east coast ARs there is a substantial eastward moisture

flux to the south of New Zealand, which is associated with an enhanced high latitude wind

associated with the southern edge of the prominent high pressure region.
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Figure 4.11: (Upper) Composite of geopotential height and wind vectors at 300 hPa during
landfalling ARs as detected by GW15. Mean wind vectors with magnitudes less than 8 m
s-1 are not shown. Contours spaced at 150 m intervals. (Lower) Standardised anomalies of
geopotential height at 300 hPa during landfalling ARs as detected by GW15.
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Figure 4.12: IVT magnitude and vector composites (upper) and standardised anomalies
(lower) during landfalling ARs as detected by GW15.
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4.4 Summary

The hydroclimatology of New Zealand was presented to provide broad context for the dis-

cussion of the occurrence of extreme moisture fluxes. Air temperature is demonstrated

to account for a large portion of the inter-annual variability in atmospheric moisture and

moisture fluxes, with the seasonality of mid-latitude circulation varying the spatial distri-

bution of elevated moisture fluxes in the New Zealand region. AR detection from GW15 is

presented for the region of New Zealand, with the country experiencing an average of 35

ARs annually. Seasonal variation in the spatial distribution of AR occurrence appears to

be closely linked to the seasonal shifts in the upper level (300 hPa) jet streams. Landfall

detection from GW15 is presented along with the associated upper atmospheric conditions

associated with landfalling on differing geographical positions. The vast majority (90%)

of ARs made landfall on the western coast of New Zealand, with the highest proportion

occurring in Fiordland (39%). The synoptic-scale conditions associated with landfalling

ARs in New Zealand demonstrate a distinct pressure gradient, with lower pressure located

at 50°S in the centre of the Tasman Sea and higher pressure in the north-east of the North

Island (40°S). The resultant pressure gradient and associated geostrophic wind facilitates

poleward moisture transport in the form of north to north-westerly flows. The relative

position and orientation of the pressure gradient is identified as the synoptic-scale control

on the occurrence of ARs on the different coastlines of New Zealand.
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Chapter 5

Atmospheric river categorisation

5.1 Introduction

The categorisation of New Zealand ARs is presented in this chapter. A selection of some

of the largest categorised ARs to occur at different locations around New Zealand are

presented, followed by an analysis of the spatial distribution and occurrence of different

AR categories. The seasonality of ARs of various categories is examined, with a focus on

their latitudinal variability. The chapter concludes with an examination of the relationship

between AR category, IVT and precipitation.

5.2 Example of New Zealand AR categorisation

The previous chapter presents the AR dataset developed by GW15 for the New Zealand

region. The R19 technique is applied to the developed GW15 dataset to catalogue AR

events (considered as the Eulerian time series of continuous AR conditions) based on the

maximum IVT values during that event (intensity) and the duration of continuous AR
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conditions (as described in Section 3.5). Examples of category 5 ARs at all study locations

are presented in Figures 5.1 - 5.3. The striped nature of AR category and maximum IVT

observed in Figures 5.1 - 5.3 is due to the 6-hourly time step, as the maximum IVT core

is not being tracked continuously. The duration and maximum IVT, which are used in the

AR categorisation, are calculated along with the storm-total IVT (total moisture passing

this point during the AR).

Considerable variability in the direction and structure of the ARs presented in Figures

5.1 - 5.3 demonstrate possible irregularities in AR structure due to the maritime position

of New Zealand. The category 5 AR occurring in Doubtful Sound in Figure 5.1a demon-

strates a broad region of elevated IVT from a dominant north-westerly direction, while

the Dunedin category 5 event presents a much stronger westerly flow of moisture that is

deflected northward around the southern coast of the country. In contrast, the Nelson

category 5 event (Figure 5.2b) is associated with more northerly moisture fluxes. The de-

pendency between maximum IVT and duration becomes most apparent in the Nelson AR

(Figure 5.2b), persisting for approximately 30 hours (relatively short), while experiencing

exceptionally high IVT values (exceeding 1250 kg m-1 s-1). Comparatively, the Hokitika

AR (Figure 5.3a) experiences lower maximum IVT (below 1250 kg m-1 s-1), but persists for

over 48 hours that results in the classification of a category 5 AR. The comparison between

example AR events in Dunedin, Nelson and Auckland (Figure 5.1b, 5.2b and 5.3a respec-

tively) display broad variability in AR structure for extreme ARs that occur in different

positions in New Zealand. The example category 5 AR in Kaitaia shows one of the largest

storm-total IVT observed in the dataset, demonstrating the extreme hydrometeorological

nature of these high category events.
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Figure 5.1: Examples of category 5 ARs that have occurred in (a) Doubtful Sound and (b)
Dunedin. AR category is presented along with AR duration, maximum IVT and storm-
total IVT.
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Figure 5.2: As for Figure 5.1 but for (a) Hokitika and (b) Nelson.
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Figure 5.3: As for Figure 5.1 but for (a) Auckland and (b) Kaitaia.
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5.3 Spatial distribution of atmospheric rivers

The average annual occurrence of AR category events between 1979 and 2019 is presented

in Figure 5.4. Locations that have never received an AR of a given category are shown

with the grey colour mask, therefore, all white grid cells have annual average occurrences

above 0 (at least 1 event in the last 40 years) and below 0.5 (recurrence intervals up to 1

every 2 years). It should be noted that the sum of all categories in Figure 5.4 is less than

the annual occurrence values in Figure 4.7 as not all ARs identified by GW15 exceed the

required classification proposed by Ralph et al., (2019a) (i.e. atmospheric conditions that

lead to a maximum IVT of less than 250 kg m-1 s-1 are not classed as ARs). GW15 enables

ARs with IVT values less than 250 kg m-1 s-1 to be identified due to the relative IVT

threshold (85th percentile), which leads to ARs possibly being detected with IVT values

as low as 100 kg m-1 s-1.

Generally, the higher the AR category, the less frequent the event occurs. The occur-

rence of category 1-3 events increases in a poleward direction, the reverse gradient to the

increase in IWV. Weak ARs occur at rates greater than 20 per year across New Zealand,

while category 1 ARs occur between 7.5 and 15 times a year on the mainland. There is no

clear region where ARs from all categories are more frequent around New Zealand, however,

weak and category 1 ARs tend to occur more frequently to the south of the country. The

highest two categories, category 4 and 5 events, occur more frequently to the north-east

of New Zealand, with a small region of increased occurrence immediately south of New

Zealand. The frequency of all categories, except for Weak ARs, reduces over the landmass

of New Zealand and leeward of the Southern Alps.
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Figure 5.4: Average annual number of Weak ARs and AR Category (Cat) 1-5 events ac-
cording to R19 over 40 hydrological years (1979-2019). The R19 categorisations are applied
to the AR events that have been detected by GW15.
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Importantly, GW15 facilitates ARs with IVT less than 250 kg m-1 s-1, which are not

accounted for in R19. Over the 40 year period, GW15 detects 1953 individual ARs in the

Hokitika grid cell, 172 of which (8.8%) do not exceed the IVT threshold of R19. Without an

additional categorisation to accommodate these low IVT ARs, 8.8% of events detected by

GW15 will be excluded from subsequent analysis. To accommodate such low IVT ARs as

detected by GW15, an additional categorisation is proposed named ‘Low IVT ARs’. These

are ARs that do not contain maximum IVT values exceeding 250 kg m-1 s-1 and therefore

fall below the R19 lower threshold. The spatial distribution of Low IVT ARs is presented

in Figure 5.5. Within New Zealand there are two broad regions where Low IVT ARs occur,

in the lee of the Southern Alps and on the east coast of the North Island. The occurrence

of these Low IVT ARs is controlled by the seasonality of the 85th percentile IVT within a

5-month moving window. Low IVT ARs are therefore detected at locations that experience

85th percentile IVT values that do not exceed 250 kg m-1 s-1. The highest occurrence of

Low IVT ARs is in the lower South Island with annual averages exceeding 12.5 per year.

Figure 5.5: Average annual number of Low IVT ARs as detected by GW15 that are not
accommodated by the R19 categorisation technique.
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5.4 Seasonality of atmospheric rivers

The seasonality of AR occurrence in each category (excluding Weak ARs) is assessed at

the six study locations by presenting the total number of ARs that have occurred during

each month within the 40-year study period (Figure 5.6). Dunedin and Doubtful Sound

both experience a large seasonality in the occurrence of ARs, with approximately 50%

of events occurring between December and March inclusive, with very few events during

colder months between June and September. The category of event also exhibits a strong

seasonality, with category 4 and 5 events typically occurring in the warmer months between

November and April. Neither location has experienced a category 4 or 5 AR event between

May and September. Hokitika and Nelson experience a similar seasonality, with 44% and

41% of all ARs occurring between December and March, respectively. It is noteworthy

that over the last 40 hydrological years, Hokitika (7 events) and Nelson (8 events) received

a much larger number of category 5 events compared to Doubtful Sound (3 events) and

Dunedin (1 event).

The two northern sites of interest (Auckland and Kaitaia) exhibit a substantially dif-

ferent seasonal cycle in AR occurrence to the four other locations (Figure 5.6). Kaitaia

experiences category 4 and 5 events throughout the year and there is limited seasonality.

It is notable that all locations display a substantial peak in AR activity in October. The

peak in AR occurrence in the middle of summer observed in the southern locations does

not occur at Kaitaia and Auckland, with October being the peak for AR activity at the

top of the North Island. The winter minimum in AR occurrence experienced at southern

locations is not experienced in Auckland and Kaitaia, with 25% and 31% of events occur-

ring between June and September, respectively. Over the last 40 years, Auckland received

18 category 5 ARs, while Kaitaia received 25.
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Figure 5.6: Seasonality of total R19 AR category events at six different locations throughout
New Zealand over 40 hydrological years (1979-2019).
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In addition to the climatology of the AR categories (1 to 5) detected by R19, the

climatology of Weak ARs and the proposed Low IVT ARs is presented in Figure 5.7. The

seasonality of Weak ARs is more consistent than the category 1 to 5 ARs in Figure 5.6

with no month experiencing fewer than 50 ARs over the time period. There is an apparent

peak in Weak AR occurrence between August and October (winter) that is observed at all

locations. An additional peak in Weak AR occurrence is between April and June, which

is most notable in the Hokitika and Nelson climatologies. The Low IVT AR displays an

evident seasonality, only occurring between April and November with maximum occurrence

in July and August. These winter peaks demonstrate the reduction of the seasonal 85th

percentile IVT to below 250 kg m-1 s-1, the condition for Low IVT ARs to occur. There have

been no Low IVT AR events recorded in Kaitaia and Auckland, demonstrating that the 85th

percentile IVT remains elevated above 250 kg m-1 s-1 and therefore, all AR objects detected

by GW15 have maximum IVT values that exceed 250 kg m-1 s-1. Low IVT ARs make up

an average of 5.6% of all AR events as detected by GW15 (at the South Island locations

studied; ranging from 0.7% in Fiordland to 8.8% in Hokitika) that would otherwise be

omitted from R19 without the addition of the newly proposed AR category.
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Figure 5.7: Seasonality of Weak AR (blue hatched) as defined by R19 and the newly
proposed Low IVT ARs (grey) throughout New Zealand over 40 hydrological years (1979-
2019).
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The synoptic scale setting associated with ARs (category 1 to 5) throughout the country

does not appear to vary from summer to winter (Figure 5.8). The position of the geopo-

tential height anomalies (300 hPa) associated with ARs at Kaitaia and Hokitika remain in

the same relative position during winter and summer. The consistency between seasonal

geopotential height anomalies suggests that the synoptic scale systems that produce ARs

do not change structure between seasons, but rather vary in frequency. For Hokitika ARs,

the low pressure anomaly associated with both summer and winter AR occurrence remains

in the southern Tasman Sea at approximately 45°S, midway between Australia and New

Zealand with higher pressures located in the north-east of the North Island. Kaitaia ARs

demonstrate similar consistency with lower pressures located at approximately 40°S in the

centre of the Tasman Sea, with higher pressures located to the north-east of the North

Island. The composite analysis of these events demonstrate the meridional nature of flow

associated with extreme moisture flux events, indicating a relationship with troughing of

the polar jet upwind of New Zealand. The presence of the subtropical jet is also apparent

to the north of New Zealand during the winter AR composites. The presented seasonal

composites and anomalies of detected ARs at Hokitika and Kaitaia resemble the full-year

atmospheric composites for landfalling ARs on the western coast of New Zealand in Figure

4.11.
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Figure 5.8: (Upper) Composite of geopotential height and wind vectors at 300 hPa during
summer (ONDJFM) and winter (AMJJAS) for Kaitaia and Hokitika ARs (category 1 - 5).
Mean wind vectors with magnitudes less than 8 m s-1 are not shown. Contours spaced at
150 m intervals. (Lower) Standardised anomalies of geopotential height at 300 hPa during
summer and winter ARs (compared to seasonal conditions).
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5.5 Precipitation and atmospheric rivers

The purpose of this section is to address the third research objective; to examine the re-

lationship between IVT, AR occurrence and precipitation in New Zealand. The amount

of extreme and total precipitation associated with ARs is addressed along with the rela-

tionship between precipitation and R19 categories. The role that duration and intensity of

elevated moisture fluxes plays is examined during ARs of varying categories.

Initially, the relationship between IVT and precipitation is evaluated to provide context

for the relationships presented between ARs and precipitation. The relationship between

6-hourly, instantaneous IVT measurements and accumulated precipitation during the same

period for 8 locations throughout New Zealand (Figure 5.9; Table 5.1). No precipitation

records outside the West Coast of the South Island (Hokitika, Cropp River and Ivory

Glacier) exhibit a statistically significant relationship (95% confidence) with instantaneous

IVT. Graphically, there is no clear directionality in the relationship at these locations,

with elevated 6-hourly precipitation occurring across a wide range of IVT values (moisture

fluxes). There is a weak statistically significant relationship between IVT and precipita-

tion at the Hokitika, Cropp River and Ivory Glacier rain gauges with R2 values from linear

regression ranging between 0.1 and 0.3. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the increase of precipita-

tion with IVT, with larger precipitation totals occurring during elevated IVT on the West

Coast of the South Island.

Linear regression does not appear to be appropriate for Hokitika, Cropp River and

Ivory Glacier in Figure 5.9 as it under-fits the true exponential relationship observed be-

tween precipitation and IVT. In an attempt to better represent the non-linear relationship

between precipitation and IVT an exponential regression was fitted to these three locations

(Table 5.1). The R2 for these fits are all 0.50, demonstrating that these relationships ac-

count for more of the variability in precipitation. Graphically, these relationships begin to

demonstrate the observed increase in precipitation however, discrepancies remain between

the observed response and the fitted regression, particularly at Cropp River.
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Figure 5.9: The relationship between instantaneous (6-hourly) IVT and 6-houly accumu-
lated precipitation during the same period for various precipitation records throughout
New Zealand. The x axis is logarithmic, linear regression is presented with the blue line
and exponential regression if presented with the red line.
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Table 5.1: The statistical relationship between instantaneous (6-hourly) IVT and 6-houly
accumulated precipitation for 8 locations around New Zealand where y is accumulated
precipitation and x is IVT.

Linear Exponential

Location Gradient R2 p-value Relationship R2 p-value

Kaitaia y = -0.0001x <0.001 0.430 - - -

Auckland y = -0.0001x <0.001 0.107 - - -

Nelson y = 0.0001x <0.001 0.350 - - -

Hokitika y = 0.509x 0.30 0.000 y = 1.72e0.0041x 0.50 0.000

Cropp River y = 0.0410x 0.10 0.000 y = 3.59e0.0024x 0.50 0.000

Ivory Glacier y = 0.0588x 0.30 0.000 y = 1.55e0.0043x 0.50 0.000

Doubtful Sound y = -0.0004x <0.001 0.074 - - -

Dunedin y = 0.0000x <0.001 0.998 - - -

5.5.1 Precipitation during atmospheric rivers

The amount of precipitation that occurs during and within 12 hours of a detected AR (ir-

respective of the size of the AR) is calculated for each of the precipitation records (Figure

5.10; Table 5.2). For all study locations except Hokitika, between 21% and 27% of total

precipitation occurs within 12 hours of a detected AR. In contrast, between 68% and 74%

of total precipitation at Hokitika occurs within 12 hours of an AR. The proportion of time

considered in each of these percentage calculations is presented in Table 5.2. At all other

sites outside of the West Coast of the South Island, the proportion of time considered in

the analysis is often very similar (within 4%) to the proportion of precipitation that falls.

If precipitation was evenly distributed throughout all time steps, this would suggest that

the occurrence of ARs at these locations may not make a difference to the amount of pre-

cipitation that falls. The precipitation proportions at the West Coast locations (Hokitika,

Cropp River and Ivory Glacier) well exceed the portion of time these conditions persist for,

demonstrating the concentration of total precipitation during ARs. Approximately, 70%
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of all precipitation at Hokitika falls within 12 hours of a detected AR which occurs for 20%

of the precipitation record (Table 5.2). Importantly, these findings further demonstrate

that the western regions of the central South Island, windward of the Southern Alps, are

most susceptible to the impacts of ARs.

Figure 5.10: Proportion of total precipitation that has occurred at each location during
and within 12 hours of ARs detected using GW15.

The occurrence of extreme precipitation within 12 hours of an AR varies similarly to

total precipitation (Table 5.3). At all locations except for Hokitika and the neighbouring

two stations, less than 28% of extreme precipitation occurs within 12 hours of a detected

AR (with Dunedin receiving the lowest proportion, at 20.1%). As with total precipitation,

a much greater proportion of extreme precipitation is associated with ARs at Hokitika
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(89.9%), rising to 91.5% and 93.2% for Cropp River and Ivory Glacier respectively, within

12 hours of a detected AR.

Table 5.2: Proportion of total precipitation that has occurred at each location during and
within 12 hours of ARs detected using GW15. The proportion of total time steps considered
for each calculation is also presented.

Location Precipitation Proportion of time Precipitation Proportion of time

during AR conditions occur +/-12hr of AR conditions occur

Kaitaia 13.1% 9.9% 24.9% 21.4%

Auckland 12.5% 10.2% 24.9% 22.2%

Nelson 11.3% 10.1% 23.6% 21.2%

Hokitika 48.2% 9.9% 67.5% 21.8%

Cropp River 44.5% 9.9% 70.3% 21.7%

Ivory Glacier 53.6% 9.7% 74.1% 22.1%

Doubtful Sound 11.2% 11.1% 26.6% 25.9%

Dunedin 9.3% 9.0% 20.9% 22.0%

Table 5.3: Proportion of extreme (98th percentile) 6-hourly precipitation that has occurred
during and within 12 hours of a detected AR.

Location Extreme precipitation Extreme precipitation

during AR +/-12hr of AR

Kaitaia 13.3% 23.5%

Auckland 11.8% 24.8%

Nelson 12.3% 25.0%

Hokitika 74.7% 89.9%

Cropp River 68.7% 91.5%

Ivory Glacier 75.0% 93.2%

Doubtful Sound 11.3% 27.4%

Dunedin 9.3% 20.1%
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To further explore the influence of AR occurrence on precipitation, the relative risk is

calculated for various precipitation percentiles at each location. The occurrence of pre-

cipitation is not likely to be evenly distributed throughout all time steps, therefore, the

observation that the percentage of precipitation at locations outside the West Coast is

approximately the same as the proportion of time these conditions occur must be fur-

ther examined. The relative risk allows for the comparison between the probability that

6-hourly precipitation will exceed a given threshold during AR and non-AR conditions.

If the relative risk is greater than 1, then there is a statistical association between ARs

and increased precipitation; there will be a greater probability the precipitation will occur

above a threshold during an AR than during non-AR conditions. If the relative risk is

equal to 1 (or the 95% confidence interval includes 1), then there is no increased risk of

precipitation (no association) during an AR.

At Dunedin and Doubtful Sound the relative risk of AR precipitation (during and within

12 hours) for non-zero precipitation percentiles (6-hourly precipitation) is not significantly

different to non-AR precipitation (all confidence intervals contain 1; Figures 5.11). The

occurrence of ARs at these locations does not increase the risk of precipitation. At Nelson,

two of the non-zero percentile levels tested demonstrate an association between AR occur-

rence and precipitation (85th and 98th percentiles, 0.3 mm and 9.1 mm, respectively). At

Auckland and Kaitaia the relative risk remains above 1 for most percentiles tested, with

the exception of the largest two (98th and 99th percentiles). Precipitation in these northerly

locations demonstrate an association with ARs, with the occurrence of ARs increasing the

risk of precipitation. The magnitude of the relative risk that demonstrate statistical signif-

icance at Kaitaia and Auckland remains between 1 and 1.75, indicating that the occurrence

of ARs at these locations increases the risk of precipitation by up to 1.75 times. The lack of

association observed at the greatest percentiles indicates that the occurrence of an AR does

not increase the risk of receiving the greatest 6-hourly precipitation amounts, suggesting

that there may be other atmospheric processes controlling the occurrence of the largest

precipitation events in the north of the country.
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Figure 5.11: Relative risk of precipitation during AR compared to non-AR conditions at
various percentile levels for Kaitaia, Auckland, Nelson, Doubtful Sound and Dunedin. The
confidence intervals are plotted at the 95% level of confidence. The red line represents
the null value for relative risk, if the confidence interval includes a relative risk of 1 then
there is no significant association. Relative risk for both precipitation during ARs and
precipitation within 12 hours of a detected AR are plotted. The lower extent of the
precipitation percentiles represents the first non-zero percentile, with the precipitation
amounts for each percentile labelled in each panel.
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The relative risk for West Coast precipitation differs from the response observed at

the other locations (Figure 5.12). The West Coast locations (Hokitika, Cropp River and

Ivory Glacier) all demonstrate a statistically significant association with precipitation at

all percentile levels. The presence of an AR increases the probability of precipitation for all

precipitation amounts. The risk factors increase somewhat exponentially, demonstrating

that as 6-hourly precipitation increases, the chance that it is associated with an AR in-

creases substantially. It is approximately twice as likely for precipitation greater than the

65th percentile (0.6 mm) to be associated with an AR in these locations. Extreme precipi-

tation demonstrates an even stronger association with the probability of an AR in the 90th

percentile (14.6 to 22.6 mm) being 7 to 10 times greater than in non-AR conditions. The

most extreme 6-hourly precipitation amounts (98th and 99th percentile; 51.6 to 98.1 mm)

are between 30 and 40 times more likely to occur during an AR at Hokitika than during

non-AR conditions. When considering the less strict, 12-hour buffer around detected AR

events, the relative risk increases with the 99th percentile 6-hourly precipitation being 50

times more likely occur within 12 hours of an AR. These results demonstrate a distinct

association between the occurrence of ARs and precipitation on the West Coast and that

the occurrence of an AR significantly increases the probably of extreme precipitation.
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Figure 5.12: Relative risk of precipitation during AR compared to non-AR conditions
at various percentile levels for Hokitika, Cropp River and Ivory Glacier. The confidence
intervals are plotted at the 95% level of confidence. All calculated relative risks exceed 1
and are therefore all statistically significant. Relative risk for both precipitation during
ARs and precipitation within 12 hours of a detected AR are plotted. The lower extent of
the precipitation percentiles represents the first non-zero percentile with the precipitation
amounts for each percentile labelled in each panel.
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5.5.2 Atmospheric river categories and precipitation

The distribution of 3-day precipitation totals associated with ARs defined by R19 shows that

the three locations at Hokitika receive greater precipitation with increasing AR categories

(Figure 5.13). At the West Coast weather stations, Weak ARs produce a median 3-day

precipitation (averaged between the 3 sites) of approximately 81 mm, with the median

precipitation roughly doubling between the remaining categories: 141 mm, 223 mm, 281

mm, 350 mm, and 677 mm for categories 1 to 5, respectively. The seven category 5 ARs

that have been detected at Hokitika have produced storm-total rainfall (at Cropp River)

in excess of 750 mm (Table 5.4).

Table 5.4: Category 5 events detected at Hokitika between 1979 and 2019. Precipitation
is the accumulated precipitation from the Cropp River record during the category 5 event
detected at the Hokitika grid cell. Date is recorded as the day during that category event
when IVT was at a maximum.

Date Max IVT Storm-total IVT Max IWV IVT Duration Precip.

(kg m-1 s-1) (107 kg m-1) (kg m-2) direction (hours) (mm)

15/12/1989 1049 11.7 35.1 NW (310°) 48 797

8/1/1994 1052 15.9 36.7 NW (318°) 72 815

12/12/1995 1106 14.7 36.5 NW (339°) 60 1048

24/11/2008 1126 10.7 40.4 NW (358°) 48 810

21/12/2010 1276 14.2 44.0 NW (342°) 84 859

8/11/2018 1107 11.4 37.6 NW (313°) 48 762

26/3/2019 1018 13.7 42.6 NW (316°) 60 1097

The measured 3-day precipitation totals at all other study locations do not increase with

AR category (Figure 5.13). The 3-day accumulated precipitation associated with all AR

events is also much lower than for the Hokitika weather stations, with most precipitation

events not exceeding 200 mm and most medians below 30 mm. The exception to this is a

single category 5 event in Doubtful Sound, which produced a 3-day precipitation total of 98

mm, however, the importance of this event is diminished when observing that many other

ARs ranging from Weak to Cat 4 exceed this value. In fact, at all locations considered,
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Weak ARs can produce anomalous precipitation volumes comparable to higher category

ARs, highlighting the range of mechanisms for extreme precipitation in NZ.

Figure 5.13: Distribution of 3-day precipitation totals associated with ARs of different
categories following initiation of an AR in the respective grid cell for each study location.
Note the y-axes of the upper and lower panes have considerably different scales.
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5.5.3 Atmospheric river properties and precipitation

AR maximum IVT

The relationship between IVT, ARs and precipitation is examined further to provide ad-

ditional context to the previous precipitation results. The initial relationship observed is

between storm (AR) maximum IVT and precipitation, one of the classifiers (along with

duration) that Ralph et al. (2019) apply for estimating the severity of an AR (Figure 5.14;

Table 5.5). All study locations present a statistically significant relationship between max-

imum IVT and precipitation (95% confidence). However, the relationships for the West

Coast of the South Island are fairly weak, with R2 values ranging between 0.33 and 0.32.

The other sites experience even lower R2 values between 0.02 and 0.03, indicating a very

weak (yet statistically significant) relationship between maximum IVT and precipitation.

The coloured categories in Figure 5.14 further demonstrate the R19 methodology, with

categories increasing with an increase in maximum IVT. The lack of abrupt boundaries

between the category levels is due to the role of AR duration; a prolonged IVT will also

increase an AR category. The regression relationships demonstrate the stark difference

between the response of precipitation on the West Coast of the South Island and the rest

of the country.

Table 5.5: Regression analysis of the relationship between AR maximum IVT and storm-
total precipitation for the 8 study sites in New Zealand.

Location Gradient R2 p-value

Kaitaia y = 0.0096x 0.03 0.000

Auckland y = 0.0065x 0.02 0.000

Nelson y = 0.0057x 0.02 0.000

Hokitika y = 0.3232x 0.33 0.000

Cropp River y = 0.4754x 0.32 0.000

Ivory Glacier y = 0.3587x 0.32 0.000

Doubtful Sound y = 0.0139x 0.03 0.000

Dunedin y = 0.0037x 0.02 0.000
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Figure 5.14: Relationship between AR maximum IVT and storm-total precipitation for
the 8 study sites in New Zealand. AR categories are shown with colour and the regression
line is plotted in black.
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AR storm-total IVT

The relationship between storm-total IVT and precipitation provides a much stronger, sta-

tistically significant, relationship compared to that between storm maximum IVT (Figure

5.15; Table 5.6). Regression values (R2) for the West Coast of the South Island range

between 0.63 and 0.66, demonstrating that a large proportion of precipitation variability

can be accounted for by the total amount of moisture advected over the location during

a given AR. The maximum AR IVT is likely to occur in short bursts and may not be

representative of the general properties of the AR, whereas the storm-total IVT considers

the total amount of moisture advecting over the point and considers conditions that lead

to continuous precipitation over multiple days. The other locations also show elevated

R2 values, however, these remain well below those from the West Coast (ranging between

0.06 and 0.14). Interestingly, the ARs with the largest storm-total IVT are not necessar-

ily the largest category events, with category 4 events accounting for some of the largest

storm-total moisture fluxes. The relationship at Cropp River is particularly notable, hav-

ing the largest R2 (0.66) and demonstrating a strong linear relationship (Figure 5.15). For

example, an AR with twice the advected moisture will result in roughly twice as much

precipitation at Cropp River.

Table 5.6: Regression analysis of the relationship between AR storm-total IVT and storm-
total precipitation for the 8 study sites in New Zealand.

Location Gradient R2 p-value

Kaitaia y = 1.22×10-7x 0.10 0.000

Auckland y = 7.02×10-8x 0.07 0.000

Nelson y = 6.06×10-8x 0.04 0.000

Hokitika y = 3.34×10-6x 0.65 0.000

Cropp River y = 5.01×10-6x 0.66 0.000

Ivory Glacier y = 4.14×10-6x 0.63 0.000

Doubtful Sound y = 2.32×10-7x 0.14 0.000

Dunedin y = 5.07×10-8x 0.06 0.000
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Figure 5.15: Relationship between AR storm-total IVT and storm-total precipitation for
the 8 study sites in New Zealand. AR categories are shown with colour and the regression
line is plotted in black.
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AR duration

To complete of the understanding of controls on AR precipitation, the relationship between

AR duration, categorisation and precipitation at the 8 study sites is observed (Figure 5.16;

Table 5.7). Comparable to the previous two relationships (storm-maximum and -total

IVT), precipitation also demonstrates a statistically significant relationship with duration

at all 8 sites. Intriguingly, while the R2 values for the West Coast locations (Hokitika,

Cropp River and Ivory Glacier) are not as large as for storm-total precipitation, the R2 for

all other locations exceed the previous two relationships. The amount of precipitation at

locations outside the West Coast of the South Island is better described by the duration of

the AR, while on the West Coast, the total moisture flux better accommodates the variation

of precipitation. The position of the AR categories is most disrupted in this relationship,

with individual category 2, 3, and 4 events persisting for longer than category 5 events.

The role of the moisture flux category threshold becomes apparent, as lower category ARs

can persist for a comparably long time while producing noticeably less precipitation (most

notable at the West Coast locations); an increase in duration does not necessarily indicate

an increase in precipitation. This reinforces the requirement that moisture flux alongside

duration must be considered when assessing the role an AR event has on precipitation.

Table 5.7: Regression analysis of the relationship between AR duration and storm-total
precipitation for the 8 study sites in New Zealand.

Location Gradient R2 p-value

Kaitaia y = 0.26x 0.12 0.000

Auckland y = 0.14x 0.14 0.000

Nelson y = 0.11x 0.11 0.000

Hokitika y = 5.17x 0.58 0.000

Cropp River y = 7.80x 0.59 0.000

Ivory Glacier y = 6.58x 0.57 0.000

Doubtful Sound y = 0.46x 0.17 0.000

Dunedin y = 0.09x 0.06 0.000
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Figure 5.16: Relationship between AR duration and storm-total precipitation for the 8
study sites in New Zealand. AR categories are shown with colour and the regression line
is plotted in black. Duration is sampled at 6-hourly intervals given the time resolution of
the reanalysis
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5.6 Summary

The spatial distribution of ARs of different categories is presented for the New Zealand

region, where low category events (Weak and category 1 ARs) generally occur more fre-

quently to the south-west of the country and high categories occur more frequently to the

north-east of the country. Since GW15 can detect ARs with maximum IVT that do not

meet the requirements of the R19 categorisation an additional category named ‘Low IVT

AR’ is proposed to enable complete alignment. Without the addition of Low IVT ARs,

approximately 6% of detected ARs within GW15 are not considered by R19. In the South

Island, ARs occur most frequently during summer paired with an increase in AR category.

In contrast, the northernmost locations experience a more subdued seasonality, with high

category ARs persistent throughout most of the year.

The relationship between IVT, AR and precipitation presents a distinct separation in

response between precipitation on the West Coast of the South Island and the rest of

the country. IVT is shown to have a significant relationship with precipitation on the

West Coast irrespective of AR occurrence (R2 of 0.5), which is not observed elsewhere.

During AR events however, the maximum IVT, the storm-total IVT and AR duration

demonstrate significant relationships with precipitation at all locations in New Zealand.

The strength and magnitude of this relationship differs between the West Coast and the

rest of the country. ARs account for up to 74% of precipitation on the West Coast of

the South Island, dropping to 21% of precipitation on the East Coast of the South Island.

ARs also dominate the occurrence of extreme precipitation, with up to 93% of extreme

6-hourly precipitation occurring within 12 hours of an AR on the West Coast of the South

Island, dropping down to 20% on the East Coast of the South Island. AR occurrence on

the West Coast exhibits a strong statistical association with precipitation, which increases

exponentially with increasing precipitation intensity, an association that is not observed at

other locations in New Zealand. The largest 6-hourly precipitation totals (99th percentile)

are approximately 50 times more likely to occur within 12 hours of an AR on the West

Coast. An increase in AR category on the West Coast of the South Island demonstrates a

distinct increase in precipitation, a response that is not found elsewhere in the country.
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Discussion

6.1 Introduction

The results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 address the research objectives presented in

Chapter 1. The following chapter discusses and interprets these results while reflecting

on the research objectives. The climatology of New Zealand ARs and the synoptic-scale

features controlling their occurrence are addressed. The typical synoptic-structure of a New

Zealand AR is interpreted and the role of mid-latitude and tropical dynamics is addressed.

The influence of detected ARs on precipitation is discussed with a focus on the role of

orographic uplift on the West Coast of the South Island. The AR category descriptors

are examined by presenting historical impacts of the most extreme ARs detected on the

West Coast of the South Island between 1979 and 2019. Comparisons to previous findings

of New Zealand AR impacts are addressed and these events are revisited through the

application of the newly developed AR categorisations. Finally, the use of AR detection

and categorisation techniques are addressed with respect to their applicability to New

Zealand.
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6.2 Atmospheric river climatology and controlling

dynamics for the New Zealand region

The defining feature of the New Zealand (34°S - 48°S) AR climatology is the peak occur-

rence between November and March, during the Southern Hemisphere summer. In the

South Island of New Zealand, between 41% and 50% of all ARs occur between December

and March, illustrating a distinct temporal concentration of ARs (Figure 5.6). AR occur-

rence increases by 44% in the warm months (ONDJFM) than in the cold months (AMJJAS)

on the West Coast of the South Island (Figure 5.6). In addition to the increased occurrence

of ARs in summer, the strength of these events also increases demonstrated by an increase

in AR category between December and March (Figure 5.6). During colder months (April

to October), AR occurrences reach a minimum while also decreasing in magnitude in the

South Island. Peak AR activity occurs in conjunction with elevated summer atmospheric

moisture (IWV) associated with higher temperatures and enhanced horizontal moisture

flux (IVT), particularly within the westerly wind belt at 50°S (Figures 4.1 and 4.3). The

broad moisture seasonality of the Southern Hemisphere has been previously documented by

Howarth (1983), with the key observations that the poleward moisture transport increases

in summer in the Tasman Sea. The seasonality of ARs resembles the annual variations

in IWV and IVT (Figure 4.3), suggesting a close relationship between the broad mois-

ture properties of the atmosphere and therefore indicating the importance of the thermal

variability of the atmosphere.

In order to develop a complete understanding of the seasonal variability in moisture flux,

particularly associated with mid-latitude cyclonic activity, an examination of the seasonal

variability of Southern Hemisphere atmospheric dynamics is required. The remainder of

this section addresses key variabilities in the Southern Hemisphere atmosphere in relation

to the observed seasonality in ARs and explores the possible large-scale controls on moisture

flux extremes. The Southern Hemisphere polar jet experiences seasonal variability in the

latitudinal position and strength of the jet, being situated more northerly during summer

(50°S) and more poleward during winter (60°S, Figure 4.2; Trenberth, 1991; Kidston et
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al., 2009). The poleward shifting polar jet associated with a reduction in the meridional

temperature gradients along the southern flanks of the Southern Hemisphere continents,

shifts the baroclinic zone southward, resulting in the poleward shift of the upper level wind

speed maximums (Kidston et al., 2009). The polar jet also weakens in winter, which is

attributed to the development of the thermally-driven winter subtropical jet that diverts

upper level eddy activity equatorward and in turn, prevents a substantial eddy-driven

polar jet from forming (Kidston et al., 2009). The development of the winter subtropical

jet (30°S) is a distinctive feature of South Pacific climatology. While the polar jet shifts

poleward in winter, a region east of Australia develops a thermally driven jet, producing

an apparent split jet centred over New Zealand (Trenberth, 1991). The climatological

understanding of jet stream variability is in agreement with the seasonality in the upper-

level winds (Figure 4.2).

Cyclone track density and by association, meridional advection, are closely linked to

the position of the upper level jet streams due to the thermal gradients associated with the

jet formation themselves and the rapid transportation of synoptic-scale features embedded

within these jets (Trenberth, 1991; Sinclair, 1994). The position of cyclone tracks over

southern New Zealand therefore follow the broad annual latitudinal variability in the po-

lar jet stream, situated at 50°S during summer and shifting poleward, approximately 60°S

during winter (Sinclair, 1994). Crucially, the equatorward position of the storm tracks dur-

ing summer result in peak meridional transport over New Zealand between November and

April, an indicator of the poleward advection of moist air masses (Trenberth, 1991). The

observed peak AR occurrence and elevated AR category during summer can be attributed

to these discussed aspects of Southern Hemisphere dynamics, specifically the equatorward

position of the polar jet and associated cyclones tracks (50°S) paired with thermally driven

elevated atmospheric moisture and moisture transport. During winter, the poleward shift

in cyclones (and associated frontal features) paired with the reduced atmospheric moisture

results in a reduction in the magnitude of the poleward moisture fluxes over New Zealand

associated with mid-latitude cyclones embedded within the polar jet. Figure 6.1 presents a

schematic of the discussed jet stream and cyclonic variability, namely the poleward shift in

the winter polar jet and development of the subtropical jet. Examples of cyclonic systems
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are presented in this schematic to demonstrate how variability in cyclone position may vary

the moisture transport within pre-cold-frontal lower level jets and in turn, the position of

associated ARs relative to New Zealand.

Figure 6.1: (a) Interpretation of the seasonality in upper tropospheric jet streams in the
Southern Hemisphere and associated regions of maximum cyclone track density (shaded
regions) and (b) the position of cyclones within the locations of peak occurrence during the
respective seasons. The suggested position of associated ARs are shown with purple arrows
and moist tropical air masses are indicated by blue regions. Adapted from interpretations
provided by Trenberth (1991) and Sinclair (1994).

In addition to the described poleward shift in the winter polar jet is the development of

the thermally-driven wintertime subtropical jet the produces a region of enhanced cyclonic

activity and meridional transport equatorward of 40°S (Trenberth, 1991; Sinclair, 1994).

The enhanced cyclone activity at these lower latitudes during winter may explain the rela-

tively persistent AR occurrence in the northern most regions studied: Auckland (37°S) and

Kaitaia (35°S; a 15% reduction in winter AR occurrence, Figure 5.8). The seasonal spatial

variability of detected ARs (Figure 4.9) resembles the seasonal variances in cyclone track
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density (Trenberth, 1991; Sinclair, 1994). The broad region of enhanced AR occurrence in

summer appears to shift poleward in winter with an isolated region of enhanced AR occur-

rence centred at 30°S. These observations present an apparent link between AR occurrence

and seasonal jet stream position. Interestingly, the relative position of the geopotential

anomalies associated with ARs do not appear to vary between season in both southern

and northern regions of New Zealand (Figures 4.11 and 5.8). Such similarities in geopo-

tential height anomalies between seasons suggest that the general synoptic set-up for AR

occurrence does not change for a given location; AR occurrence at Hokitika is consistently

associated with lower pressures located at approximately 50°S in the middle of the Tasman

Sea regardless of season. The seasonality that is observed is therefore associated with the

occurrence of these conditions. Either the occurrence of such conditions reduces in winter

(associated with the poleward shifting cyclone tracks) or the mid-latitude cyclones that do

pass this location are less likely to have ARs associated with the reduced moisture in the

winter atmosphere.

The lack of seasonal AR variability may also be explained by the elevated IWV and

IVT that persist in these equatorward locations throughout the year. The mean moisture

flux for the most northern regions of the country remains above 175 kg m-1 s-1, almost twice

that of the South Island during winter. Additionally, the topography of the northern most

regions of the country lack of any significant orography, with elevation not exceeding 1000

m.a.s.l. equatorward of 37.5°S which is likely important. The landmass is also relatively

narrow, with the width not exceeding 100 km. The combination of these atmospheric and

additional topographic characteristics provides a suitable explanation for the year round

persistence of ARs in the northern regions of New Zealand.

6.2.1 Synoptic-scale climatology of landfalling atmospheric rivers

The composite and anomaly analyses of landfalling ARs on the coastline of New Zealand

reveal valuable insights into the typical synoptic-scale conditions during landfalling ARs

(Figures 4.11 and 5.8). The pressure anomaly of all landfalling ARs indicates the dipole
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pressure anomalies present during detected ARs, with low pressure centred south-west of

New Zealand in the Tasman Sea and a large high pressure anomaly to the north-east of

the country (Figure 6.2). Such an arrangement facilitates a north-westerly geostrophic

wind directed towards the western of the South Island. As extreme moisture fluxes are

commonly associated with the lower-level jet ahead of cold fronts (Ralph et al., 2018), the

position of fronts can also be interpreted in association with the mid-latitude cyclone in

Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: An interpretation of the typical AR that makes landfall on New Zealand. The
position of the low and high pressure systems are interpretations of the pressure anomalies
of the 300 hPa geopotential height during all landfalling ARs between 1979 and 2019. The
suggested position of associated ARs is shown with the purple arrow and blue regions
indicating moist tropical air masses.

The presence of a separation in the upper level jet stream is also identified in the

composite anomaly of ARs and requires further examination (observed at 300 hPa; Figure

4.11). The South Pacific split jet is the sub-seasonal scale separation of the subtropical
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and polar jet streams, commonly observed in winter resulting in reduced upper level wind

speeds over New Zealand (Bals-Elsholz et al., 2001; Babian et al., 2018). The split jet has

been linked to alpine weather conditions in the Southern Alps, with the relative strengths of

the respective subtropical and polar jet streams being a driver for anomalous meteorological

conditions (Clare et al., 2002; Cullen et al., 2019). The Southern Hemisphere split jet is

typically observed during winter and associated with anomalously warmer conditions in the

South Pacific, while increased southerly flows from Antarctica are concurrent with non-split

jet regimes (Bals-Elsholz et al., 2001). The split flow conditions, which are associated with

reduced southerlies and higher air temperatures, are consistent with the understanding of

the importance of the warm, moist northerly airflow that is crucial in producing conditions

favourable for AR development.

Eastern coast landfalling ARs are of particular interest, demonstrating the most dis-

tinct flow separation (Figure 4.11), producing wind fields that are remarkably similar to

composite wind speeds during positive phases of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM); the

primary mode of climate variability in the Southern Hemisphere (Kidston et al., 2009).

Kidston et al. (2009) document a positive regression between SAM and precipitation on

the eastern coast of the North Island. The reduced upper level wind speed centred over

New Zealand during a split jet appears to be associated with landfalling ARs on the east-

ern coast of the country, possibly producing anomalous precipitation, particularly in the

North Island. ARs may have an appreciable hydrological impact on extreme precipitation

on the eastern coast of the North Island directly relating to a positive SAM phase and

associated split jet. The causal relationship between ARs, SAM and the jet stream needs

to be further examined, in particular whether warm moist air advected poleward forces the

enhanced polar front jet stream to extend southward (below 60°S) or whether the modu-

lated polar jet stream produces conditions conducive to AR development, particularly in

locations outside of the western coast of New Zealand.

While cyclonic activity and associated cold fronts produces lower level winds commonly

associated with ARs, the location of anticyclones may also be key in modulating AR ori-

entation and landfall location. In the composite analysis of landfalling ARs, anticyclones
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produce anomalies of a similar magnitude to cyclones during landfalling ARs, indicating a

distinct preference of both cyclone and anticyclone location. The position of anticyclones

(relative to cyclones) modulates the transportation of momentum, heat and moisture and

therefore the location of anticyclones is of particular interest (Trenberth, 1991). Anti-

cyclones tend to move slower than cyclones, with very slow anticyclones referred to as

blocking (Sinclair, 1996). Blocking, in association with passing cyclones result in strong

winds around their peripheries that is commonly the source of extreme weather conditions.

Unsettled weather is commonly associated when blocking forces cyclones equatorward, re-

sulting in unusual elevated wind anomalies (Sinclair, 1996). Blocking may be associated

with eastern coast landfalling ARs (Figure 4.11). The high pressure system appears to

divert cyclonic systems toward the equator and in the case of eastern coast ARs, results in

elevated north-easterly moisture fluxes, reverse to the dominant flow.

6.2.2 The role of tropical dynamics

Peak AR activity in January occurs in conjunction with the south-west Pacific tropical

cyclone season that peaks in February (Sinclair, 2002). A warmer and more moist atmo-

sphere, concurrent with warm ocean temperatures, allows for dynamical systems of tropical

origin to reach New Zealand. On average, 3 tropical cyclones (TCs) undergo extratropical

transition, migrating south of 35°S into the New Zealand domain annually (Sinclair, 2002).

Of the 31 named TCs that migrated south between 1979 and 1998 (as compiled by Sinclair,

2004), 29 (94%) had ARs detected concurrently to the north of New Zealand (Kaitaia),

ranging from weak to category 5 events. At Doubtful Sound, the most southerly study site,

23 out of the 31 TCs (74%) also had concurrent ARs detected. The individual dynamics

associated with each of these concurrent ARs cannot be identified in the type of analysis

undertaken in this study, so direct attribution to TCs is not possible. However, the pres-

sure anomalies during northern and eastern coast landfalling ARs may suggest depressions

of tropical origin (Figure 4.11), with comparatively smaller anomalous low-pressure centres

equatorward of 40°S. The western coast landfalling AR’s low pressure anomalies, however,

are clearly identified as large mid-latitude cyclonic systems situated poleward of 40°S.
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An example of an AR associated with a TC is presented in Figure 6.3, where TC Oma

(23 February 2019) underwent extratropical transitioning and migrated poleward of 30°S.

The detected AR in Figure 6.3 extends from the core of TC Oma to the south-east of New

Zealand, where it appears to join a mid-latitude cyclone situated at 50°S. While GW15

is not designed to identify moisture fluxes associated with TCs through geometric and

directional constraints (Guan and Waliser, 2015), IVT fields associated with such storms

can satisfy the requirements of the algorithm and be classified as an AR. Guan and Waliser

(2019) have since discussed that while the moisture advected by such storms is of interest,

the detection of the core of TC (extreme circular moisture fluxes) in GW15 is an unintended

consequence of the algorithm. The AR definition, however, does not restrict ARs to the

dynamics of mid-latitude cyclones, as discussed by Ralph et al. (2018) and Ramos et al.

(2019), and in practice, AR occurrence has been associated with tropical cyclones and

storms of tropical origin (Sodemann and Stohl, 2013; Gimeno et al., 2016; Mahoney et al.,

2016; Mundhenk et al., 2016). Crucially, it appears that tropical dynamics, particularly

extratropical transitioning of tropical cyclones, play an important role in enhancing mid-

latitude moisture fluxes that lead to identifiable AR features in the New Zealand region.

6.2.3 Comparison to global AR climatologies

In the initial presentation of the categorisation technique, Ralph et al. (2019a) presents

a climatology for Bodega Bay, California (38°N). Peak AR occurrence at Bodega Bay

occurs between November and March during the Northern Hemisphere winter, which is

associated with elevated tropical moisture export along the ‘Pineapple Express’ through

enhanced cyclogenesis, more intense storms and substantial meridional flow in the North

Pacific cool season (Neiman et al., 2008; Knippertz and Wernli, 2010). Through monthly

empirical return periods, Dettinger et al. (2018) also demonstrate that on the West Coast

of the USA, maximum IVT occurs in October at 45°N and then moves southward, reaching

40°N by December in association with the southward moving storm tracks in Autumn. On

the West Coast of the USA, IWV peaks in August and reaches a minimum in March, out

of sync with IVT fluctuations (Mahoney et al., 2016), whereas the climatological peak
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Figure 6.3: A detected AR (GW15) associated with the extratropical transitioning of tropi-
cal cyclone Oma (23 February 2019). The detected AR appears to extend between tropical
cyclone Oma (30°S) and a mid-latitude cyclone (50°S), possibly indicating the role of mul-
tiple dynamic systems on AR development in New Zealand.

IWV, IVT and AR occurrence in New Zealand all occur simultaneously during summer.

The East Coast of the USA similarly experiences peak mean IVT in the summer (July)

in conjunction with peak IWV, occurring between July and September (Mahoney et al.,

2016). A Japan/Korea domain also receives maximum AR occurrence during summertime,

between May and August, resembling the seasonal variation seen broadly in New Zealand

(Mundhenk et al., 2016).

Such inconsistency in response suggests that the seasonal variability of large-scale trans-

port of atmospheric moisture is complex at a global scale and that regional atmospheric

circulation and dynamics are crucial in controlling the occurrence of ARs. The presented

discussion on the atmospheric mechanisms controlling New Zealand hydroclimatology and

AR seasonality will aid in the global understanding of AR occurrence. A primary objective

of ARTMIP (introduced in Section 2) is to comprehend the challenges of detecting ARs

globally and differing controls on AR seasonality. The occurrence of ARs on the West

Coast of the USA are out of sync with IWV (and temperature) seasonalities while in New
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Zealand, the variability of ARs are congruent with IWV, demonstrating the complexities in

discussing global AR occurrence. The contrast in seasonality discussed here indicates the

important nature of local dynamical drivers on AR occurrence, which may not necessarily

directly align with thermal variability and seasonalities in the atmosphere.

6.2.4 New Zealand atmospheric rivers in a changing climate

One of the advantages of using AR terminology is in the discussion of societal impacts

of climate variability due to its direct connection to atmospheric conditions and extreme

hydrological events. A detailed examination of the global AR variations under a changing

climate is presented in Section 2.4.3. Between 1979 and 2019 there has been a statistically

significant increase in moisture transport in the New Zealand region which appears to be

aligned with the variability of the surface air temperature (Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). Since

AR detection is largely based on the magnitude of the moisture flux, it may be expected

that an increasing moisture flux may increase the occurrence and magnitude of ARs. The

presented IVT-precipitation relationships provide context for discussing possible variations

in New Zealand ARs. On the West Coast of the South Island the amount of moisture

transport is closely linked through a linear relationship to the amount of precipitation

that falls during ARs (R2 of 0.66; Figure 5.15). It would therefore be expected that

as mean annual IVT increases, the amount of AR precipitation would scale accordingly.

This response is regionally dependent with all other locations not demonstrating a close

relationship between strom-total IVT and precipitation (R2 between 0.06 and 0.14). The

impact of increasing moisture fluxes on precipitation may therefore be expected to be

spatially dependent. Increasing extreme precipitation (related to mid-latitude dynamics)

associated with a warming climate may be restricted to the West Coast of the South Island.

The 40-year annual anomalies also provide context for addressing further questions

regarding the variability of annual AR count and intensity. There appears to be low

frequency variability in IVT for the region of New Zealand (Figures 4.4 and 4.5) that may

be related to known modes of climate variability with similar time scales such as El Niño-
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Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and the Southern

Annular Mode (SAM). These climate modes are known to have impacts on the climatology

of New Zealand with respect to the variability of synoptic weather types (Renwick, 2011;

Jiang et al., 2013). ENSO variations are broadly associated with changes in the amount of

blocking weather types, while SAM appears to modulate the relative importance of zonal

and through weather types (Renwick, 2011). These previous studies of climatic variability

reference the Kidson Weather Types, a common method for characterising New Zealand

climatology (Kidson, 2000). Comparison between AR occurrence and the Kidson Weather

Types is not undertaken herein and remains an opportunity for further study. Initial

comparisons to Kidson (2000) appear to suggest that the presented synoptic set-up for AR

occurrence is related to the blocking cluster, particularly the ‘HE’ weather type identified

in Kidson (2000). Without a quantitative assessment these postulations are unable to be

confirmed, however, this initial comparison between New Zealand AR occurrence and low

frequency climate modes highlights a key avenue for future research.

A compilation of expected future changes to ARs presented by Payne et al. (2020)

state that New Zealand would expect an increase in extreme precipitation, flooding and

ice ablation due to future variations in AR occurrence (as interpreted from Kingston et al.,

2016a and Little et al., 2019). Espinoza et al. (2018) present an increase in AR frequency

centred at 60°S with enhanced zonal IVT, resulting in approximately a 10% increase in AR

frequency for New Zealand by 2099. The presented occurrence rates of 40 AR days per year

would be expected to increase to an average of 44 AR days per year, which is confirmed

by Espinoza et al. (2018). The global changes in AR frequency provided by Espinoza

et al. (2018) demonstrate that the greatest increase will be in the Southern Hemisphere,

extending over New Zealand, the southernmost portion of Patagonia and the Antarctic

Peninsula. The increased westerly airflow is an expected outcome of a warmer climate

for New Zealand, which may enhance precipitation on the West Coast of New Zealand

(Sturman and Tapper, 2006). This interpretation aligns well with an enhanced westerly

flow increasing the zonal moisture transport and therefore the possibility for enhanced

precipitation events. Further description of the controlling atmospheric dynamics on AR

occurrence also allows for linkages between large scale changes in global circulation, partic-
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ularly variability in jet stream or storm-track position to AR occurrence in New Zealand.

The proposal that New Zealand will be one of the locations in the world to expect the

greatest increase in AR occurrence further reinforces the demand for an understanding of

their controlling mechanisms and hydrological impacts.

6.3 Atmospheric river precipitation

The relationship between ARs and precipitation in New Zealand is evidently classed into

two distinct responses at the study sites observed; the high precipitation on the West Coast

of the South Island and the much more subdued response at all other locations. West Coast

precipitation demonstrates a statistically significant relationship with IVT regardless of AR

occurrence. The exponential relationship between precipitation and IVT reveals important

underlying characteristics at this location; that the amount of precipitation that falls is

controlled by the atmospheric moisture flux. While there is a significant relationship at

the three sites on the West Coast (Hokitika, Cropp River and Ivory Glacier), the strength

of the relationship is relatively low, with R2 values of 0.5 for the exponential regression,

suggesting that additional factors are contributing to precipitation variability.

On the West Coast of the South Island approximately 70% of all precipitation and

92% of extreme precipitation (98th percentile) falls within 12 hours of a detected AR. At

all other locations up to 26% of total precipitation and 27% of extreme precipitation falls

within 12 hours of a detected AR. The study of the relative risk provides an excellent

statistical test to observe the relative importance of detected ARs on precipitation in

comparison to precipitation that falls during all other periods. At Dunedin and Doubtful

Sound the occurrence of an AR has no impact (no statistical association) on the probability

of precipitation at any percentile level. The occurrence of an AR at these locations does not

make precipitation more likely compared to non-AR conditions. At Nelson, Auckland and

Kaitaia the occurrence of an AR does appear to increase the probability of precipitation

(by a factor of less than 2), with the exception of extreme precipitation. The probability
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of extreme precipitation (98th and 99th percentiles) does not increase or decrease during an

AR, suggesting that while ARs may produce extreme precipitation at these locations there

are additional synoptic features that can lead to extreme precipitation at these locations.

The relative risk at the West Coast locations provides the most striking results (Figure

5.12). The occurrence of an AR at any percentile level increases the risk of precipitation

compared to non-AR conditions. Furthermore, the magnitude of the risk factor increases

exponentially at the higher 6-hourly precipitation percentiles. The occurrence of the most

extreme precipitation (99th percentile) is 50 times more likely to occur within 12 hours of

a detected AR. Conversely, it is very unlikely for extreme precipitation on the West Coast

of the South Island to not be associated with a detected AR.

The relationships between precipitation and all AR characteristics (maximum IVT,

storm-total IVT and duration) examined were statistically significant at all locations, how-

ever the relationships are stronger on the West Coast. The AR-precipitation relationships

observed on the West Coast were at least one order of magnitude greater than observed

at the other locations, demonstrating that the amount of precipitation is more sensitive to

variations in AR characteristics on the West Coast (Figures 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16). While the

West Coast relationships are distinctive, an important finding from this regression analysis

is that even though the amount of precipitation falling at the other sites is much smaller,

it still demonstrates a statistically significant increase with maximum IVT, storm-total

IVT and AR duration. The strongest relationship at the other locations was between AR

duration and precipitation (R2 between 0.06 and 0.17), whereas on the West Coast of the

South Island the strongest relationships were between storm-total IVT and precipitation

(R2 between 0.63 and 0.66). These findings further reveal the low relationship between

moisture flux and precipitation, likely revealing the importance of orography in enabling

uplift and subsequent precipitation from elevated moisture fluxes. Forced orographic as-

cent may not occur at other locations studied which may explain the lowered relationship

between moisture flux and precipitation; the amount of moisture passing the locations

little impact on the rate of precipitation. It is then intuitive, if moisture flux does not

vary precipitation rate, that the duration of the AR will have the strongest relationship

with precipitation, allowing for more time for precipitation to accumulate given consistent
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precipitation rates.

6.3.1 Extreme precipitation on the West Coast of New Zealand

The occurrence of ARs on the West Coast of the South Island of New Zealand clearly has

a crucial role on the occurrence of precipitation, particularly extreme precipitation. In an

attempt to provide evidence of the impact of such events and to comment on the initial

application of R19 in New Zealand, the classification of category 5 ARs (the most extreme

ARs) at Hokitika is first examined descriptively. The list of all category 5 ARs between 1979

and 2019 is presented in Table 6.1, with associated impacts taken from various academic

and media sources (the characteristics of each AR presented is listed in Table 5.4). It is

apparent that almost all category 5 ARs at this location have resulted in hazardous events,

with the exception of December 1989, with no recorded damages in modern databases and

only registered as an amorously high precipitation month (Burgess, 1990). Of the 7 AR

events, 5 resulted in the closure of at least one State Highway due to landslides and the

destruction of bridges. The destruction of infrastructure is a common hazard associated

with the presented category 5 ARs and notable examples of this destruction are provided

in Figure 6.4 for the January 1994, November 2018 and March 2019 ARs. Two of the

ARs presented exceeded the New Zealand 48-hour precipitation record, with 1049 mm in

December 1995, which was subsequently exceeded by another category 5 AR in March 2019

with 1086 mm.
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Table 6.1: Damage associated with all category 5 ARs that have occurred at Hokitika
between 1979 and 2019. Primarily sourced from the NIWA Historic Weather Events Cat-
alogue (hwe.niwa.co.nz) with additional descriptions from Burgess (1990), Goodsell et al.
(2005), RNZ (2019) and WCRC (2011).

Date Description of damages

15/12/1989 Monthly precipitation two times greater than average

8/1/1994 State Highway 6 closed with multiple bridges washed out

The largest recorded flood event in the Waiho River at the time

Estimated damages of $4.5 million

900 people evacuated from Milford Sound

12/12/1995 State Highway 6 closed with multiple bridges washed out

Power and phone lines were cut

NZ 48-hr precip. record at Cropp River: 1049 mm

Outburst flood at terminal face of Franz Josef Glacier

Large volumes of ice discharged into the Waiho River

24/11/2008 State Highway 6 closed with slips and surface flooding

Access road to Fox Glacier washed out, 300 m destroyed

Numerous properties damaged through flooding

21/12/2010 Waiho Bridge first stage flood alarm as discharge increased by

1,400 m s-3 in 12 hours

8/11/2018 State Highway 6 and 73 (Arthur’s Pass) closed with the Goat

Creek bridge washed out

26/3/2019 State Highway 6 and 73 closed with collapse of Waiho Bridge

NZ 48-hr precip. record at Cropp River: 1086 mm
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Figure 6.4: Examples of damage associated with detected category 5 ARs on the West
Coast of the South Island. (a) and (b) washed out bridges along State Highway 6 during
the January 1994 category 5 AR (images by Geoff Mackley). (c) the damaged Goat Creek
bridge on State Highway 73 during the November 2018 category 5 AR (image by Nick
Dempsey; sourced from stuff.co.nz). (d) washed out Waiho bridge on State Highway 6
during the March, 2019 category 5 AR (image by Wayne Costello, DOC; sourced from
rnz.co.nz).

The category 5 AR that hit the West Coast of New Zealand on 25 March 2019 was

a particularly destructive event that resulted in a national 48-hour precipitation record

of 1086 mm during the storm (at Cropp Waterfall rain gauge; NIWA, 2019). The AR

persisted for 60 hours with IVT values exceeding 1000 kg m-1 s-1, classing it as ‘primarily

hazardous/extreme’. The resultant flooding caused extensive damage, most notable was the

collapse of the Waiho Bridge (State Highway 6), isolating the northern and southern halves
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of the West Coast of New Zealand. The AR had major impacts on the local community

costing an estimated NZ$4.09 million (ICNZ, 2019), isolating townships, closing schools

and businesses, along with the erosion of a historic landfill and flooding of effluent ponds

causing substantial environmental contamination. Importantly, this example indicates that

the descriptions provided by Ralph et al. (2019a) align well with the most extreme AR

conditions experienced on the West Coast of New Zealand.

The 3-day precipitation distributions for the West Coast of the South Island clearly

display a relationship between increasing categories and AR precipitation. If the extreme

precipitation associated with category 5 ARs results in substantial damage (as document),

it may be expected that the reducing precipitation quantities associated with lower cate-

gory AR events on the West Coast produce less damage. Such a relationship demonstrates

the suitability of the categorisation technique for gauging the severity of AR precipitation

on the West Coast of the South Island. Further examination of the lower category events

at this location will validate the descriptions of hazards and benefits associated with each

category AR on the West Coast of the South Island. All other study locations in New

Zealand, however, show no clear relationship between AR category and precipitation (Fig-

ure 5.14). The lack of increased precipitation associated with increasing AR category may

indicate possible inconsistencies between AR category and possible damage throughout

New Zealand.

6.3.2 Orographic controls on atmospheric river precipitation

Orographically forced convection along the Southern Alps associated with north-westerly

oriented frontal systems is the prominent driver of precipitation on the western part of the

South Island of New Zealand (Wratt et al., 1996; McCauley and Sturman, 1999). These

barrier-normal, maritime flows often result in substantial precipitation on the windward

side of the topographic barrier due to adiabatic cooling, leading to high storm precipitation

and annual precipitation values that exceed 10,000 mm a-1 (Henderson and Tompson,

1999), similar to mechanisms also observed in the Andes, South America (Viale and Nũnez,
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2011) and the Cascades, USA (Smith et al., 2005). The synoptic situation for orographic

precipitation in New Zealand has long been recognised, occurring in conjunction with an

approaching mid-latitude cyclone (depression) in the southern part of the Tasman Sea and

a blocking anticyclone to the east of New Zealand (Wratt et al., 1996). The resultant

pressure gradient and associated cold front produces a warm, moist atmospheric flow from

subtropical regions that are subsequently uplifted by the extensive topography of the South

Island. An identical synoptic set-up is observed for landfalling ARs on the West Coast of

New Zealand (Figures 4.11 and 4.12), indicating that the typical AR occurring at this

location will likely undergo uplift through orographic forcing. Furthermore, the frequency

of ARs on the West Coast of the South Island (Figures 5.4 and 5.6), combined with the

increased risk of precipitation, indicates that ARs are the primary synoptic feature that

governs the occurrence of observed orographic precipitation in New Zealand.

The influence of orographic uplift on AR precipitation is commonly discussed on the

West Coast of the USA, with ARs frequently producing extreme precipitation through

forced ascent (Neiman et al., 2008; Ralph et al., 2018, 2019a). A similar result is observed

in New Zealand at Hokitika, where topography exceeds 2000 m within 50 km of the coast

and ARs account for the vast majority of extreme precipitation (93%; Figure 5.10). Ad-

ditional nearby weather stations (within 50 km; Ivory and Cropp River) demonstrate the

reproducibility of these anomalously high precipitation totals observed windward of the

Southern Alps. However, at all other locations studied, ARs only account for a somewhat

small proportion of extreme precipitation (up to 27%), demonstrating that either the ex-

treme moisture fluxes that produce these precipitation events were not detected as ARs

or that extreme precipitation at these locations may be controlled by other atmospheric

processes. The presented differences in relative risk of AR precipitation further reinforce

the concept that AR occurrence at these locations does not increase the probability of

precipitation (Figure 5.11). Specifically, the AR events at locations with small extreme

precipitation percentages may not undergo the dynamical uplifting that is understood to

control the physical processes responsible for an AR to rain out. Thus, the presence of

the Southern Alps appears to be the most import factor controlling whether an AR will

produce extreme precipitation or not.
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While the relationship between AR storm-total IVT and precipitation is strongest at

the three West Coast sites (Hokitika, Cropp River and Ivory Glacier), with R2 values

ranging from 0.63 to 0.65, there appears to be other mechanisms controlling the amount of

precipitation beyond the total horizontal moisture flux (Figure 5.15). The mechanisms con-

trolling precipitation on the West Coast of the South Island have been previously examined

in New Zealand through direct observations (balloon and surface observations; McCauley

and Sturman, 1999) and mesoscale modelling (Katzfey, 1995; Revell et al., 2002). The

common focus of these studies was the orographic modification of pre-cold-frontal lower

level jets, a synoptic-scale description identical to the AR definition. It may be possible

therefore, to regard these previous examinations as studies of the modification of ARs ap-

proaching the West Coast of New Zealand (such events may now be formally identified with

an ARDT to provide confidence in this premise). The primary finding from these previous

observations is that processes such as the development of a barrier jet, the stability of the

atmosphere, the release of latent heat, the occurrence of upper level condensation (feeder

cloud) and additional convective processes all act to modulate the amount of precipitation

that can occur from barrier-normal flows in the Southern Alps (Katzfey, 1995; Wratt et al.,

1996; McCauley and Sturman, 1999; Revell et al., 2002).

A barrier jet typically forms during stable conditions where the oncoming wind is

blocked by the mountain range, forming a pressure gradient and resultant flow deflected

parallel to the mountain range (McCauley and Sturman, 1999). The development of a

barrier jet is an important control on precipitation as it causes saturated air to uplift

prior to the forcing from the Southern Alps. Thus enables condensation and coalescence

to occur prior to uplift caused by the topography, resulting in vigorous pre-frontal pre-

cipitation (Revell et al., 2002). Sauter (2020) addresses the variability of precipitation

through orographic effects during ARs in the Southern Andes, a location that experi-

ences similar cross-barrier flows to New Zealand, associated with the Southern Hemisphere

mid-latitude cyclone tracks. It is demonstrated through the use of mesoscale atmospheric

modelling (WRF) that flow blocking (which occurs 18% of the time) initiates uplift before

the advected air mass would have otherwise been uplifted by topography. Such a flow

regime results in enhanced precipitation along with a wider distribution of precipitation on
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the windward side of the mountain range. Sauter (2020) demonstrates that two vapour-

rich events approaching the mountain barrier produce significantly different precipitation

amounts based on the stability of the atmosphere, with over twice the amount of precipita-

tion occurring during stable, flow blocking conditions compared to an unstable atmosphere

(linear mountain flow response). An assessment of atmospheric stability combined with the

measure of storm-total IVT may be able to account for a large portion of the variability in

AR related precipitation. Such an examination would not only allow for better estimates

of AR precipitation, but would aid in describing local-scale variability between rain gauges

windward of the slope as a barrier jet is also known to vary the spatial distribution of

precipitation, not just the intensity (Sauter, 2020). The barrier jet formation is just one of

the listed factors that may modulate AR precipitation and so further examination of the

role of each of these mechanisms would increase the understanding between AR occurrence

and precipitation.

6.3.3 Orographic spillover

Orographic spillover is also associated with the passage of north-westerly flows embedded

within frontal systems over the Southern Alps of New Zealand (McCauley and Sturman,

1999). Enhanced horizontal wind speeds, combined with instability (increasing vertical lift-

ing) allow for frozen hydrometeors to be advected up to approximately 30 km beyond the

barrier of the Southern Alps, allowing between 11% and 70% of total storm precipitation

to fall on the leeward side of the barrier (Sinclair et al., 1997; Chater and Sturman, 1998).

While extreme AR related precipitation is substantial at the centre of the axial mountain

range, the two other sites (representing the northern and southern extents of the mountain

range) do not appear to experience the same intense AR precipitation regime or hydrolog-

ical pattern. As such, the linkages between topography, spillover and AR events need to

be further explored to understand the influence of the high elevations of the Southern Alps

on extreme precipitation and flooding.

Kingston et al. (2016b) clearly identifies orographic spillover as the driver for elevated
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river flows in the lee of the Southern Alps. In a comparison between high and low inflow

years for a given month, Kingston et al. (2016b) develop composite anomalies for atmo-

spheric pressure at 800 hPa. The resulting anomaly gradient (Figure 6.5) is similar to

the geopotential gradients described in Figure 4.11 for West Coast landfalling ARs, with a

NE-SW gradient. The location of the positive height anomaly in Kingston et al. (2016b)

is similar to the findings herein, extending over the northern portion of the North Island

in an elongated NW-SE direction. The position of the negative anomaly is not as concor-

dant between studies, with the centre of the presented negative anomaly in Kingston et al.

(2016b) being situated more southerly towards 60°S and more westerly, whereas the nega-

tive anomaly presented herein is centred at approximately 50°S midway between Australia

and New Zealand. The presented geopotential anomaly in Kingston et al. (2016b) is only

for the month of October, which may explain the offset position of the negative anomaly

compared to the results presented here.

Furthermore, the largest lee-side flood events for the same location were shown to have a

synoptic-scale IVT structure that is identified as an AR, with 3-day precipitation ranging

between 440 and 555 mm (Kingston et al., 2016a). Notably, 7 out the 8 largest inflow

events presented by Kingston et al. (2016a) are identified by GW15 as ARs with categories

ranging between 3 and 5, which Ralph et al. (2019a) would describe as balanced between

beneficial and hazardous up to primarily hazardous (Appendix A). The flood event on 28

December 2010 as identified by Kingston et al. (2016a) is not captured by the GW15 ARDT

and therefore not compliant with one of the geometric requirements, despite the IVT for

this event in excess of 250 kg m-1 s-1. The inability for GW15 to detect this event may

be considered a limitation of the application of GW15 in this region, with Kingston et al.

(2016a) identifying the feature as an AR through manual observation. It may therefore be

important to recognise that an ARDT should not replace entirely manual identification of

extreme moisture fluxes.
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Figure 6.5: The anomalous 800 hPa geopotential height (m) between high and (minus)
low inflows into Lake Pukaki during October (1979 to 2016). Taken from Kingston et al.
(2016b).

Opportunities for reservoir management

The Waitaki Valley is the single most important catchment for power generation in the

country generating approximately one-third of all hydroelectric power for New Zealand

(EA, 2011). With approximately 60% of electricity in New Zealand produced through

hydroelectric power generation (MBIE, 2020), the country is dependent on the effective

management of reservoirs to maintain constant electricity supply and mitigate hazardous

hydrological conditions associated with the mismanagement of reservoirs. Since ARs have

been demonstrated to be crucially important to the occurrence of large flow events in the

Waitaki Valley, their occurrence is of utmost interest for hydroelectric power generation.

Reservoir drawdown in New Zealand is a key aspect of safe dam operation and is con-

sidered a primary response to developing emergencies (NZSOLD, 2015). One example of

reactive drawdown was the lowering of the Bay of Plenty’s Lake Matahina prior to Cyclone
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Debbie in March 2017, where accurate forecasting has been used for reservoir flood miti-

gation in New Zealand (TrustPower, 2017). While there is no legislation restricting New

Zealand reservoir capacity (outside of individual resource consents through the RMA1991),

the prospect of long-range forecast-driven reservoir management may allow for more precise

preventative management, either through reservoir lowering or other pre-emptive measures.

Understanding the seasonality of ARs and how these events may change under different cli-

matic conditions will also aid in wider hydrological management, not just for hydroelectric

generation.

While the examples of AR forecast applications from the North American West Coast

have focused on safety (Section 2.4.1), the same concepts of climatological understanding

of ARs are also relevant to water scarcity in New Zealand reservoirs. Droughts in the Wait-

aki Valley have had serious impacts on electricity generation in recent times. Throughout

2001 and 2003, drought periods (1 in 50 year events) lowered the hydroelectric reservoir

levels by up to a third of the mean functional capacity. High winter demand in addition to

low supply resulted in electricity prices being 500% higher than the previous two winters

(1999 and 2000), which initiated governmental action (Staley, 2005). Industrial customers

temporarily closed, public sector operations were reduced and extensive governmental ad-

vertising (costing up to NZ$2.6 million) called for a voluntary reduction of public power

usage of 10% for 10 weeks (Staley, 2005). Estimates of the economic impact of industrial

suspensions from the 2001 drought indicate a reduction of 0.6% from the national GPD,

approximately $600 million (Brownlee, 2008). Advanced warning regarding low reservoir

levels was known approximately a month in advance (Staley, 2005).

An emerging discipline within AR research is subseasonal-to-seasonal (S2S) forecasting,

predicting AR occurrence from 3 to 5 weeks in advance (Baggett et al., 2017; DeFlorio et

al., 2019). The possibility of such a technique on the West Coast of the USA hinges on the

advanced understanding of the atmospheric controls on ARs in that region of the world,

particularly the function of large-scale oscillations such as the Madden-Julian oscillation

(MJO), the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) and the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).

Extensive bias and skill of prediction of S2S forecasting based on various atmospheric os-
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cillations is presented by DeFlorio et al. (2019), which demonstrates the possibility and

uncertainties of long range forecasting of precipitation associated with ARs. Such exper-

imental long range forecasting is being developed specifically with the goal of improving

hydrological management. Seasonal climate outlooks are provided in New Zealand (by

NIWA) primarily based on statistical relationships between meteorological and climate

modes (ENSO and SAM). Variations in AR occurrence may also be added to these sea-

sonal outlooks through developing relationships between AR occurrence and large scale

dynamics.

Initial AR global climatologies demonstrate a positive anomaly in AR frequency during

summer El Nino events in New Zealand (Guan and Waliser, 2015). Additional anoma-

lies to the north of the country are associated with the various phases of MJO, which

may lead to variable precipitation (Guan and Waliser, 2015). The progress being made in

S2S AR forecasting and associated hydrological impacts currently being conducted in the

USA demonstrates an exciting opportunity for an indispensable product to aid researchers,

forecasters and a wide range of key stakeholders, such as agriculture, insurance and wa-

ter management communities (DeFlorio et al., 2019). Applying such techniques to New

Zealand may be able to aid in both the seasonal forecasting of extreme precipitation events

but also the periods of lower precipitation such as those associated with the 2001 and 2003

electrical crises in New Zealand. The climatology and detection methodology presented

in this thesis acts as an initial step towards AR forecasting and developing further under-

standing of the variability of precipitation, particularly within the central regions of the

South Island.
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6.3.4 Significance to the New Zealand cryosphere

The other focus on AR research in New Zealand has been on the local cryosphere, par-

ticularly the response of alpine glaciers to extreme moisture fluxes. Little et al. (2019)

identified the largest ablation and accumulation days associated with north-westerly cir-

culation on Brewster Glacier over a 22 month period (2010-2012). The key conclusions

presented by Little et al. (2019) are that generally, ARs contribute to extreme accumula-

tion and ablation in New Zealand, however, that the structure of the enhanced IVT may

not be identified by ARDTs, namely GW15 based on failure of the length/width ratio.

Detected ARs and associated categories of the largest ablation and accumulation events

as identified by Little et al. (2019) are provided in Appendix B. It is found that indeed,

5 out of 6 of the largest ablation days have detected ARs and 3 out of 5 of the largest

accumulation days have coincident ARs. Coincidentally, the extreme ablation event that

was not detected by GW15 was the same AR identified by Kingston et al. (2016a) which

resulted in simultaneous elevated stream flow (presented in Appendix A).

The ARs associated with ablation have much larger moisture fluxes with the centre of

the AR ranging between categorisation 4 and 5 whereas the detected accumulation ARs

remain relatively low category, typically below category 2. The application of the developed

AR catalogue demonstrates that the majority of ARs associated with extreme ablation and

accumulation can indeed be detected by an ARDT. Similar to comparisons with Kingston

et al. (2016a), some of the manually identified ARs by Little et al. (2019) were not detected

by GW15. An important indication from this initial application of R19 for cryosphere

extremes is that the most extreme ablation is associated with higher category ARs (the

largest moisture fluxes) while accumulation is associated with low category ARs. These

initial observations provide a suitable foundation for further AR-cryosphere research in New

Zealand through the use of AR detection and categorisation techniques while presenting

possible errors or associated limitations which require attention.
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6.4 Application of the combined ARDT and category

approach

Of interest, GW15 uses a variable IVT threshold, allowing ARs to be detected that have

maximum IVT values ess than 250 kg m-1 s-1. One intriguing outcome of GW15 is presented

in Figure 4.7, which shows there is a noticeable increase in the rate of AR occurrence over

the landmass of New Zealand, despite the values of mean IWV and IVT being reduced

(Figure 4.8). A reason for the increased detection of ARs may be due to the variable IVT

threshold in GW15, where the lower limit for IVT used to identify an AR is dependent

on the 85th percentile for a given cell based on a 5-month climatology centred on the

time-step. As IVT over the landmass of New Zealand is generally lower than surrounding

ocean areas, it is not unexpected that the 85th percentile threshold allows more extreme

events (ARs) with lower IVT values to be detected. The vast majority of AR studies

use 250 kg m-1 s-1 as the lower IVT threshold for detection, including the Ralph et al.

(2019a) categorisations. The Ralph et al. (2019a) categorisation does not detect ARs with

a maximum IVT below 250 kg m-1 s-1, with Ralph et al. (2019a) defining such events as

‘Not an AR’. For this reason, the sum of annual AR occurrences for each category will be

lower than the occurrences presented in Figure 5.6 because approximately 5.6% of ARs with

a low maximum IVT as detected by GW15 are not permitted by the R19 categorisation. To

facilitate this discrepancy between GW15 and R19, a new category name ‘Low IVT AR’ is

proposed in this thesis which contains ARs as detected by GW15 which do not exceed the

250 kg m-1 s-1 lower threshold of R19.

While study of the Low IVT ARs may not be particularly impactful when consider-

ing hydrological responses, the spatial distribution and climatology of such events reveals

valuable insights into the hydroclimatology of different regions around New Zealand. The

regions which experience the highest annual counts of Low IVT ARs are in the lee of ele-

vated terrain, primarily in the South Island with occurrence rates reaching 12.5 a-1 (Figure

5.5). Low IVT ARs are also restricted to occurring between April and November, signifying

the reduction of the seasonal IVT 85th percentile to below 250 kg m-1 s-1. Locations which
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experience Low IVT ARs may still be considered extreme hydrometeorological events due

to this percentile-based detection, however the low moisture flux may not facilitate notable

precipitation. It is recommended that the newly defined ‘Low IVT AR’ is maintained in

future work to enable full cohesion between the ARDT and the categorisation of ARs. The

GW15 ARDT presents a highly flexible algorithm, capable of handling a variety of global

conditions from low latitude to polar ARs, however, R19 presents a much more rigid and

subjective set of thresholds.

6.4.1 Categorisation approach

It is imperative to discuss the thresholds of the R19 categorisation technique in the first

application of R19 outside the West Coast of the USA. Furthermore, it is worth considering

whether the associated impact definitions of primarily beneficial or hazardous as presented

by Ralph et al. (2019a) may be adopted for New Zealand. The presented 3-day precipitation

distributions for the West Coast of the South Island clearly display the relationship between

increasing categories and AR precipitation (Figure 5.13). Such a relationship demonstrates

the suitability of the categorisation technique as a gauge for the severity of an AR on the

West Coast of the South Island. Figure 5.13 also shows the failings of the categorisation

technique at other locations in New Zealand. When considering the 3-day precipitation

associated with each category outside the West Coast of the South Island there is no

noticeable increase in magnitude.

The three presented relationships between precipitation and AR-characteristics provide

useful evidence for discussing AR categorisation in New Zealand. For the West Coast of

New Zealand, the storm-total IVT provides a stronger relationship with precipitation than

maximum IVT. The amount of precipitation that falls during an AR is better explained

by the total amount of moisture that is advected past that point rather than the maxi-

mum moisture flux experienced during the AR. It is therefore recommended that to better

categorise ARs on the West Coast of the South Island, a scale based on the storm-total

IVT, rather than the maximum IVT should be adopted. Such a recommendation may
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have more wide-reaching application (e.g. for the West Coast of the USA), however, this

would require additional examination. The storm-total moisture flux does require further

analysis, which may discourage its use as a predictor, however, in New Zealand there is

evidence that it may provide a pathway for an enhanced categorisation approach.

To explore the descriptive categorisations presented by Ralph et al. (2019a), the most

extreme events on the West Coast of the South Island (category 5 events from Hokitika)

were identified, with storm-total precipitation calculated for each event. All of these cat-

egory 5 events received precipitation totals exceeding 600 mm, with the most impactful

ARs bringing over 1000 mm of precipitation over 60 hours (impacts discussed in Section

6.3.1). These values are well in excess of the category 5 precipitation experienced on the

West Coast of the USA (almost double), with maximum 72-hour precipitation values for

category 5 ARs only reaching 600 mm (Ralph et al., 2019a). From this exploratory ex-

amination, it appears that ARs on the West Coast of New Zealand have the potential to

bring much larger storm total precipitation than on the West Coast of the USA. To provide

another comparison, the maximum AR precipitation rate in the Andes is approximately

4 mm h-1 (Viale et al., 2018), while the precipitation intensity for the largest Category 5

ARs in New Zealand exceed 18 mm h-1. The results presented in this thesis may provide

an example of the highest precipitation amounts associated with ARs globally. Such a vast

difference in absolute precipitation compared to the West Coast of the USA may provide

contention for the transferability of the categorisation technique. A category 5 AR in the

USA produces a maximum of 600 mm, while a category 5 in New Zealand produces over

1000 mm of precipitation. In considering the total amount of precipitation, it may not be

suitable to categorise these two precipitation responses as the same magnitude event.

The Ralph et al. (2019a) categories, however, are not based on the amount of precip-

itation but rather on the hydrological impact associated with each AR. The hydrological

impact of an AR is a much more challenging definition to quantify, with Ralph et al. (2019a)

using descriptors such as primarily beneficial and primarily hazardous. A hazardous precip-

itation event is easily discussed with anecdotal evidence, however, designing an empirical

study of such consequences requires additional definitions. Hazardous precipitation may
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be associated with elevated river flows, surface flooding, destruction of infrastructure and

property, initiation of landslides and possibly the loss of life. The results presented only

address the amount of precipitation, but without data regarding stream flow or associated

damages, the precipitation is unable to be directly linked to the severity of the event.

The concept of a beneficial flood event presents a more challenging definition to quan-

tify. Ralph et al. (2019a) discuss the possibility of heavy precipitation ending drought

periods but there may be additional benefits of precipitation, such as for environmental

flows (ecological benefits), delivery of fertile sediments to flood plains, provision of wa-

ter for agriculture and elevated snowfall accumulation. Similarly, specific study designs

would be required to examine each of these benefits that is beyond the simple analysis of

precipitation.

An excellent example of such an assessment of AR category descriptors and associated

impacts is provided by Corringham et al. (2019) (Figure 6.6). Such an analysis demon-

strates that a very small number of events (the category 4 and 5 ARs) are responsible for a

large proportion of flood damages on the West Coast of the USA (Corringham et al., 2019).

Such an analysis is possible for New Zealand with the newly developed AR catalogue along

with the acquisition of insurance damages claimed during each AR event. One considera-

tion though is the potential for risk and financial cost in New Zealand. The location that

is vulnerable to the greatest impact from ARs (the West Coast of the South Island) is

a sparsely populated region with a largely agricultural-based economy. Due to the small

population and lack of substantial development, there may only be a small potential for

financial impact compared to the West Coast of the USA. While precipitation has been

shown to increase with AR category on the West Coast of New Zealand, there may not be

a similar increase in associated financial costs. The impacts of AR precipitation in the lee

of the Southern Alps, particularly in the Waitaki Valley may prove to be a more beneficial

location to study due to the nationally important hydroelectric power scheme.
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Figure 6.6: (A) The R19 AR categorisation scale and (B) the coast of flood damages as-
sociated with winter ARs on the West Coast of the USA. Vertical scale is logarithmic
demonstrating the exponentially increasing cost of damages associated with each AR cat-
egory. Taken from Corringham et al. (2019).

6.4.2 Data products

Finally, the input dataset used in AR detection and categorisation must be addressed.

Global fields of IVT at 0.75 grid resolution were retrieved from ERA-Interim reanalysis at

6-hourly time steps (Dee et al., 2011). ERA-Interim was chosen for this study due to the

extensive use of ERA-Interim in previous applications of GW15 (Guan and Waliser, 2015;

Debbage et al., 2017; Guan and Waliser, 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Esfandiari and Lashkari,

2020). The choice of reanalysis dataset in AR detection (specifically for GW15) has been

assessed by Guan and Waliser (2017), demonstrating reasonable agreement between ERA-

Interim and two other common reanalysis products (MERRA2 and NCEP/NCAR). Im-

portantly, the horizontal model resolution was considered to cause the greatest variation

in the quality of AR simulation. It would therefore be desirable to use the reanalysis with

the greatest resolution. The ERA5 reanalysis developed by ECMWF provides improved

atmospheric data at a spatial resolution of less than 0.3 degrees, a grid size almost 10 times

smaller than ERA-Interim (C3S, 2017). It is expected that a smaller grid resolution would
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likely improve the representation of ARs, particularly in complex coastal and mountainous

terrain (Rhoades et al., 2018).

The temporal resolution of the atmospheric data was fundamental to the analysis pre-

sented is this research, particularly the analysis of precipitation. The 6-hourly time step of

ERA-Interim prohibits assessment of precipitation at smaller temporal scales. The weather

station records utilised (Section 3.7) were available at hourly and sub-hourly scales and

higher temporal resolution reanalysis data would enable a more thorough examination of

the meteorological records. Artefacts of the coarse spatial resolution were identified (Fig-

ures 5.2 to 5.4), with the centre of ARs appearing to jump position, when such movement

would be expected to be continuous. This error would not be observed in data with a higher

temporal resolution. ERA5 provides a 1-hour temporal resolution that would provide an

additional improvement over ERA-Interim (C3S, 2017).

There are known errors in how atmospheric moisture transport is represented in re-

analysis data. Specifically, closure of the moisture budget is often not achieved within

reanalysis (Trenberth et al., 2011), whereby the amount of moisture entering the atmo-

sphere does not equal the amount of moisture leaving the atmosphere. It has also been

demonstrated that the change in input data can introduce error. The change in satellite

observation input data in ERA-Interim in 1992 leads to an abrupt drop in total column

moisture and ongoing degradation of satellite instruments has been recorded to produce

anomalous variations in the calculation of atmospheric moisture (Trenberth et al., 2011).

These known uncertainties and limitations of model resolution reinforce the need for val-

idation between various reanalysis datasets. Shields et al. (2018), as part of ARTMIP,

specifically state the importance of cross-model validation for AR detection. The potential

advantages that ERA5 present may provide suitable reasoning for the use of this dataset

in future studies of ARs.
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Conclusion

7.1 Summary of research

The combination of an automated atmospheric river detection algorithm and classification

scheme has produced the first detailed climatology of ARs in the New Zealand region and

has allowed the characteristics and impacts of ARs in New Zealand to be systematically

evaluated. The main findings from this research are presented here along with suggestions

for future research.

7.2 Main findings and implications

• ARs in New Zealand display a distinct seasonality that aligns with the seasonal move-

ments of the Southern Hemisphere jet streams and consequently, the mid-latitude

storm tracks. The polar jet positioned at approximately 50°S and associated passage

of mid-latitude cyclones during the summer allow ARs to regularly make landfall over

New Zealand. During winter, as the polar jet shifts southward, the occurrence of ARs
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is reduced over much of the country (a reduction of 30% at Hokitika). ARs in the

southern portion of the country exhibit a strong seasonality, with peak occurrence

in the warmer months between December and March (summer). The formation of

the winter sub-tropical jet at 25°S (the split jet) is a unique feature in the Southern

Hemisphere and appears to allow AR occurrence to be maintained in the north of

New Zealand, providing a mechanism for the continual passage of associated mid-

latitude storms at these lower latitudes. As a result, ARs in the north of the country

remain comparatively constant, with limited seasonality.

• The period between December and March not only contains the most ARs for the

South Island but also the most intense ARs, with category 4 and 5 ARs being re-

stricted to this period. A recognisable peak in the AR season occurs in summer in

the South Island, which is characterised by more intense AR moisture fluxes. The

broader New Zealand hydroclimatology aligns with the AR seasonality, with higher

moisture content and elevated moisture transport occurring in the warmer months

(summer), congruent with thermal variations of the atmosphere. These findings con-

trast with the cold season peak of AR occurrence observed on the West Coast of the

USA, highlighting the complexities of discussing AR occurrence globally due to the

important nature of local dynamics.

• The maritime position of New Zealand in the south-west Pacific Ocean allows for

synoptic systems of tropical origin to regularly influence the country, which differs

from other global locations of AR research. Pressure anomalies during ARs making

landfall on the northern (equatorward) coast of New Zealand possibly indicate the

influence of tropical dynamics, with cyclonic systems located at much lower latitudes

and of much smaller size to the typical passage of mid-latitude cyclones producing

ARs on the western coast of New Zealand. Furthermore, 94% of named tropical

cyclones between 1979 and 1998, had concurrent ARs being detected in the north of

the country. Crucially, it appears that tropical dynamics, particularly extratropical

transitioning of tropical cyclones play an important role in enhancing mid-latitude

moisture fluxes that lead to identifiable AR features in the New Zealand region.
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• Atmospheric controls on AR occurrence on the West Coast of the South Island

strongly resemble the synoptic situation conducive to orographic precipitation. Ev-

idence suggests that ARs are the dominant synoptic feature producing orographic

precipitation in the central part of the West Coast. Locations immediately wind-

ward of the central part of the Southern Alps (Hokitika) receive 68-74% of total

precipitation and 90-93% of extreme precipitation within 12 hours of an AR, with

the largest category 5 ARs exceeding 1000 mm storm total precipitation over 3 days.

The relative risk of precipitation on the West Coast of the South Island also in-

creases exponentially, demonstrating that the probability that precipitation is not

only greater during an AR, but that the probability increases with increasing pre-

cipitation intensity. The most extreme 6-hourly precipitation on the West Coast

(99th percentile) is approximately 50 times more likely to occur within 12 hours of a

detected AR than during non-AR conditions. These statistics demonstrate that the

occurrence of extreme precipitation at certain locations of New Zealand has a much

stronger relationship with ARs in New Zealand than has been previously suggested

by Waliser and Guan (2017; 50%), who relied on a lower resolution precipitation

product from reanalysis.

• Study locations outside of the central West Coast of the South Island only receive

20-27% of total and extreme precipitation during ARs, indicating both the critical

importance of the topographic barrier of the Southern Alps and the need to conduct

further research on the drivers of extreme precipitation elsewhere in New Zealand.

The relative risk of precipitation in Dunedin and Doubtful Sound does not increase

with the occurrence of an AR, however in Nelson, Auckland and Kaitaia, there are

slight (statistically significant) increases in the risk of precipitation during ARs. The

presence of the Southern Alps appears to be the most important factor controlling

whether an AR will produce extreme precipitation of not. Further study of New

Zealand’s hydroclimatology and ARs should be directed towards examining the re-

lationship between moisture fluxes and topography and the atmospheric processes

that lead to extreme precipitation.
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• AR characteristics such as maximum IVT, storm-total IVT and storm duration are

examined in relation to precipitation. All characteristics demonstrate a statistically

significant relationship with precipitation at all locations. Importantly, the amount

of precipitation at locations outside of the West Coast of the South Island is best

described by the duration of the AR (R2 between 0.06 and 0.17), while on the West

Coast, the storm-total moisture flux better accommodates the variation of AR pre-

cipitation (R2 between 0.63 and 0.66). To better categorise ARs on the West Coast

of New Zealand, it is recommended to use a scale based on storm-total IVT, rather

than maximum IVT due to the improved strength of the relationship (R2 of 0.66

compared to R2 of 0.33).

• A study of New Zealand’s hydroclimatology, presented to form a context for the

occurrence of extreme events, displays a significant increase in horizontal moisture

flux for the New Zealand domain between 1979 and 2019. Mean annual atmospheric

moisture and moisture fluxes appear to be closely linked to mean annual surface air

temperature, which aligns with the understanding of the Clausius-Clapeyron equa-

tions. Importantly, for the West Coast of New Zealand, moisture transport is linked

closely to precipitation and an increasing moisture flux may signify an increase in

precipitation, particularly during AR events. New Zealand has previously been iden-

tified as one of the locations in the world to expect the greatest increase in AR

occurrence, further reinforcing the demand for an understanding of their controlling

mechanisms and potential hydrological impacts.

• Previous studies of AR impacts are revisited, presenting two applications for which

the developed AR catalogue may be utilised. It was identified that almost all of the

largest flood events that have been previously described as AR features are detected

as ARs. Additionally, the majority of extreme accumulation and ablation events that

have occurred on an alpine glacier in the Southern Alps have occurred during detected

ARs. Notably, extreme ablation appears to be associated with the largest category

ARs, while accumulation is associated with weak, lower category ARs. Earlier spec-

ulation regarding the applicability of AR detection techniques in New Zealand has

been addressed, with the presented results indicating that ARDTs may be suitable for

detecting ARs responsible for some of the most extreme hydrological events in New
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Zealand. The narrative of automated AR detection in New Zealand should focus on

the unique maritime location of New Zealand, where ARs can approach the country

from a variety of locations and display for this research complexities not observed at

other locations such as North America and Europe.

• The novel combination of GW15 and R19 presented in this research appears to pro-

vide a suitable framework for classifying precipitation intensity of ARs in the central

part of the South Island’s West Coast. The R19 descriptors (hazardous/beneficial)

and associated IVT magnitude/duration thresholds require further validation. While

precipitation totals at Hokitika increase with each category step, the hazardous na-

ture of these precipitation volumes and subsequent societal impacts are not assessed.

The dataset of category 5 ARs in Hokitika (1979 to 2019) are examined descriptively,

demonstrating that their occurrence at this location are primarily hazardous, often

resulting in the destruction of bridges and property. These descriptions provide ev-

idence that the largest category events are particularly hazardous at this location

and that the categorisation is suitable. However, an examination of the destructive

or beneficial nature of lower category ARs is required before the approach can be

considered for hazard management in New Zealand.

• To facilitate full cohesion between GW15 and R19, a new category named ‘Low IVT

AR’ is proposed, which contains ARs detected by GW15 that do not exceed the 250

kg m-1 s-1 lower threshold of R19 (approximately 6% of detected ARs within GW15).

The Low IVT ARs are detected by GW15 through a variable, percentile-based IVT

detection that allows extreme moisture fluxes (85th percentile) to be detected in re-

gions that experience low moisture climatologies. The GW15 ARDT provides a highly

flexible algorithm that is capable of handling a variety of conditions globally. Thurs,

it is recommended that future studies should adopt the ‘Low IVT AR’ categorisation

to enable full coherence with the more subjective R19.
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7.3 Directions for future research

A variety of directions for future AR research in New Zealand have arisen through the

presented research, with particular regard to studying the hydrological impacts of ARs in

New Zealand. This research has identified the strong association between ARs and extreme

precipitation in New Zealand, particularly on the West Coast of the South Island. Following

this identification, the next logical step would be to examine what other weather systems

may lead to extreme precipitation. While up to 93% of extreme precipitation on the West

Coast occurs during an AR, the weather systems producing the remaining 7% of extreme

precipitation at this location have not been assessed. This line of inquiry becomes more

important at other locations, where the occurrence of ARs accounts for a much smaller

proportion of extreme precipitation (up to 27%). There must be other synoptic-scale

processes, such as convective activity, capable of producing extreme precipitation at these

locations. The possibility of misidentification must not be dismissed and therefore remains

as an avenue for future research. The ARDT utilised in this study may not have captured

all AR features in New Zealand and therefore comparison between manual observations

or even to differing ARDTs may be beneficial in providing further confidence in applying

such techniques in the New Zealand region.

The purpose of the presented research was to provide the first systematic climatology of

ARs in New Zealand and examine the importance of such weather events on different parts

of the country. The presented AR precipitation statistics will form the basis of further

investigations. One such line of inquiry could be to explore the meso-scale orographic

processes on the West Coast of the South Island, in particular the various mechanisms

that modify the amount of precipitation, such as atmospheric stability and the formation

of a barrier jet. There is some research that has already been conducted (e.g. Wratt

et al., 2000 and Revell et al., 2002), however, with the development of an AR catalogue

a systematic study of controlling mechanisms over a large temporal period can now be

fully examined. The physical processes controlling the extent of orographic precipitation

associated with ARs deserves further attention.
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Precipitation in Hokitika has been identified as being strongly controlled by the occur-

rence of ARs, however, this is only a single location on the West Coast of the South Island.

A more focused study of the along-range precipitation on the West Coast of the South

Island would allow for further identification of the impact of ARs in New Zealand. It is

notable that the Doubtful Sound location did not experience a vastly different AR precip-

itation regime to the rest of the country while being situated windward of the Southern

Alps. Further examination of the differing responses of landfalling ARs at these locations

would enable an improved understanding of the precipitation mechanisms in the South

Island of New Zealand.

Another key opportunity could be to attempt to forecast individual ARs with the use

of the category scale to assess and communicate the potential impact of ARs. An ap-

proach that is similar to forecasting the intensity of tropical cyclones could be applied to

ARs given an understanding of event magnitude and potential hazards. This research has

provided a list of all category 5 ARs between 1979 and 2019 at Hokitika and discussed the

extent of damage they have caused. Communicating an AR forecast using such a category

scale could provide a template to assess the typical impacts expected from an incoming AR

event. From a more technical perspective, the seasonal forecast of increased AR occurrence

is an emerging sub-field in AR research and presents an exciting opportunity for drought

management. Once linkages between AR occurrence and large scale atmospheric circula-

tion and modes are established, the occurrence, or rather lack, of ARs could be forecast

several weeks in advance, which would provide water managers with an unprecedented

opportunity for managing water resources.

The application of a state-of-the-art detection method in this thesis has provided the

foundation for a range of future research opportunities. The presented methodology, cli-

matology and associated AR impacts should serve as a benchmark for the study of ARs in

the New Zealand region.
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Appendix A

Waitaki flood events

The AR catalogue developed herein is queried for the 8 largest flood events in the Waitaki

Valley (central South Island) as observed by Kingston et al. (2016a) and presented in

Figures A.1 to A.4. All flood events were manually identified as occurring during IVT

conditions that resemble ARs and therefore, also act as performance validation for the

automated detection used throughout this analysis. The events are arranged (labelled a to

h) in accordance with the discharge into Lake Pukaki from largest to the smallest inflow

rates. All but one flood event (7 out of 8) were identified by the detection method, being

categorised between 3 and 5 for the central South Island. Instantaneous maps of IVT

at 12 hour intervals presented in Figure A.5 demonstrate the conditions during the false

negative flood event on December 28, 2010, clearly identifying the progression of elevated

IVT (exceeding 1250 kg m-1 s-1) in a typical AR structure.
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APPENDIX A. WAITAKI FLOOD EVENTS

Figure A.1: Detected AR category and associated AR statistics for the largest eight flood
events in the Waitaki Valley between 1979 and 2012 as taken from Kingston et al. (2016a).
Presented in order of flood rank, largest to smallest with (a) and (b) being flood rank 1
and 2.
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APPENDIX A. WAITAKI FLOOD EVENTS

Figure A.2: Waitaki flood events as for Figure B.1 but for flood rank (a) 3 and (b) 4.
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APPENDIX A. WAITAKI FLOOD EVENTS

Figure A.3: Waitaki flood events as for Figure B.1 but for flood rank (a) 5 and (b) 6.
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APPENDIX A. WAITAKI FLOOD EVENTS

Figure A.4: Waitaki flood events as for Figure B.1 but for flood rank (a) 7 and (b) 8.
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APPENDIX A. WAITAKI FLOOD EVENTS

Figure A.5: Plots of 6-hour IVT during the Waitaki flood event which was not detected
as an AR by GW15 but was manually identified by Kingston et al. (2016a) as an AR (27
December 2010). 197



Appendix B

Extreme accumulation and ablation

on Brewster Glacier

The largest ablation and accumulation events associated with north-westerly flows on Brew-

ster Glacier (44°S, 169°E, 2,000 m.a.s.l.) were identified by Little et al. (2019) for a 22-

month period between October 2010 and September 2012. Presented is an examination of

the detected ARs during the occurrence of these extreme glaciological mass balance events.

B.1 Extreme ablation events

The six largest north-westerly ablation events on Brewster Glacier between October 2010

and September 2012 are presented in Figures B.1 to B.3, identifying the presence of detected

ARs. 5 out of 6 of these events occurred during a detected AR over the location of Brewster

Glacier, ranging in magnitude from Category 1 to Category 5.
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APPENDIX B. EXTREME ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION ON BREWSTER
GLACIER

Figure B.1: Detected AR category and associated AR statistics (a, b) for the largest
ablation events on Brewster Glacier (2010-2012) as recorded by Little et al. (2019).
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APPENDIX B. EXTREME ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION ON BREWSTER
GLACIER

Figure B.2: Detected AR category and associated AR statistics (a, b) for the largest
ablation events on Brewster Glacier (2010-2012) as recorded by Little et al. (2019).
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APPENDIX B. EXTREME ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION ON BREWSTER
GLACIER

Figure B.3: Detected AR category and associated AR statistics (a, b) for the largest
ablation events on Brewster Glacier (2010-2012) as recorded by Little et al. (2019).
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APPENDIX B. EXTREME ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION ON BREWSTER
GLACIER

B.2 Extreme accumulation events

The five largest north-westerly accumulation events on Brewster Glacier between October

2010 and September 2012 are presented in Figures B.4 to B.6, identifying the presence of

detected ARs. 3 out of 5 of these events occur during a detected AR over the location of

Brewster Glacier, with the magnitude remaining below category 1.
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APPENDIX B. EXTREME ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION ON BREWSTER
GLACIER

Figure B.4: Detected AR category and associated AR statistics (a, b) for the largest
accumulation events on Brewster Glacier (2010-2012) as recorded by Little et al. (2019).
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APPENDIX B. EXTREME ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION ON BREWSTER
GLACIER

Figure B.5: Detected AR category and associated AR statistics (a, b) for the largest
accumulation events on Brewster Glacier (2010-2012) as recorded by Little et al. (2019).
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APPENDIX B. EXTREME ACCUMULATION AND ABLATION ON BREWSTER
GLACIER

Figure B.6: Detected AR category and associated AR statistics for the largest accumulation
events on Brewster Glacier (2010-2012) as recorded by Little et al. (2019).
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